one salmon.
The trout were “beauties. ’’ The salmon weighed about three
and one-half pounds.

LOC AL A1 FAILS.
\\

r.M'k

\h\

mi nts

kiis»

I Ills

ui:i;k.

The installation will be folsupper. Masons
and their families are invited.
he

Morrisou'8 Sure

< ure.

Curtis K. Foster is in Boston

on

\V. S. Kane 1ms been

busi-

Niagara

in Boston

busi-

move

to

Several Ellsworth people

Win-

have already

ELLSWORTH

gone to Boston to attend the grand opera.
A party leaves today (Thursday) on the

F. Smallidge, of Northeast Harbor,
in the city Monday.

A.

sociable and

a

string.

J. L. Hanson ami family
throp, this week.

isn't to be mentioned

on

week.

this

by

Dr. F. A. Davis, of Boston, was in town
While here,
last week visiting relatives.
he, in company with his brother, H. E.
Davis and others, went to Tunk on a fishing trip. They brought home a tine

ness.

ness

installed.

lowed

A.

S.

Pen-

Lynam, A. L. Higgins, K. H. Burr, E.
.J. Morrison, II. R. Pettingill and wife,
Miss (LA. Richardson, Melville Foster,
John Preble, Richmond Connors, Myra
Connors, Minnie Pray, Bar Harbor; Mrs.
George Clay, Miss Clay, Tliad. \V. Parke,
George A. Dodge, Bluehill; H. T. Elvvell,
North Sedgwick; R. II. Googins, Bueksport; Henry Boynton, A. II. Lawrence,
Brad Smith, Sullivan; S. Watson Cousins,
East Bluehill; O. B. Goodwin, Mt. Desert
Ferry; II. A. Dority, J. A. Closson, S. H.
Dority, Sedgwick; George J. Joy, Mt.
Desert; J. C. Ralph, Southwest Harbor;
A. F. Smallidge, Northeast Harbor; A. B.
Fernald, Franklin.

King's Daughters.
This (Wednesday) evening the offieerselect of I.ygonia lodge. F. and A. M.f will

—

wife, Seal Harbor;

Mrs. J>. N.

FALLS.

Moore and Mrs. S. F. Jones

were in Bangor Tuesday.
consisting of Miss Mabel
The Junior Endeavorers had a social in
Mrs.
A.
Monaghan,
Mary
Greelyand
1
at
John H. McDonald is
John A. Peters, jr. Others may join the the hall last Saturday evening.
falling of prices of our 1)KKSS Green I>ike tish hatchery. employed
E. A. Flood was confined the last of the
party.
Goods and in fact all our winAn original pension has been granted
Friends of Capt. Lorenzo Jordan were j week with a very lame back.
of
his
t
city.
Henry Hastings
to learn of the safe arrival at j
ter -toe!: in evi ry department,
Quite a company met at J. F. H'hit1 pleased
George H. Grant and wife left Monday Providence of his schooner, the “Pepe eonib’s last Sunday afternoon, and spent
ll v ai don't take the goods for a week’s vi-it in Boston.
overdue. I an hour or two in singing.
Ramirez,” w hich was long
The \V. C. T. C. will meet with Mrs. Capt. Jordan reports heavy weather, |
A. Thompson, of Haterville, came last
we
make you,
at tin
piices
1. M. Grant, Feb. 28, at 2.30 p. m.
which drove him far off the coast, hut he I
Saturday evening and is spending a few
suffered not the slightest damage.
A long distant e telephone has been put
you wouldn't look at them if
days fishing at Branch Pond.
in the office of the First National hank.
Walter II. Taylor, formerly of Dover, ;
Mabel Leighton, of Columbia Falls,
we ottered them to you gratis.
F. A. Coombs is having the interior of but now of Ellsworth, and Miss Ina spent Wednesday with her aunt, Mrs. P.
Our stock must be disposed of, his store painted by Charles A. Bellatty. B. Folsom, were married at the home II. Conley. She was on her way home
of the bride in Dover on Wednesday, from
Bucksport seminary.
Pearl L. Leland. of West Trenton, was
because winter is drawing to a
Feb. 20.
Mr. Taylor came to Ells-j
in the city to-day. Wednesday) on busiRev. II. H’. Conley was made a life memai
worth early
m
October to accept
close and we must close out ness.
ber of the Maine Missionary society by
position in George A. Parcher’s drug the contribution of
$20 lately sent to that
Jennie Lord has accepted the store.
Mrs.
he
his
residence
here
During
has;
our winter stock.
from the church and congregation
pos-.tioii of organist at the Methodist made many friends w ho join in congratu- society
here.
church.
lations.
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor are at
Rev. S. D. Towne, of Oldtown, passed
Mrs. Charles F. Greene has returned
present living at L. F. Hooper’s.
through here last Saturday morning on
from Boston, where she has been visiting
The board of registration A. W. Cushto Machias, w here he is to assist
! his way
the past month.
man, chairman; E. E. Brady and T. F.
in special religious services for about
were
in
The
NO. 9 MAIN STREET.
Mabonev meet
Tuesdav.
Wednesday.
county commissioners
three weeks.
session Monday ami Tuesday, occupied Thursday, Friday and Saturday of this

in

the

same

!m ath with the

was

train

noon

Miss

1

with

Do Von Weai' Pauls?

routine business.

The
nt
a

flu

week, at Hancock hall. The board will
NEXT WEEK
be in session the first three days from 9 to
1
On Friday they will
1: 3 to 5 and 7 to 9.
<
E. Local ( 11 ion
Meets in
Seaside
meet in
tin1 evening.
Would-be’
not
Ellsworth
Order of Exrivlscs.

sociable given by the Odd Fellows
ir

hull

bi-t \WdiiesduV eVellimr.

WHS

enjoyable affair.

most

voters

William Smith v. as nrre-tcd Friday, for
drunkenness. S« titmce. thirty days and
Mittimus suspended.
costs.

must

who

ar**

not

already registered
m. Friday.
The

The quarterly- meeting of the Seaside
Endeavor Local Enion is near
at hand.
The time is Tuesday, March 5,
The Ell-worth Baptist
at 2.30 ami 7 p. m.

register before 5 p.

hoard meets

Saturday

to review

the

list*

Chrisiian
1

only and no new names will be registered.
Crabtree, formerly agent at billsThe friends of 'I'. F. Muting ban, of
rt h depot, now stationed at New LimOardim r. a former F.llsworlh !>••>■. will be
erick oil the B. A A., is in the eity this j
.interested to learn that his orchestra was
W eek.
engaged to furnish t he music at (J over nor
M ( inliert ell t ermined ieorge 11. Stover
\ ugn-ta
n !’• 1
'2‘2.
(Menv'-'i* reception ad
ami a small party ol friend-»J his apartThis is a high compliment to Mr. MonHum >ck hoie-e Monday
ments in tieaghan" skill as a n usicinn and trainer.
even mg.
The members of th:s orchestra recently
The schooner ••.Ktna.'' of Bangor, ('apt. pr‘-sente(| t heir lender with n hamisome
Smith of Fdlswort h. arrived safely at New silver-mounted music satchel as n token
York last Fr'nh;\. Six- was many days of their appreciation for the interest he
ov*rdne.
has always taken in their behalf.
1*.

S.

place.
meeting is for the benefit of everybody. The public are cordially invited,

church is t he
The

drive to the
church, corner of Hancock and Pine
entertainstreet-. The committee on
ment, Miss Maud Woodward, Miss Hattie
Curtis and Ernest L. Curtis, w ill assign
places for teams.
According to action at the last meeting
the Ellsworth society will furnish only
tea and coffee. The time from 5 to 7 will
he pleasantly .■'pent in eating and sociaThose from out of town will

<

W* Hi* gton
daughter. Mi—

wife
and
MeFar’and.
Mab'l, are in town. They

The social event of Ittsl Week, ami out
of the must enjoyable of the season, was
t he she* t and pillow ease party given at
Manning hall, Friday evening. The hail
presented a weird sight as the dancers in
grotesque disguise moved about. Masks

it

tie- "ojiera." and pronounced
worth ‘‘going miles to -*•» .”

took in

Among the nominat ions announced by
Thursday, was that
of William R.
Campbell, this eity, for
(iovernor Cleaves last

We can offer customers
in Men’s Pants, and

now

justice

big bargains

made for every
the Johnson

We

are

guarantee that these pants are the
The
best that any market affords.

to

prices

*J.OO,

*2.75,

are

*.‘’.50

t he

and

S.

w ere

1

Mary

Thomp-

Hopkins,

Miss Lillian Presby, Miss Mabelle
Joy, Miss Mary F. Hopkins, Miss Agnes

son,

A. Lord.

committee.

at Odd

Kllsworth

Fellows hall.

Air.

1

when

a

young

man.

Helms

city marshal and day policepast two years. He was a
painstaking and efficient officer anti gave
His resignation
t he utmost sat infection.

served

List of letters remaining uncalled f"r at
the Kllsworth post-office Feb. lib: C. A.
Brawn, Mrs. Jennie Burton. Lewis (»rny.
Richard Long. J. C. McCarthy. Mrs. \N
J. Moore, and Calvin C. Tracy,

\Y. R. PARKER A CO..
II^WOKIH.

After praise service, address of welcome,
response, business, reports from societies
and a devotional service, there will be
discussion.
three papers, followed by
The papers w ill be “Our Pledge in (Jen-

Clifton S. Stover late- city marshal, died
The Oild Fellows are making arrange- j
at his home on Church street, last Friday,
nn nts for an entertainment and dance to
j in the tifty-ninth year of his age. Mr.
Hancock ball, Wednesday
be given at
Stover was born in Bluehill, and came t<>
will
be
served
0.
March
|
Supper
evening,

*4.00.

•

quorum.

The much-postponed third social at the
Nieolin club will take place this (Thursday) evening. Supper at 6.30. C. R. Foster, \V. R. Parker and L. 11. Cushman are

willing

bility.

removed after the fourth

surprises

man

of all in

Leavening

rower.—

as

for the

minute papers on the interesting
“The Information Committee”
and “The Missionary Extension Course;
What may it Mean to the Seaside Local
Enion?”
The united society of Christian Endeavof tinor have kindly loaned 300 copies
song leaflet which will be used at the
international convention, to be held in
Boston in July; and at the request of the
two ten

topics:

Ellsworth society, they have sent a large
quantity of Christian Endeavor literature
and badges. These will be on exhibition,
and will be sold to those who care to buy.

A Warm
Welcome

few

o.

Uov t

K.eport

Powder
Absolutely pure

inate minor ward officers. Following is
full
citizens’ ticket.
For Mayor:
^
REPUBLICANS
AND
DEMOCRATS
GEORGE P. DUTTON.
Ward /.
JOIN FORCES.
Alderman Henry Whiting.
Warden John G. Jordan.
NOMIDUTTON
P.
GEORGE
JUDGE
Ward c lerk—diaries A. Beliatly.
DISSENTMAYOR- NO
NATED FOR
Constable Samuel P. Jordan.
Ward 2.
ING VOICES IN THE CAUCUSES.
Alderman Daniel II. Eppes.
Warden George W. Higgins.
“No politics ill municipal government” |
Ward clerk James H. Hopkins.
s the watchword in Ellsworth at this i
Constable James T. Cushman.
Ward :i.
Municipal election. The democrats and
Alderman
Charles M. Whitcomb.
nomhave
and
forces,
joined
epublienn.s
Warden Charles M. William.
citizens’ ticket.
nated a non-partisan
Ward clerk
Fred L. Frazier.
srot a dissenting voice was raised in
Constable
No nomination.
is1
■itlier caucus. The ticket nominated
Ward 4.
, is follows:
Aldcrnmn
H. Fremont Mnddoeks.
For Mayor:
Warden James M. Moore.
GEORGE P. DUTTON.
Ward clerk Herbert E. Patten.
For Aldermen:
Constable Alvin Staples.
Ward 1 Henry Whiting.
Ward 5.
Ward 2- Daniel H. Eppes.
Alderman
Michael Brady.
Whitcomb.
M.
Ward 3—Charles
Warden
Sidney P. Stock bridge.
Ward 1 II. Fremont Maddocks.
Ward clerk- Walter E. Willard.
Ward 5—Michael Brady.
Constable- John H. Donovan.
There will be no opposition to this
PEOPLE’S PARTY.
icket except that of the people’s party,
The people’s party has made the follow1 ind
in the fourth ward, where the re1 ng nominations:
jublicans refused to co-operate with the
Mayor Silas I. Grant.
nom!
have
and
movement
ticket
■itizens’
Alderman, Ward 1 Levi C. Beckwith.
j nated a full ticket for ward odicers,
2
Frank R. McGown.
Edward E. Richardson being named for
3—Albion II. Carlisle.
Mr. Maddocks, however, is
dderman.
j
4
No nomination.
the citizens
he regular nominee on
5 Joshua E. Ginn.
imuu
lCKel, cmiurseu
Warden, ward 1 Robert B. Carter.
■epubliotiH.
Ward clerk, ward 1
William Kellen.
nominated
lias
’flu- j,,-, ,p|.-'s party
|
< unstable, ward 1
Reuben S. Sargent.
leor",e P. ]>uti«»n for mayor, and alder-1
! Tien in all wards except the fourth. In
FOURTH WARD REPUBLICANS.
he first ward they have nominated a full
The republicans of the fourth ward,
j
below.
ii-kvt. All nomination* appear
vho refused to co-operate in the citizens’
NOMINATING THE TICKET.
novenient, at their caucus last WedPursuant t > the plan arranged by the
lesday nominated the following ticket:
j
lemoeratie and republican city commit| ees, the two caucuses w-re called for! Alderman Edward E. Richardson.
J
Warden George W. Ratten.
he same hour last Thursday afternoon, in :
Ward clerk Howard H. Hoouer.
I
in
me'
The
hall.
Hancock
republicans
Constable' Alpheus W.JNason.
the
and
floor
second
t
lie
.he large hall on
j
lemocrats met in the aldermen’s room.
(
Church Notes.
The rej ublican caucus was called to j
At the Congregational
church next
II. Prummey, chairman of,
jrder by
j .he committee. J. F. Knowlton was Sunday morning the sermon by the pasj
or will be on the parable of “The Lnhor•hosen chairman and Henry \Y. Cush•rsjin the Vineyard.” In the afternoon
nan, secretary.
it 3 o’clock, communion service.
In the
caucus whs called tc>
| •veiling at 7, people’s service—t he mdnthj The democratic
of
chairman
Stuart,
jrder by Cieorge II.
| y meeting for praise, under the auspices
ihe democratic eoflimittee. I.. B. Wyman j >f the choir.
H.
Arts chosen chairman and John

CITIZENS’ TICKET.

the

*•

*..■

i.i-..

j
j

j

j

j

and, secretary.
In the republican caucus the following
•esolutions were presented and adopted:

Doliiver Loses Hoth jKeet.
Rare her Doliiver, of Amherst, whoso
larrowly escaped freezing to death three
veeks ago has lost both feet. The second

Hr solved. That the republican voter* of the
here■ity of El!-\v..rth in caucus assembled do

imputation was performed Saturday by
)r. L. W. Hodgkins of Ellsworth and Dr.

it is for the best
>y declare their belief that
ntere*ts ot the city and tax payers thereof to
•llminate party politics from the coining munic
pal election and to select a municipal ticket
hat w ill receive tlie support of the citi/ens genwithout regard to party alVtliations, and

fatten of Amherst.
HusincsH Notices.

Tapley’- “Bread Winner” out-wears alijother

erally,
hat, to accomplish this purpose, the republican
,-oters of Ellsworth, In caucus here assembled,
ire willing to co-operate with the democratic
rotor* now assembled in caucus in lower hall,

hoes.
A

the name indicates, Rail’s Vegetable .Sicil
Hair Renew or is a renewer oi tin- liair, in
hiding its growth, health, youthful color, and
leauty. It will please y«m.
an

imi to devise ways and mean* to secure the
t a
mmiuatloii
municipal ticket that will he
iceeptaide. to both parties and secure their
■

gtrfjrrtiscmrnts.

individed support
Hrsolerd, That for the purpose of expediting
uslnes* and securing the nomination of a
nuniclp.il ticket acceptable to the eitizetis of
Ellsworth, there be chosen from the caucus a

c.

weeks ago. which was made necesone
Horn each of the live
The badges are in two sizes, and of both | •ommlttec ..t live,
sary by his failing health, was learned
and silver, and they sell at £1.00, so,
Aanl*, with authority to me t a like number
gold
The schooner Alfaretta S. Snare,” of with great regret. Death resulted from I 25 and 22 cents. All profits from sales go ■initial !;, clm-eii b> the democratic caucus now
j
Bangor, ('apt. Jeff. Smith of this city, ar- earn er of the stomach. Mr. Stover had for the spread of Christian Endeavor n session and to join with such democratic
She reHe work. All will he glad to see tlie material
been in poor health for a long time.
■ommlttec in the selection of a citizen*’ munleirived at New London, Feb.
sent even though they do not buy.
the ticket so selected to he reported
her
in
which
F.
and
of
was
a
member
weather,
lodge,
I.ygonia
ports very heavy
Mr. Frost eannot be secured for any other ,j»1 ticket,
^
,y said committee to the respective caucuses
foresail and forestaysail were carried A. M. Funeral services were held Sunday evening than Tuesday; therefore there
md to he accepted by said caucuses as the ticket
was disabled. | afternoon.
Deceased leaves a w idow and can not be any postponement on account
is extended to away, and her steering geur
weather. Through sunshine or storm, ;o lie voted for in the coming municipal elecof
two sons.
She lost a portion of her deckload.
Ellsworth Baptist church on
ion.
come to
you to come
The Sunday morning offering at the Tuesday, March 5.
and see the
With its active board of trade and a
The same resolutions, with the excepboard of
Congregational church is not devoted to
many new non-partisan and business-like
tion of change in name of party, were
and mayor, Ellsworth can inis
and beautiful aldermen
but
used
for
Hall.
special
lllunqiiefort Commandery
deed look forward to prosperous and busy running expenses,
presented in the democratic caucus and
things we times. The nominee for the mayoralty and benevolent objects. At a recent
Work has been commenced on the alhave to offer. is a lawyer by profession, the judge of the meeting of the committee on benevo- terations in the third floor of the Man- adopted.
JOINT COMMITTEE.
And the wel* municipal court and possessed of many lence it was voted to make one special ning building, fitting it for a hall for
The joint committee appointed under
the office
comewillseem sterling qualities. He will dll
between now and August 1 to Blanquefort
Masonic the above resolutions was as follows:
Commandery,
with honor, both to himself and the city. offering
warmer and
each of three objects: The Sunday school Knights Templars. When completed, the
—Lewiiton Journal.
Republicans—First ward, A. W. Cushvisit
your
the Congregational educational commandery w ill have the best equipped
third
man; second ward, A. II. Norris;
A. E. Foster, Rich Moore and Irving library,
the
Congregational Sunday rooms in the city.
M. II. Haynes; fourth ward, E. E.
two days at Perch camp, society,
ward,
Webber
spent
note
when you
Their
The commandery has leased the entire Higgins; tifth ward, T. F. Mahoney.
and returned school and publishing society.
the low prices Patten's pond, last week,
this year. dates will be announced later. On the third floor of the building, including the
there
Democrats—First ward, N. H. Higgins;
made
catch
best
the
with
our careful
trout remaining Sundays the offering will go present hall. The front portion of the iecond ward, George B. Stuart; third
buying and They had in the string twenty-dve
into a general fund for benevolence, to floor had never been finished, and thus ward, C. Eben Morrison; fourth ward, H.
be used by the committee chiefly for city admits of building a hall exactly suited Fremont Maddocks; tifth ward, John E.
make possible.
atrfjcrtiBctnmtB.
and county objects.
to the uses of the commandery.
Doyle.
The main hall, or meeting room, will
A recess w as taken in each caucus while
Friends of Seth T. Campbell, who recorner
of
the
buildbe
in
the
nortbeast
will
be
the committee was preparing the ticket.
cently moved to Island Falls,
be 28x46 feet. The In the course of half an hour the caucuses
pleased to hear the encouraging reports ing. The room will
were called to order and the ticket as
that already come from him. A correspon- platform will be at the eastern end. In
’ROUND.
submitted
for
was
above
dent from that place writes to the Bangor the northeast corner will be a small hall.
printed
will have
arched
Commercial: “An enthusiastic meeting of 28x16. Both halls
ipproval.
a

Latest U.

Baking

j

dance, and (
“Our Pledge in Reference to the!
many. Light refresh- era!;''
The ladies who sol Church;” “Our Pledge in Reference to
ments were served.
successfully managed the affair were: the Society.”
M. Frost, of
In the evening Rev. J.
Mrs. J. A. Peters, Mrs. C. S.
Bragdon
Bangor, will speak on “Loyalty.” He has
Mrs. I. L. Halman. Mrs. H. K. Davis, Mrs.
F. A. Coombs, Mrs. \Y. lb Parker, Miss also kindly consented to conduct the
“Question Box.” Then, too, there will be
A.
Miss Almeuia
were

t he

Krnest C.

day hard service, buy

Pants.

peace

and

Libby, of (iuuldsboro, and
Hut-kins, of North Lubee, while
in this eity, Tuesday, were the guests of
their aunt, Mrs. Rebecca M. Avery.
Frank

is tin* time to

If you want the very best pants

buy.

of t he

Highest

S.

the

—

and

ney, Mariaville; George R. Cunningham,
L. A. Leach. C. C. Ladd,L. B. Deasy, John

The attendance on the second night of
ope ra “Priscilla” was almost as large
The net proceeds
as on the first night.
of the first night were donated to the

II. Norris I>ry <ioo.K
•I. T. I u-11111:11
slierilT’--ale.
>ia(« m.i.l
IIm I- it I. I if y A 1 a-ually Co.
Siatemeiit (Juincy Mutual Hip Ins. Co.
“•taf. incut
New Hampshire Fire Ins. Co.
Palmer '•.•Hinder- Freedom notlee.
II
\
Kyerson Legislative notice.
< oomliI
\
Wall paper.
\dmr. i,otic.
l-.-t. Dwight 8. Howe.
•las. T. Cushman —Messenger's notice.
la- F. I>a\ i- Notice.
<•
\
Pareher
Npotheenry.
1- F. Kedumn Furniture.
IIaii Hakkok
N

MU)I T FALLS!

Brncy

ami

••

|

iNNUAL

pleasanter

^ALE

experience

GROCERIES
THE YEAR

citizens washeld Monday evening, for the
purpose of arranging for the organization
of a board of trade. St irring speeches were
made by Charles Don ham, Seth T. Camp- I
bell, D. A. Sew all, Rev. II. II. Noyes, Dr.
F. F. Bigelow and others. It was unanimously voted to organize the ‘Island
Falls Board of Trade’ and a committee
consisting of S. R. Crabtree, Seth T.
Campbell, and M. D. Estes was chosen to
draft a set of by-laws and draw up a constitution. Seth T. Campbell, esq., was
the originator of the movement and to his
public spirit and energy a vote of thanks'
is due.”

PRICES CONSISTENT
with good goods
and

a

AUSTIN
Manning

JUSTIN

II.

JOY,

Block. ELLSWORTH, ME.
M. FOSTER,

CAHPEXTEIt

1

profit.

fair

AX1>

IH'ILDEU

draw plain, make estimate-, take contracts
work-

'«» all place, i.i'
building*. First class
maDBhlp guaranteed.
<ipectal attention given to Sanitarv Work.

Water St.

Ellsworth, Me

|l

ij

|

Dlohtherla, eto.
| THINK If IS REAL NICE TO TAKE,

Throat,

1 :

.VubwayMe.'jK.-ine

Co.,Norway,

|

Among visitors to the city the past
week, were: C. II. Abbott and wife, Hancock; C. L. Lynam and w ife, George W.

ceilings.
The guard room and armory, 14>.,xlS
feet, will be in the southeast corner. In the
southwest corner will be the kitchen, 12*4
x 12C feet, with pantry. The kitchen will
open on one side into the preparing room,
which opens into tin* large new hall, and
the other into the present hall, w hich
used as a banquet hall.
The entry at the head of the stairway
will open on one side into the present
hall, and on tlie other into a large recepFrom this reception room
tion room
will open through arches to ante-rooms,
the one at the right leading to the armory and small hall, the one at the left
to the large hall. The toilet room will
open from the ante-room on the left.
T. F. Uarland is doing the work. The
plans are by H. L. Moor.

on
w

ill be

The nomination of George P. Dutton
for mayor was unanimously accepted in
;aeh caucus. Each caucus then resolved
tsdf into a ward caucus, the president
uid secretary being authorized to act as
officers of the ward caucuses. The nominations for aldermen were then taken up
separately, and on motion of representaiives from each ward respectively, the
nominations were accepted. In this way
Eli nominations were approved and nc?epted except that of H. F. Maddocks, in
ihe republican caucus, there being no
representative from that ward present.
The joint committee was empowered to
till vacancies occurring on the ticket.
The caucuses then adjourned.
The joint committee met later to nom-

\

K^TOW

QOINO QN.

0. L. MOIiANW.
!
That the blood should perform its vital
functions, it is absolutely necessary it
should not only be pure but rich in life^iving elements. These results arc* best
effected by the use of that well-known
standard blood-purifier, Ayer’s Sarsa-

j

parilla.

*Tr_
<

I1K1MTAN !.M>:

Topic for
;{

the Week

('omiiKiit

Beginning March

I.V\

hj

**«.

I

Topic.xv. 1. J

'MILLIONS I'OK WHISKY.

WOK.

I!.

Ib>\le.

!'x

xiv.

rD.iy.)
.*
.nvi vuy «.f the Christian
Anoth
••nevit' 'i '»«• ^j»loncii«1 work
Endeavor
has still
of mis vi mi given i: \
and widening
gon- forward, deep- ning
wOv -^ii.Miig ye;*1, f%T»• i Vet the
end is not in sight. There is still work
to be done “for Christ and the church,
and the topic of “Advance, Endeavor!
is therefor*' appropriate just at this time.
The command of God to the children of
Israel at a critical moment in their
march to Canaan was, “Go forward!
This is ever and always the command of
God to his church and to his people, considered either as organizations or as individuals. The principle of the C hristian
life is advance. There is to be no stand
ing still and no retreat until the heavenCanaan is reached, and even then we

ly

shall advance.

Le* us, then, as End* avorers advance.
Adv .co in Christian character, in mis
sionary enterprise, in proportionate and
systematic benevolence, in labors for
good citizenship and in every good work
that will advance the kingdom of Chri-t
the earth.
1. Advance, even in the face of difficulties. The Israelites are. in a critical
position. The Red sea is before them
and the Egyptian army behind them,
and tber< are murmuring and complaint
Yet G*>d »ywithin their own ranks.
unto Moses, “Speak unto the childr- n
Opt o
of Israel that they go forward
sition within! Opposition without1 T..
is characteristic of the advancement of
on

*»

.-

work. Then* are a!
wavs some to oppose noble movements
The Christian Endeavor movement has
cot been an exception, though the opposition is rapidly dying out But now^rk
of God is to falter because of opposition
It is to go forward against all obstacles

good

and difficulties.
f 2. Advance in

the way

Ann

l.Vo’.

»

almost every

i nitrd States Spends 'lore Money l'«>r
I;[1111 I'him to tin it t lie (lo\ ,-mint-lit.

points

-a: s

to go forward, but opened up a way
God
for them, and they followed it.
never commands us to do an impossibil
ity. He will point out the way if we
will only setdv for it and follow it God s
way of meeting opposition is always the

Human methods usually m
best way.
crease the difficulties, but all obstacles
vanish before divine methods. Amid all
obstacles and difficulties to personal. *>•>
ciety or church advancement let us
search out the way by which <* >•! w m! i
have us meet them. That way will a!
.*ways be successful. The way that i:;
God’s people will often confound hi>
enemies, as the cloud was a light i.« th-Israelites and darkness to the Egyp
tians.
3. Advance depending upon God.
Moses and Israel did this. It was the
We should alsalvation of the Lord.
ways depend upon God for success and
“The Lord is my
not upon ourselves.
strength,” sang Moses. “The sword of
the Lord and of Gideon" should be our

battlecry.
4. Advance with praise and gratitude
to God < Ex. xv. 1,2). When the victory
had been won, Moses in joyful acclaim
sang praises of gratitude to God. Thus
should all Christian workers advance.
Bible E-. a lings.—Jer. vii, 24, 32-34;
Acts xxviii. 1"; I C«»r. ix. 24-27; Gal.
vi, 9; Phii. i. •> 1; ii, 12. 13; iii. 13,
I1 b. x i, 1. 2, xii,
iv, 1
14; II T;
it Pu iii. 1*
ii.
1, 2; I i
Rev ii, 7, 10.
( isri-*. la’i ri)tl«*HV(»r Abroad.

i\

Rev.

Clark, president of th

E.

ry, has recently return-d
months’ trip to Europr
from a i
Though L. *a!th was much broken in
h report.- himself as quit**
the sumiting mico lm-re. having hud
well and
f absoli’t-r in Switzera few w»
».
lai-, at the request
land and ltu.y.

United

in
i.st.^a pci-]
of many
Germany
n attending
and Scan.': in avia, he hameeting-in Berlin, Frmd.f rt, L* ipsic,
Dresden, < ipeiihagcn, st kliolm and
f tin* E»
Christiai hi in th-* intrr
.unti i*. .> h«*
deavor sty lnallti.
in t:*• movement,
found mm. h int- :
especially in Germany, where already
some socieoeQ have lio u fi rmed sin»*e
his visit, with a promise of many thousands in the years to come. He also attpnrWi Mini ul mooting in Gr--.it Britain

for

tw

\.

■

ings of y
of England

;s,
g

addressing large gatherp* njilo 1.1 different parts

and Walt s, In land and
Scotland. I.i London 5,000 Lndeavurers
assembled in tho Metropolitan taberWhile in Bristol no building
nacle.
large enough to accommodate the audience could he obtained, and two simultaneous
meetings were held in the
American style. So in Edinburgh, Dublin, Cardiff and other centers great
throngs of Christian Endeavorers came
together with their pa-tors and older
friends.
Chri*tian Knileavor

Jotting*.
The Brooklyn Navy Yard society retently observed its second anniversary.
Nearly 200 sailors were present
The Admiral Foote

Floating society

bas been organized at tho naval training station at Newport, R. I.
At the meeting of tho national Christian Endeavor body at Leicester, England, the badge banner was nnfnrled
for the first time on an English plat-

form.
Christian Endeavor is making vigorOne
ms advances in Great Britain.
thousand and sixty-?' veu societies arcnow

Tho Methodist New < anuection, Enghas greatly complimented its Endeavor societies by railing upon them
to raise £l,0o0 for f. r ign missions as
their centenary gift, this church being
100 years old in 1S97.

land,

Active s*< ps have been taken toseenro
the amalgamation of iho Christian Enre: I
the
seen ties
deavor
Epworth
leagues in China, wi.h try prospect of
success.

It is expected that tho lbho New
York state convention to be held in
Brooklyn will be the largest yet held by
may equal the international convention at St. Louis.
the stat" util

n

and

a

fairly

Therefore there were 5,604,062,891 drinks produced in this country.

A conservative estimate of how much
across counters is about
was imbibed
6,090,000,000 glasses of whisky, for
which we paid over the bar $609,000,000, or $5,000,000 more than all the

annual appropriations of congress

com-

bined.
This represents a consumption of 100
glasses i,f whisky each year for every
man, woman and child between the rock
hound Pacific ami the storm tossed Atlantic, or, counting only the male
adults, 500 glasses per year each.
(if beer the figures are equally astounding. The consumption was 31,962,943 barrels—that is, 12,785,169,200
glasses, representing the expenditure for
tiiis mode of Teutonic hilarity of $617,25s, 40(T, or about 10 cents for each inhabitant.
In the neighborhood of 220 glasses are
charged up in this calculation against
each of us as otir annual allowance.
Therefore if we do not average our daily
glass we may he sure that our neighbors
are getting the benefit of onr abstinence.
By estimating this year's internal
revenue receipts from spirits on the
basis of last year's product with the increased tax of $1. 10 per gallon, the internal revenue receipts will be $97,674,905.—Atlanta Constitution.
RISKED LIFE AND LIMB.
n Perilous Trip to
Supply of Whisky.
It is well known that nun addicted to
the use of liquor will go to almost any
length to get "the good old stuff" when
temporarily cut off from their regular

Three Drunkards Took
a

of supply, says a correspondent
of The Banner of Gold. At a recent
meeting of the Keeley league a graduate
told the Story of how three gentlemen
who wi re confined by their friends in
the "jag ward" of a hospital, getting
ovir a prolonged spree, made a break for

source

liberty and liquor.
Tie lr quarters were

the fourth floor
and they wanted
“wanted it bad." They
finally decided to go down tho fire escape, scale the high picket fence and
seek the nearest hostelry where liquid
comfort was dispensed. They waited
till 11 p. m., ami then made the perilous descent, bareheaded, slippered and
with their hospital gowns fluttering in
the cool evening breeze. They got down
and over the fence safely, and after some
rebuffs fouud a saloon keeper who agreed
After
to give them what they wanted.
absorbing several drinks they started
back to the hospital, each with a quart
bottle i:» his possession. Two got over
tho iron picket fence safely, but the tail
of the third one's gown caught on a
spike and detained him temporarily,
only to let him down head first to j ': v,
up tile gravel with his face and n
The other two climbed up rim fir'•>
cape, and eluding the attendants
safely in bed again.
third did not get in again tl, it
Tii
night, 1 at was sent hack two days lati r.
of the main
whisky and

on

building,

Kill^J tiy Wln-ky.
Mr- I!.! ara Heins a widmv Jiviv'
in L
Bland City, X*. V
gav* u
party in honor of tin* fourth annivers;,! y
of tii" birth * f li* r daughter Man.:.
Tho i irt-y lasted wel! into tin nig
and a considerable quantity f wh.-h
Thu chiimvu drauh »
was consunn d.
the stuff, and next morning the little
girl in wliosu honor the party was given
She died at 5 oVBek
was takuii ill.
Her broth* r Joseph, who is a year
Both little onus w« re
was also taken ill.
suffering fr«'in convulsions, when, ab"iit
4
lock. Dr. John S. Burns was called
Soon after his arrival
to attend them.
the girl sank into a coma from which
<

n

■

■

...

lint revive her.

±le <11 r•

<•

thk T'OI.MAX mantle and how

r«■ <l ins

Beggar—Tiraperanco,
Gentleman

sor.

(astonished)—Tem-

perance?
Beggar—Yes,
all day hut sit

sor. Oi’ve done nothing
in the park and drink
water, but with the help of your honor’s
sixpenco Oi’ll boa new man in a few
minute... —Selected.
New York’i Driuk Arrests.

Statistics from the New York city police department for 1894 show arrests:

Males, 77,535; females, 20,950; total,
08,465. Of these 21,449 were for disorderly conduct; 19,538, drunkenness;
8,(123, drunk and disorderly; 8,404, violate n of excise law; 5,794, assault and
battery, or G3,608 arrests largely duo to

| drink.—Exchange.

likewise

shoe.*, mother;

be

1m

no
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To-night have ready hot water, with

ION— NEW HLOISE WAISTS.

lave my feet;
Quinine we will have for
rare to

by American Tress Assoclaticm.)
The latest move of Importance In dressmaking is the renewal of the dolman cape
These are
sleeves.
or mantle without
made long, generally reaching below tho
for
evening
knee.
They ore adapted
and
wraps, for the street and visiting,
and
more
dressy
elegant
they are always
than any jacket for women. The jacket Is
better adapted for youth and for ordinary
ISM.

mu*

ard to

dinner; it’* all that I'll

eat;

superheated blankets, get ready to
rook me brown.
For I’m going to walk downtown, mother; I'm
going to walk downtown.
1

^

■ —

KITTKKY TO CAHIBOr.
Week's

Winnowing* of
Novelty ami Nonsense.

One

News,

An Auburn man’s farm has been sold
In making a three-quarter dolman manto pay his bill for tobacco. Of course
from
tle the pattern can he drafted easily
the account has been increasing for years,
the diagram herewith, the front edge beend the man used the weed quite freely,
ns
with
the
with
even
selvage,
ing laid
out it is a fact that his farm was sold to
murh turned in ns may lie desired. This
however, must be allowed for before the satisfy his grocer's tobacco bill.
It will ho noticed that on
rest Is marked
A man went into a dentist’s office in
the shoulder seam there is one flattened Waterville to have some work done, and
space that Is ♦ inches wide, and following
remarked to the dentist that his head
the two lines down is to he laid in a plait,
and perhaps be had better have
which allows for the opening for the ached,
The width nrruss tho bust from that pulled. He was somewhat taken
hands
the X marks, aside from the space marked aback by the doctor’s remarking that it
for the plait, should lie tho sizeof the bust was hardly worth pulling, but perhaps
from the arm size and should he easy, not
it would pay to fill it.
tight. The circular line shows the rounded
A Saco man. while hauling clay last
shoulder portion. The width of each front
week, made a discovery that surprised
at the bottom should depend somewhat on
him. About a foot below the surface he
the figure of the wearer, but a good way
struck a stratum of red clay, and mingled
to get it Is to pass a tapeline around the
body where the bottom of the mantle will w ith it were lumps of molten iron, slag,
be and get the number of inches, divide it ! etc., that seemed to have been through
Into three, two parts for the fronts and the a furnace. As he can find no
history
other for the hack.
or tradition of such an
industry in the
The hack part Is cut on the fold of the |
place, he thinks here is a problem for the
cloth, nml the lower portion is not dlvid
The jog is to he laid in two flat plaits antiquarians. Perhaps it's the remains of
ed.
The center back seam a “busted” mining boom.
at the waist line.
should first lie seamed and pressed flat, I
There was a badly demoralized Pullman
these plaits laid in and sewed down under
car porter on a Maine Central train the
The front plait should
neat arrowheads.
other night. The dusky millionaire had
then 1«' laid and stitched to the lining.
The lining of the front part should bonar | collected all the boots and shoes in his
car for the purpose of
bestow ing upon
rower hv the sizeof the plait than the out
The lining and outside should be them shines, which are worth all the way
side
1 he
sewed together, turned and pressed.
from a quarter to a dollar apiece- that is,
plait will then fall naturally into place if a man has a heart which can be touched
and can be basted and later stitched into
by the longing glances of the porter.
place.
sable atThe armholes are marked OO and This preliminary arranged, the
tendant went forward to another ear. and
should be cut and bound from the inside.
The shoulder seams should then l>c sowed became so interested in a sleight of hand
together, and then the back and front performance a drummer was giving, that
portions basted carefully, beginning from he forgot the flight of time, and turned
The back portion should white when he found that the car he had
the bottom.
have l»een lined and pressed and the seams
of had been sw itched off, leaving
basted lirmly about two inches from the charge
him with a pillow case full of a choice
edge to allow the lining on that side to lieassortment of shoes, which couldn’t posback and not be taken in vsith the seem.
When the backs and fronts are hasted sibly connect the next morning with the
together, the upper portion of the circular feet of t he ow ners.
part will he gathered closely into the space
It is remarkable how the little town of
left for it and sewed firmly to the shoulder.
The lining all around is loft loose from Machias is connected w ith American nathe material, and as soon as the seams are val history. Here, in 177"), was fought the
llrst naval battle of the Revolution, the
pressed it should be felled down very neat
“I>exington of the seas,” when hardy
Machias men
captured the British
schooner “Margaretta." After Machias is
called one of the latest additions to the
And now there is recorded
new navy.
the death of the oldest officer of the navy,
I Commodore Henry Bruce, a native of
Machias. Born in 17‘AS, his life began bewas
alfore Washington's ended, and it
most a connecting link w ith the Revolution itself. He had seen hard service in
1
the war of 1815, had lain in a British prisWear.
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Kaiiiford'i Vindictive Wife.

Count Kumford, the scientist, mar
ried Mine. Lavoisier, the widow of a philosopher and her.-idf a devotee of philoso
phy. In one of his letters still extant poor
Kumford wrote, *1 have the misfortune
to be married to one of the most unfeeling, imperious, tyrannical women that ever
existed, whose perseverance in pursuing
an object is equal to her profound wickedness and cunning in framing it.
When
she was vexed, which was nearly all tInti me, she vented her spleen by breaking
tho bottles that contained his anatomical
specimens, by upsetting his apparatus on
tho floor, throwing his books out of tho
windows and pouring boiling water on
Lis botanial collections.

a

forward
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rolled the

log.
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Relief in t

VKTKKINARY

srRCiKON

I>nice, Hoorn 10, Giles Block, Ellsworth,

Maine

SprciaJtir* « astratbm, dentistry and critical
surgical operations. II il rtturn March J>>.
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Bar Harbor offices
Bluehill office open
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of, but he constanti ly grew worse, and
JT J
^ ^
I feared the poor
little fellow would surely die. At last I
gave him A) r’s Cherry Pectoral, being
iao.
r• oinniende-1 to do so by the phy*
riiism
t
lief and effected a pervnai
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Saved His Life

in its

simple and quite as effecthe use of glycerine spray
through an atomizer. This is applied directly to the inflamed or irritated surfaces,
and gives almost instant relief.
In attacks of influenza, colds in the head,
sore throat and like troubles,
glycerine
mixed with three times its bulk of water,
boiled and cooled,
is an
invaluable

f

»

IIKili 1 NS.

'XKT.

If

l'mii’r.

DUNN,

>1 aimfnetiir«-r nml Dealer in

a

Granite and Mai tie Mommients.

Bottle

Tablets and Headstones.
Newest Designs, Best Material, and FirstClass Workmanship at Lowest Prices.
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STEAM

i

WORKS.

POLISHING

1
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|

of

j

L.

F.”

Medicine and free your

i

system from impurities.
Cures Dyspepsia
Constipation.

little practice will enable the patient to fill the lungs with the spray, and
the soothing and cooling effect is remarkable.
Mixed wit h an equal bulk of sulphurous acid, glycerine is an almost unfailing remedy for throat troubles of all
kinds, and, being harmless, can be used
however, be
by all people. It
mifst,
freshly made, as it keeps but a short time
after mixing.
A

At Hallandale, Miss., Jesse J. Drew,
while digging under his saw mills, unearthed a find of ffiO.fiOO in gold, supposed
to have been buried there during the
civil war.

"It is plain," said the justice,” that you
the hog, and I shall send you up for
twelve months." “Jedge, kin you gimme
Let tho furniture be suited to its use,
’bout one hour 'fu I goes?” “What for?”
solidly good in quality, subdued rather
than loud in ta.->te and such as will give a j "Well, sub, pork won’t keep in dis
weather.
I wants ter go home en’ salt !
homelike look to your apartments.—Ex! dat hog down!”
change.
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Patents,

a Pabuxine** conducted for Moderate Fees.
"
Our office is opposite C. s Patent office.
have no sub-agencies, all bu-inc-- direct, hence
time a"'* J,t
can transact patent business In I■
I.F.SS COST than those reiM-te from "a**1
iuston.
Send model, drawing, or ]•!.<•!•'. wPh de-crip
tlon. Wo advise, if patentalde >r not, free ot
rtired.
charge. Our fee not due till patent is
A book,
11 o w to obtain Patents,” with refer
cnees to actual client- in your state, county, or
town, sent free. Address

Caveats, anti Trade Marks obtained and
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Till GREAT

HINDOO REMEDY
PRODUCES TUB ABOVE
In 80 I»\YS.
Cur~alP
Nervous Disea.nes.
tailing Memory,

•--

RESI LTB

Nightly hua'aKlregTipoFandtire
ami

Parcbis.Slueplebuneps,
•k,na.*tr.. <•«... i|.>

to shrunken org-ui*.
quickiybut surd v restores
I,r**t Manhood la old or young.
Easily enrr'i. d in v. »t
pocket. Price + 1 .OO a package, hix for *.YOO w ith 11
u rltlen guurantee to cure or
money refunded. l>un't
buy an innfafum, hut
on having
If
not g t It.wewl I rand It prepaid.
Oriental Mcdlrul o.. Prop*., Chicago, lii., or our
&gtuis.
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remedy.

stole

How to Select Furniture.

Turn

bluff

Equally

tive

Kl.I.SWORTIf.

ATTORNEY

2ltitirrtisnnmts.

A foreign medical journal is authority
for the statement that a tablespoonful of
glycerine in hot milk or cream will at
once relieve the most
violent attack of
coughing. This is a simple, easily-obtained and harmless remedy, and if it
keeps good its promise will prove to be of
great

Philadelphia Rental College,

UlLEft' Bl.O( K.

IN

B. STUART,

(i.

I
Father
Suppose
(impressively)
should be taken away suddenly; what
Irreverwould become of you, my boy?
I'd stay here. The question is,
ent son
what would become of you?

it descended.
wake, gaining velocity
Suddenly it struck some obstruction
and gave a great bound, high over Tim’s
head, and struck the
ground below,
whence it rolled and tumbled to the foot,
leaving Tim untouched.
a

MrOFFICK

AMI

the Tide.
Now that so much of the West has
ceased to be distinctly new country, and
presents in general the social and business condition of the I'.astern states, the
idea of migration thither offers fewer
attractions to young men in New Kngland, and they show an increasing tenat home.
dency to try their fortunes
This is especially noticeable in Maine,
where trade and agriculture are stimulated by markets created by visitors drawn
thither by hunting and* fishing and its
is
It
resorts.
estimated, on
summer
official authority, that the population of
a
Maine is now 722,000gain of 71.000 in
four years ami the remaining years of
the decade promise to show even more
rapid increase. .V. Y. Sun.
The

as

us

(iratluate t»f the
clase of *?.V

department superintendent.

him, when
and the log

cloud of dust

I > E N I' 1ST.

paper was signed by the president of
the World’s W. (\ T 1'.. and also by the

They slopped
Tim, and were

watching

pee vies’

of the

log.
for

H. GREELY.

])K.

The

started. ‘Tim! Oh. Tin ! I.o.-k out!'they
cried; but there was no time for Tim to
look out. No human power could save
him
from
being crushed. Downward

thi* into

is to lengthill there is t<
alway- making it a little
larger around the i ttom, .as ic i-> longer.
Wh n r'..
garment is made of woolen
goods, it must he evenly shrunken before
it is made up; otherwise dampness may
entirely change its form. When it is desired ;iv a warm winter wrap ii should be
Intel lined with a flexible flannel made for
the purpose, or it may he lined with fur,
such as Siberian squirrel.
Many ladies

a

with

brink to wait

bending

skunk

one
n

men eaim-

the

MAIN STREET,
ELLSWORTH,
(in* and ether administered when desired.

AND DKNTIsT.

-dght of the begs iff. re tiny
reached
the bottom.
A
crooked
log
Tim
slewed and lodged part way d-.wn.
Field went down to dislodge it aud start
While be was thus occupied
it again.
on

STORK.,’,

ODONTUNDER. kxTrVM.'W^,

The department of peace ami arbitration of the* World’s W. (.’. T. l\ has sent
a communication to the Czar Nicholas II,
expressing .satisfaction at the humane
spirit of his imperial manifesto, and a desire that he, like his father, may be nota-

follow ing
a

NORRIS

(Ol'NSELLOU

t he Afri-
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aimo-4 lost

addition.

v'r,-d

rolling logs
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OVER

V. S. HKA(iI)ON.
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dressed ninety-three schools, colleges and
public gatherings in New York and the

Job n river brio w (i -ami Falls,
g a In u.t fort\ rods up from
tberivrr. and the dust so tbiek that w*

**om» t

or

11s t le-
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Vincent and

into the St.
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im«
add- d.
til-- m.-ii.t !e i- ii ;• udi-d
and ; ..is i" I. ordered
ar.
Win n the mantle
|.* kind.

r<

Maim- lumberman

Coombs'

over

•#~Sandolor for the Painless Extraction of Tooth.

Peace Sunday, the third Sabbath of December. received greater attention than
The programs for the day,
ever this year.
prepared by the department of peace and
arbitration of the World's \N t'. I. I
were w idely used.
During her last year
of service as national lecturer of the department, Mrs. Kmily l\ Burgess ad-

coast.

story: “W

or
j lain turm! .w
in fae'
oicK •
a high
A
I.-min-g
>ving
sprung

T’
t!-*

A

Block,

H. W. HAYNES,

])K.

Rev. John
become counsellors of
Hall.
D.,
the department of purity in literature
ami art of the National W. C*. T. 1.

in

lv.

I

eaptured

on

*#-( orre*i»omlene*

ELLSWORTH,

have

Kngland

Peters

OFFICE

The law conferring school suffrage on
the women of Ohio has been declared
const it utional.

New

Patent business.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

liquors, after many years of trial, has be1 he
come the se ttled policy of the state.
existing law ami the means provided for
its enforcement have stood the test of
time and experience, and are receiving
each year a firmer public support. The
law is found sufficient to suppress the
unlaw ful sale of liquors, w herever public
sentiment lends adequate support to its

I>.

Law,

A. l’KTKRS, .IK.,

J#

enforcement.”

For many years he had been
retirement, ami had become almost
forgotten. But Machias w ill In- proud to
claim him a** her son.
can

IM»t

PI AUK \M or

“slavers”

kinds of
invited.

Busiel, of New Hampshire, in
I he
his inaugural address, testifies that
prohibition of the sale of intoxicating

Bishop John H.

at

and Solicitor of Patents
Wheelwright A ( lark's B!’k. BANGOR. Mr
Has resumed Patent practice,and
Hi ,,| tajn j»
tentsfor Inventors; bring am', drier,d -ti;f0’
the Infringement of Patents, and attend to
all

ret urn

Governor

with

And

MASON.

Attorney

ing after an absence of t a o
she has worked
years, during which time
prineijwlly in the rolonie** of South
Africa, organizing many new societies,
eondueting conventions and rendering
invaluable aid to the white ribbon cause.

Jhu.

it.

,J<>I!N

Miss Alice K. Palmer, of Indiana, the
fifth round-the-world missionary of the
\V. l’. T. 1’., sailed from Southampton

ilig my way through

to

Professional (Tarts.

II. (Column.

a.

my

*n> w u liii-h till,
rubiter ulster, and my head gear,
u li.t-f -d ir,' let down.
For I'm going to wa k down town, mother; I'm
going to walk downtown.

IT IS

cbbat.s t< preventing tin* b"y falling into
tlie -.une >tat' but it was useless, and
b >ur ait»rliis sister died the boy
an
wa« beyond hope.
He died at l) o’clock.
Tli Queens county grand jury found ail
fur. and it ran bo utilized to line a mantle,
indictment for manslaughter in the secThe cape, if any, to wear over this style
ond degree against Mrs. Heins.—Ex- j of mantle must lit the shoulders flat and
change.
When finished, the
fall smoothly down.
lady who likes to wear a distinguished
A Nonalcoholic Thirst Oueneher.
will
t>e pleased.
and elegant garment
Tbo Woman's Budget credits recent
A \v« rd may bo said on the distinguishtemperancu efforts in Great Britain with ing feature of the new blouse waist and
the substitution of nonalcoholic drinks
There are full gathered
how to attain it.
fronts and backs, with belts, as usual, but
fur beer in harvest time. A new drink,
the front of the waist is rounded downcallod ".-tokos” (because it is largely
ward about two to four inches. The fronts
used by t he stokers) is now gradually
are lined somewhat stiffly, and then the
finding its way into gas works, iron foungathers, or plaits, ns may be, are taken in
dries, tbo dock and shipbuilding yards,
and sewed to the belt. This sets tho front
It
is
not
to
but
etc.
only pleasant drink,
out sharply just above the belt.
Many of
is most thirst quenching. It consists of
them have straps down tho center of the
a composition of fine ground oatmeal,
shoulders, and to these the waist is gathlemon and white sugar. A gallon of this
ered In Garibaldi style.
Others have the
sleeves lengthened on the top and the exdrink can be made for threepence, and
to
the collar in a
tra length plaited up
if six gallons are madoat a time it only
plait 13* inches wide.
costs twopence a gallon.
Oi.ive Harper.
Suffering From Too Much Temperance.
Old Gentleman (bestowing a trifle!—
Po ir fellow! What has brought yon to
this condition of suffering?

gum

umbrell,
|*i« k ar<l -bovi 1
t

LAsiER FOR AN AMATEVH TO FASH-

[Copyright,

a

my

mu'

bring

ELEGANT THAN A JAC KET

MORE

i

\!

TO ITT IT.

so-

gallon.

Old

registered.

accounted

in the liurly burly of nations,
li, r i
Imt la.* Inures of tlie internal revenue
com in is loner for the last year are enough
to make a temperance crunk stagger
without a drop of whisky or beer.
We distilled last year 87,340,884 gallons of liquor, not including 1.430,358
gallons of brandy, making in all 88,777,
1 s7 gallons of alcoholic spirits.
Expert
bartenders estimate 63 drinks to the

Get

pie

are

bring

Ill

Song of tin* Season.

\

DRESSES.

HOME-MADE

Main Street,
Ar?the.car>
ELLSWORTH. Mb., and
ether Leading Drug>

J

C. A. SNOW & 00.,

Opposite Patent Office, Washington, H. C.

'county
r„,

news. ! B.lady Stratton;
assistant

.\>tr»

additional County

see other

pages.

Pf

in the county comall the other papers
not reach so many. The Amerdo
bined
the only paper printed in
ican is not
Hancock county, and has nerer claimed to
,lu‘ only paper Jhat

‘s

can propCor STY paper; all the

erty lu

called

rest

merely local papers.

are

a

The circula-

liar
tion of The American, barring the
Harbor accord's summer list, is larger

printed

than that of atl the other papers
in Hancock county.
Il.ir

ll.'it!>nr.

Journal says it is n curBar
j.eis fact t hat the resident people of
a
H.M
strenuously
rule, tight
11
any improvement.** of a public
ng.iin
nature that in proposed by the visiting
Lewon

Tii<

SULLIVAN

t,

town

hall

up,

came

to the
success in life
coming of the summer travel to Bar Harbor, said he would rather never see a
town hall than see one dollar of it owned
It is that spirit
1,v a summer resident.
that is retarding t he growth of Bar HarAs a matter of fact, Bar Harbor is as
bor,
man w

ho

ours

his

distinctly home, and her interests are as
deartot.be greater part of the summer
d* nts a.-> to t he so-called natives, who
r
in very f* w instances were born here.
The Bar Harbor water company matter
was heard by the committee on the judicIt
was an
Feb. It.
iary Thursday,
echo of tin-old famous tight. The water
*

...

.mii.nilmiinlu tii

••

rhnrter

itu

asked for aul hority to extend its service
throughout the town of Eden, to take
water from Turtle lake, and to purchase
and own stock of the old Eden water
company. Hut the most important privilege asked for was to take land about
Eagle Lake, one of the sources of water
supply, so as to prevent foul drainage into the lake. The remonstrants, it was
claimed, included more than half the
names
of the residents of Ear HarThey
bor, and two of the selectmen.
claim'd the water company had in the
past got everything they asked for from
ami

the

they

still

were

not

legislature,
satisfied. It was charged that the company had not carried out w hat it promised
to, anil had lone nothing to improve its
service unti. v.-ry recently.
I

11II l* 111 ••

n

p

«

meeting

ent

KKSFF.CT.

OF

J IONS

KK.-ol.l

At

I^imoinc (irange

of

the following resolutions were adopted:
Death has again entered
Whereas,
I,amoine (irange and removed our beloved
brother, Milton J. Wilbur, and
realizing that mi his death l^amoine
(irange lias lo-t an * -t coined and faithful
brother, and the community in which he
lived a respected and worthy citizen:
t here fore
we extend our heartfelt
the bereaved family, and
Him w ho has promto
commend them
in our
ised to sustain anil comfort us
sorrow: a Do,
our
a
of
as
token
That
regard
Resolved,
for his memory, our altar and charter he
draped in mourning for thirty days, anil
that a copy of these resolutions he sent
to Sister Wilbur, one be inscribed on our
records, and one be sent to 'Tin: Ei.usworth Amkkk an for
Hoi.us E. Afstin, |
Com.
Voi Nii,
M n ka A
W F. 11 FTCIII NOS, )

Resolved,

sympathies

That

to

publication.

Whereat, Death has again entered I.amoinc (irange and removed our beloved
brother, Ab I n K. Coolidge, and realizing that in his death Eumoine (irange
lias lost an lion fed and a true brother,
and the c nmunity in w hich he lived a
respected .ml w.-rthy ciuizen; therefore,
Resolved, Tnat w e extend our heart felt
sympathies to the bereaved family, and
commend them to Him who has promised
to sustain and comfort us in our sorrow;

also,
Re<o.lred, 'Tint as a token of our regard for his m« mory. our altar and char-

mourning for thirty
draped
>py of these resoludays, and that a
tions be sent to Sister Coolidge, one be
inscribed on mir records, and one be sent
to Thk Eu-swokth Amkkk an for publication.
ter be

.n

AA

A. A.
A Dill

II.

A

II

1

»

11

1

Com.

itn HARlmoX,
A. Ct.AHKK,

Bartlett** Island.

Fverett Ober has a class of pupils in
the higher branches.
( apt. Smith expects to go to Gloucester
to join liis boat the first of March.

Hancock.

Officers of Hancock Pomola grange for
the year 1H95, are as follows: Master,
John P. Walker; overseer, Martha P.
lecturer, Ralph Wooster; stewLewis Jordan; assistant steward,
George Haven; chaplain, Samuel Oakes;
treasurer, Olive Oakes; secretary, Isadore

Wooster;
ard,

the minority for the majority report.
Patten, of Bath, was convinced that
there must be a very large speculative eat
under the meal.
Lobbyists have been
circulating about the House, and gentle-

again.

men

have gone down before them like

pins

in
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LIVING UNNATURAL LIVES
V. i„ W
<??»}
brings about unnatural physical conditions. The In- fell
dian was seldom sick till he became civilized. CivilYofc
y
Ization puts people in offices and stores, keeps them
V.yS
housed up—brings complex cookery. In the hurry to
go some place, or do some thing, the body is forgotten.
rjn
People eat the wrong things at the wrong time, and
v*
they eat too fast or too much. That isn’t natural, and
need
a
simcan
stand.
They
help.
Taking
it’s more than the digestive organs
pie medicine furnishes the help.
Dr. Robkut Cii w.lonsr, tin* eminent specialist of Nashville, Tenn.. says f hivura: rfp
const I

^3*

tQ\
Sp

l*eas:

bu

*

^y^"/

Tf

r*j

>P\4wK/

-dj

Improved Yellow Fye, per bush.2.50 u 3.00
I'm, haml picked, per ....2.50"3.00
r

cw^g^ryx TlT

r-i

$

$3

Country l*ro<lu<*e.

Itoiins.

/>

1 Af-WWBAflSf I

meas-

y^O

2.50

<

"There is notIilug in it that run in anv way prove detrimental to the most delicate
The formula Is pureiv vegetable. For stomach. liver, kidney and bowel troubles,
tut ion
It is a
en
I am using Pitcher’s l.ivurit In niv dally practice
I know of nothing better
tie and efficient tonic and does inueh good to tin-tired, weakened and worn out
.■*
..I
l>ruU.jM. >.-ll I.irfHAat *1 .. I.Atl.- nr
economy.'
Id'
BA
OINTlItNT.
u*»'
.skin, (’uts. Bruise*.. Burns, Scalds,
ur<./ by LI VUliA MtG. CO., Sushville I ni,.. m,.l .\Yu'urk, *\. J.

COOK. EVERETT & PENNELL.

T>v

physical

'l;!U'{»T. V.hXfl. J'jS*

for

1

Portland, Me.. Selling Agents.

.<

very bard where she lavs.
A cow belonging to F. E. Dyer lias been
afflicted in a singular way; in fact, it is
doubtful if a parallel case can be found.

swelling appeared on
It disappeared for a
reappeared and fin-

A short t ime ago a
cow's throat.

the

but soon
ally broke. From the sore was taken
about a pint of finely-chewed and closelypacked hay. But the most peculiar
feature of the ease was that after the
swelling broke and the hay had been
taken out. it left a hole opening into her

time,

throat,

that when

so

water would
\\

rend

e

think

«dtt n

or smart

island
of them.

little

our

the

drank,

cow

out.

run

men,

old

can

boast

of

one

('apt. Frank
bury, seventy-two years old, dues

smart

as

all the

any

work

on

his

farm, with

1

nui

as

Salis

1

j

speculative purposes. 'Applause.]
Hooper was convinced that this division

help

would he for the best interests of the people of both Sorrento and Sullivan. The
opposition to its division had been trying
to tind a cat under the meal, and they
dragged Mr. Jones by the legsall over the
He
State House and down the street.
hoped the people would see that it is not

grows a large amount of
vegetables and takes care of his stock and
of
work for his
does a large amount
neighbors. This winter, with one horse,
he has hauled about thirty eords of tire
wood for himself and others. Capt. Salisbury has only one hand to work with,
and when, he works has to have his imin haying.

He

of labor

plements

disabled hand.
to

one man

strapped

In

to his

arm

al1

hauling wood he had

llurixir.

caution in this matter.

Adelbert Hodgkins, who has been at
wnrk here, is at home at Lamoille oil the

would be

of Van Buren, hoped the House
awake. He opposed division.
The policy of the State has been to build

up and strengthen towns and not tear
them down. He knew who represented
Sorrento, the Bangor & Aroostook railroad and many other enterprises. But
who, in the 11a ue of all that is good, represented the State of Maine and the people*:
Frank
Jones
i Applause.]
deigned tc
stop off and bow while passing through
of charity':
Is he an object
the State.
Mr. Keegan denounced the lobby. Find
out what the devil wants and then g»
against it. [Applause.] Try this ease
[out on its merits. Mr. Jones’ inHuenct

Kimball and wife arrived in New
York, Feb. is. and are expected home the
last of t he week.
1.. F.

Hodge*, of Bangor, and M. F.
Salisbury, of liar Harbor, spent Sunday
with J. A. Beckham’s family.
W.

William Clark returned from his trip te
New York last week, and says there was

Albany

in

than there

was

here.

The ice crop is about all housed. Stillslack at the
man Stanley i* putting up a
pond, and w ill build a house over it later

money has m-t been able to fasten t lit
collar around his neck, ami he hoped it
would m»t be able to collar the House.
Yeas and nays \\ ere ordered.
The mot ion to substit ute the minority
to 5b.
for the majority report prevailed,

her two
with
children, of South West Harbor, visited
her mot her, Mr4*. Hannah Smallidge, last
w eek.
I.

A.

Holmes,

W«*m1

as

superintendent,

is

all
the

new

ore

Gardiner
fr<>m the Sound this

w

inter,

for their use.
Feb. 25.
North

returned home

Thursday.

Miss Jessie Bunker, of Gouldshoro, is
stopping with Mrs. Sadie Haves and attending high school.
Mrs. Martha Carpenter died here Feb.
She has been
13, aged ninety-four years.
an invalid for some years and passed assay

preparing to plaster
cottage. They arc

hauling sand

seminary

Miss Sadie Sargent, of Gouldshoro,
visited her sister, Mrs. (J. F. Hooper, last
week.

Bros, have the Kimball cottage
and

.4'»
.5*.
.GO
2''u30

p-

itched pine,
suing,es per M—
Cedar, Kxtra.

■>

2.10

one,

1,
scoots,
Spruce,

1.40

No.

Beef,
Fresh Pork,
Veal, per lb

steak.

u

G.

Feb. 26.

l.uiiiolm*.

(.'apt. Frank tiilpatrick arrived home
last Tuesday from New York.

Salisbury Cove

Mrs. James Campbell spent Sunday at
Southwest Harbor.
Miss Ash, of Bar Harbor, is the guest ol
her sister, Mrs. Ceylon Emery.

Sidney Hamilton, who is employed in
Bangor, was home on a short visit last

12

lb.

l-2(u.25
.12
is
."No 12
.OGo 8

.(>*./

Corned, pr lb

Kohie Norwood, of Southwest Harbor,
has been visiting at Henry Coggins’, the
past week.

Laths—per

240/26
I7"lS

2

Spruce.

Tripe, per lb
Hams, per lb
Mutton, per ib.
Lamb, perlb.
Poultry—per lb—
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Clams, per pk
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Smelts,
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Fuel.
*
u
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3.0< fn t>»n Broken,
Dry Hard.
2."t«i >.ol
Stove,
Dry Soft.
Keg.
it o’- ndmgs, p»-r load
1 UlCrt 1.25 Nut,
Blacksmith's.
Flour, 4;min mill F«*i*d.
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Winter wheat,
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Main

and

Ellsworth.

Street,

lb—

Geo. F. Chambers, with
Washburn a'v; Moen, W.ircesHave
r,
Ma.«., says:
been a sufferer for over 4
years with kidney trouble
and weakness. Could £et no
r.-iief from doctors. Clover
Bitters cure-1 me, and I
think it valuable medicine.’*

.02
.*4

.7

Lamb

skins.

-2.r<<»

Herds Crass per bu
Bed Top, per lb

.30

3.25
.15
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Dried Fruit.
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.4t
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Currants.
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.12
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.15
Chestnuts, per <|t

Almonds, per lb
Pecans, per lb
Brazils, per 1.
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Confound
Old Man Oradley (testily)
your impudence, sir, I’ve forgot ten more
Tom Larkey
than you’ll ever learn!
(cheekily)- That may be, old man; but 1
know more than you can remember.

little girl had a kitten. She was very
of it, and it was a great delight to
her to hear it purr. One night she was
restless, and her mother said, “Cinthia,
why don’t you lie still and go to sleep?”
“1 can’t,” answered the little one, “papa
purrs so loud.”
A

fond

—

I
..pi

Thiive
purpo-r

3t>brrtisrmcnta.

AT THAT

curitie* m.:! be sent on applicade-r: iptioii of
tion. M
arrangement* are such that I am at
all time* able to furnish any particular securely
-i

IN MY WINDOW,

Mrs. Charlotte Adams, of Cherryfleld,
at her sister’s, Mrs. Rosalvc

spjnt Sunday,
Smith.

Miss Carrie Smith is attending school
at Cherryfleld. She passed Sunday at her

I ABSOLUTELY PURE
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social hop at Smith’s hall,
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1
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I
u
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h
ould
rate of i u i. -t.
tion of a!! wanting inve-tmints. Prices and
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Smith vlllfc*

Children Cry
Pitcher’s Castorla.
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PAINTERS’
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DIRECTOR.

FUNERAL
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help

FOSTER,

6-4*0

White,

home.
Mount Desert Ferry the other day
hovs who were out hunting tired at a
Miss Ella Smith h is finished her school
large mountain eagle w hich was soaring at Southwest Harbor, and returned home
a white
talons
in
its
overhead, bearing
The eagle, though wounded, did i Saturday.
cloth.
not fall, but dropped the cloth, which
/. H. Chaves and wife. Albion Wallace
was found to be a woman’s night dress,
and wife, of Bar Harbor, and Mrs. Bradthe
bearing
embroidered,
elaborately
initial “M” worked in silk near the low- bury Smith, of Sullivan, spent a few days
The hunters came near spilling of hist week in town.
er hem.
blood in their dispute as to which should
Fob. 25.
have the prize, but they were separated
by a man who came along and told them Swan’s Island.
what it was, and that it wasn’t worth
School in the several districts closed
much. Bangor Nexen.
| Friday, Feb. 15.
The Methodist society gave a supper
(ireeii'ri l.nmling.
recently, clearing about $10.
Mrs. 11. M.C. Estes has been assisting
Mrs. Prudence Smith, of Deer isle, is
in revival work at the Congregational visiting relatives here, for the first time
church here with marked success; several in a number of years.
for salvanew converts and many seeking
Mrs. Estes goes to Swan’s Island
tion.
for
in the good work of uplifting
to
souls.

R.

C.

service was the result.
Feb. 25.

was a

——.--ar—

t>-* 0

The Y. P. S. C. E., by invitation of E. M
Hamor, held its Sunday evening meeting
A goodly number were ir
at town hall.
attendance and a pleasant and profitable

There
Feb. 22.

EVEN.

*1.00

of Bar Harbor,
preached an able and instructive serinoE
at the church Sunday.
Rev.

J

Ellsworth.

JSt.,

OWEN

!
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Mr. and Mrs. A. Barron, of Ellsworth
have recently visited their daughter, Mrs
Robert Hamor.

week.
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Kxtra Spruce.
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Clear Pine,
Extra Pine,

Pul 25
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Beef.
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The students from Hast Maine Conference

plastered,

.u4

Knit)
7. •»
lvoi 16
1
■<:n 2 >
.1 ''i
15" 16

from her illness.

prosper-

John Savage, civil engineer of Bsr
Harbor, is laying out a twenty-live foot
road on t he Adams lot at Harborside, to
make live tine house lots.
Graves

.(4

l.iiiiilier and

Sullivan.

Mrs. Sabru J. Traey is very ill.
Mrs. Annie V. Gordon is recovering

Safeguard Juvenile Temple has a membership of forty, and with Mrs. Kate
Smallidge
ing finely.

.4 5

Lumber
peril
llenilock.
Hern ock boards

o

on.

Mrs.

Sugar--per
Oranulated.
Coflee— A «te B.
Yellow, (’.
Molasses- per ga'—
Havana,
Porto Kico,
Syrup
Maple ,s_* rup, p qt.

Keegan,

sick 1 ist.

more snow

of

Gilbert, of Green, was sorry the reports
We cannot afford to esnot tabled.
tablish a new municipality on every neck
of land for summer visitors. Exercise due

Herman Savage and family returned
from their w inter cruise last Wednesday.

A.

Smith,

and

were

B.

NorlIichhI

Frank Jones.

Trafton, of Georgetown,
Marion, opposed division.

and

help him.

Feb. 23.

Livermore,

Kyerson,

of the committee, said the claims of the
petitioners were not sustained by the evidence.
It is not in evidence that an animosity existed between the two sections
of the town. The petitioners did not advalid reason why they
vance one sol id
could not enjoy just as good social, educational and political advantages in Sullivan as in a new town. The speaker referred to Frank Jones as the “Portsmouth
brewer.” He thought it poor policy to
place the fortunes of the thirty-tive people on this Neck in the hands of a speeulative syndicate. Never in the history of
the State had a legislature of Maine been
! asked to create a new municipality for

about

some
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ORANGES,
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even
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At
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or

loose, per ton..s
bill lie on the table, as the members
Bailed.II .|5
Meadow.5
wished for further opportunity to exSt ran
amine it.
l.uose .<*i.7
Hooper, of Cast ine, hoped that the re- I Baled.s.jlu
j
ports and the bill would not be tabled.
tegclables.
As Mr. Patten said. w«* wanted to get rid
Beefs, perlb
.03 Potatoes,
.50
.(13 Turnips, tier bu
.50
aboage,
of these lobbyists.
[Applause.]
.<4
.in
Onions,
Cranberries,
1;
.'3 Celery, pkg
.2-V3 .at
The house refused to table.
Squashes. per lb
denied
He
for
division.
Leavitt argued
CJroeerles,
.P6o p)
Hie**, per lb
that it was Frank Jones who asked for Coffee--per lb
.25(«30 Pickles, per gal
.4im.*u
ltio,
.4U
division. It was favored by every inhabi.33.1,75
Mocha,
Olives, per qt
.31 Vinegar -per galJava,
tant in Sorrento but one, that man op.25
led-perlb
Purecider.
4<W 60 Cracked wlieat,
."5
Japan,
posing its division out of spite.
.2Du.6U Oal tueai,
lb
.05
Oolong,
per
for the majority
of
lb
rolled oats
.05

Mount Desert Ferry.

A Potato

pounds,

pitcher’s

..

Finery Smith cut hi* thumb<piite badly
about two weeks ago. lie was splitting
wood and the ax handle caught in his

Feb. 25.

No

oats 32

(seed).
| Improved, pe
bowling alley, lie was preju- bntfor.
diced against lobbyists, somewhat, as a
Crettmerv perlb.30
25
legislative adjunct. What difference does j I>alry
Willie DermDou has returned from his it make about lobbyists, for we all know riieesi1,
Host foelnry (new per lb.15
trip to.New York, visiting relatives, and that .Jones pays the freight. 1 ask you to
I’.e-t dairy
new
15
is stopping at home for a few weeks.
Huteli I in ported).I.lo
i discount the influence of this lobby.
We do
The young people of this place arc pre- Consider this ease on its merits.
h ro-li laid, per do/ .Is
not want to give unjust rights to this
The Danger Signal,”
paring a drama.
w hich t Ic y will give the first of March.
speculative crowd. lb* moved that the liny.
best
11

apt. Frank I)ycr has sold his vessel, the
‘*M. B. Milieu.’’and has gone on a business trip to ( uba.
(

High school closed last Friday, after a
and profitable term of twelve
pleasant
Wooster; gate keeper, George Stewart;
by F. L. Hodgkins.
weeks,
taught
pomona, Caddie Stratton; flora, Fanny
and
wife
Barbour,
Wellington
daughter, of Bar Harbor, visited Mrs.
2tohrrtiscmrnt0.
Barbour’s father, Joel Young, Sunday.
The friends of Capt. Jesse Bragdon, of
the schooner “J. F. Coolidge,” were
greatly relieved to hear of his safe arrival
Feb. 18, at South America. He was considerably overdue, and fears were entertained for his safety. He reports very
heavy weather.

1

buckwheat, 48 pounds; of
ure as by agreement.

tute

The sleighing has been fine and the
young people have been improving it.
Frank Bartlett has been very lame for
one week but
is now able to be about

1). Y. McFarland and wife visited relatives at liar Harbor last week.

I

K

HUbrrtisrmcnts.

31A R K ETS.

Wednesday, February 27, 185)5.
In the
House on the
•* AINR T, A 'V KKGAKfINU WEIGHTS AND MEAStKKS.
Committee Reports.
A bushelm Liverpool salt shall weigh GO pounds, and
a bushel ol Turks Island salhshall weigh 7u pounds,
The majority report against and the
j I lie standard weight of a hushel of potatoes, in good
I
order and fit tor shipping, Is GO pounds.
of
the
for
the
division
minority report
Hie standard weight of a hushel of beans in good ortown of Sullivan, were considered in the der and tit for shipping, is G2 pounds, ot wheut, beets,
ruta liaga turnips and peas, fie pounds; of corn, 5*!
House last Thursday.
pounds; of onions, 52 pounds; ol carrots, English turLeavitt, of Limestone, moved to substi- nips, rye. and Indian meal, 50 pounds; of barley and

'Hie Village Improvement
contingent.
association, composed largely of summer jacket.
Bert and Fred Bartlett have been on a
visitors, U hampered in many of its undertaking** by the opposition of the na- business trip to Ellsworth, Orland and
tives. rile ehief reason that a casino has Bucksport, and report a tine time, the
of
„ot [..•!) built here is the reluctance
sleighing being good.
to
some of the native property owners
The schooner “Mary Augusta,” which
of
the
hands
give the eontrol into the
is w intering here, has not seemed to feel
of
building the
visitors. When the question
heavy w inds w hich must have been
one native business
a

E LLS \V O RT11

DIVISION.

Lively Debate

Feb. 11.
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committee, and its members say they
are vorv

known losses

in the local affairs of a town or small
city, is a fact so self-evident as to be
Its influence has
almost axiomatic.
than
fairs

birth, and even for years before even
when it was yet a town.
We
Let us not be misunderstood.
do not mean to say that there have
not been able and capable officials in
of the city
the mayor's

municipal government

Ellsworth, both in
chair and in the board of aldermen;
of

nor

a

do

mean to cast any reflection

w<-

upon the integrity or whole-heartedness of the present outgoing city govThese gentlemen are all
ernment.
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right-minded
delight its in-

Use

coming.
It is to be regretted that the action
of the rennblicans in Ward 4 is not in
harmony with the caucus work in the

Up

Clothes?

other four wards. It is entirely proper
to say that Mr. Maddocks, the citizens' candidate for alderman in this
ward, v: -aid not be. under ordinary

ll..V*2 li
8l'd.M122
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>ori
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as

non-partisan

a

you. (’an show you the best Piano in
the United States, price considered.
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alderman are.

No.

every reason to believe,
In any
somewhat different men.
event, he is reasonably sure to represent the fourth ward in the next city

N

and

vu

I

Special

the

as a

gentleman

non-partisan.

citizens’ ticket but little at this time
need be said. As an able lawyer, as a
successful business man, he is known
by all to possess qualifications which

duty—and it ought to he regarded as a privilege—of all rightminded citizens, of all who have the
best interests of the city at heart, tc
enter heartily into the movement,
which at this writing bids fair to w-ipe

CLOTHING FACTORY.

It is the

out of existence, for a year at least
in our local affairs, anc

partisanship

city government
which shall conduct municipal affairs

CAMPBELL, JOY & CO.,
I Rear Giles

the same lines on which
would be likely
any one of the board
to conduct his own private affairs.

Block,

BROTHERS,

WHOLESALE

amount of money * .„ ’—'in tt* inthe United
lastingly lost by strikes

and
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Patent Medicines, Perfumes and
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articles In Eastern Maine.
station anil the business part of the town.
•3.00 per day. Special rates to regular

Now Goods.
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ELLSWORTH
MAINE

box for 25 cts.
If you try them
always use them.
For Nervous or

Committee

one

New Store.
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LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.
on Judiciary will give a
public hearing at their room in the State
House, Friday, March 1, 1895, at 2 o'cloc k p. in.,
F. Davis and 2-5 others, for
on the petition of J
an act
to amend the charter of the city of
Ellsworth.
By order of committee.
W. J. Knowlton, Secretary.

rpHK
1

Ellsworth.

Boston

J. F. ELDRIDGE,

the past five years, and have
not failed in a single instance
Relief in fifteen minutes.
1

DRUGGISTS, AMERICAN ]{0USE,
Street,

4‘i Main

(Opp.

Fev

opp. Whiting Bros.’

WOODWARD

exactly

Cost of .Strikes.
people realize the enormous

••

«

Cutlry,

LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.
I'M! F. Committee on Judiciary will give pub1 lie hearings at their room in the
State House, as follows:
Wednesday. March 8, 1895, at 2 o’clock p. m.,
on an act to regulate the practice of medicine,
surgery and midwifery.
Wednesday, Feb. 20, 1895, at 7:30 o'clock p
m.f on an act to authorize the employment <>f
a stenographer to
take evidence given the
order of committee
grand jury.
By
W. J. Knowlton, Secretary.

GO to

to put into office a
on

->

1

NOTICK.

rPHK Committee on Towns will give a publie hearing at their room in the state
A.
House, March 6, 1895. at 2 o’clock p. m.. on
petition of Augustus F. .Tones and 28 others,
together with four other petitions, asking for
legislation, enabling the city of Ellsworth, if
it desires, to change to town government.
By order of committee.
K. A. Kyukson, Secretary.

who heads the

especially fit him for the position tc
which he will no doubt be elected.

Xoticcs.

LEGISLATIVE

for the cit-

izens of that ward to have its repreOf

ME.

ELLSWORTH,

and it would be

sentative elected
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I

'A Water Street,

S. I).

Wiggin, Druggist

No. 1 Main St.,

Ellsworth.
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PIANOS AND ORGANS.

have

government anyhow,
vastly more advantageous

F. REDMAN.
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Water

OM.000.54
4<*>,0UO.""

estate of
company untucum
red.
I.oan- on bond and mortgage, tlr-t

\._'|.-."ite .... "ill "! Iial
rinding net .-urpiu-.

ill o.

mmi'i i:. <

*

TIN WARE,

77.043.iV*

Heal

I M. orp..!,it<
•

*

747,.*j01..*4

Hampshire Fire Ins. Co.,

•

■! Mareh, a
d
thirtieth day
l-i*.'i. at • •!«•%> ii
(•Vinck 111 the Iitivi,...*n, at the olli.
..|
the
!., lifT. at
1
-A
...d
.,;! il„
:
■,
New Pattern* and Design* New In
| right, title and lut.-rc-t that '-.unu'd 1. Mall.
I Bu'k-p**ri, in -aid enunty, ha- "r lad ■•nth**
; nln«-leeiitli day "f April, a d. l-.*4 at eleven
I o'clock. a- in when tie- sum.* \va- attach* *1 ••n
I the original writ, in and t.* the following real
*
e.-tate, situated in -aid Hancock county, to wit
A
eitaiu I• >t **f land -itualed In Hu* k-p..rt,
For lit tail Trade from Selected Stock.
)
:i.!
i•»•,. i.• 11
-.*; 1
and •!■
i
n
! '.
low-' Northerly by .Main -treet; ea-terly hv
j land
formerly owned l>y John A. Buck, late of
Orlaml, Maine. southerly t y I’enoh-cot river.
! we-terly by land forne-Vly owned hy St,j,hen
Bennett, now heal hv the railroad company,
and land <>f the Central wharf company, toIn all Its branches done by my otrn Workmen,
with all the wharf and buildings] en
gether
who nave the reputation of doing their work In
Th-r- and tivure- <*n -:tM preinl-*-;
il-.. all
a FlKNT-t LANN M A.WKIt.
other real e-tate in sniil eounty. own**«l by -aid
1 Hall <>r i-tamling In his name.
Samuel
Sheet Lead,
Zinc, Lead
J. T ( ’I'tllMAS,
Ammunition and Fi*hine Tackle
1 »* putv shet 1IT.
Feb.
ad.
is..:.
23,
A I,WA YS IN STOCK.

CROCKERY WARE, -ft

1- 4

#l&l,4*VflO

<>K M A NCIIK>TKlt. V II
< otntnenced business 187".
Incorporated l-sf.t*.
-Iamks A. H't>TllN. Pre*
.John (’. Krkncii, See.
Capital paid up in cash, #njo,uou.OO
ASSKTS I)K<
U. l*'.*4

I ••'.'!
H lilt!*
;n
I m t -uri•
a id fa 1 act u 11

in

PLUMBING

conditions, wholly acceptable to republicans: but Mr. Maddocks as a
democratic alderman, and Mr. Madwe

Every person who reads this is cordially invited to call and inspect our
stock. If not in need of a cradle, you
may see something else to interest

I.

amount

1

I

.1 mi.-,
,j I u-ii■

in

"inn;.

F

...

sequence, and every
citizen should hail with

fl,.v*4,714.11

of liabilities xeept
capital stock and net surplus,
< a
| 11 a I actually pail up in c»«h,
Surplus bey oiul capital,

*1

1>,734 13

..

I

II

n-

-et- of the company at their ac
tual value.
I I
m I.IT!I> !»M 1 M V.Y II
Net amount oi unpaid lo-sc* and
elalrn-.
Ainouiit required to -a fel
re in
“ur. all outstanding ri-k-'.
All other ilemai d- agaln-t the com
pauy, vl/. eomini-.-ion*, etc.,

LftJ.ll XotlCCi.

make

already

Aggregate of all the admitted

Aggregate

n-oortli.

\< 1

ii.

..

is also

..i

\\\ i: I

< ii vei

A

to

.a

>n m
I

selected with

home happy, by
making it both modern and beautiful

who wish

<
II

\\

as

•us;

.in,

; ;on. iX).

lo--e-

i’ll

*(

t

-.

were

in-uranee

paid,

New

:i"ct-

i:. > at their actual value,
ISII.IT1 h-> HKi K.M 11K H .11,
Net ami'Ui.t
unpaid !o«-c- and

I \

Amount required to safely rein
-ure a'l ont-iamiing I'.-k'.
•*. maide,.-.
1 -t tl
All •■»»!.
panv.vi/ coiutni--i>inetc,

1

43,103.31
l.i.OTn m

lection,
lie

Howaki*

oi:n

<

a-h In company’-, principal oflice
and In bank.
due and accrued,
Premium* In due cour-e of col
I ntcrc-i

Aggregate amount of liabilities In
eluding net surplus,

24.6fct

Aggregate of all the adn itted
of th.

>*).

I»Kf KM IIhit II. l-.d
Meal e-tate nw ned by the com
pain unIncumbered.
l oan-on bund and mortgage first
Hens
? 20.506 00
Stork- ami bond- owned by the
coinpanv■. market value.
1.0-7.1'*: i'O

ticed business in 1--'

.no

tier and in bank,
Int« r«*-t due and accrued,
Premium* in due course of

GOLD CLARION }

:

:

$1,330,770 13

Capita! paid uj* in cash. $200.ooo.no.
ASsKTs l»Kt KM it Kit 31, iv.d.
j Heal estate owned by the company
$ 8,700.00
! unincumbered,
Loans ou bond and mortgage .first
$ M,486.00
j liens),
Stocks and bonds owned by the
263,401 00
company, market value,
l.iRJOon
Loan- secured |*y collateral-,
Ca-h in the company's principal of

—

FOR WOOD OR COAL.

*"-',*>5 *•'.
4>.lo4 1-

Granile Stale Fire Insurance Co.,

I

THOSE MAYFLOWER

»

Aggregate amount of liabilities in
eluding net surplus,

27.

We DO

nients.

0«..Vd.6ft

poKTsMol'TII, N
I ncorporated in 1885.

bu tin- more cau-e you will have to
thankful. a leaky hot water bag in the
middle of a cold night is more product
lve of profanity than comfort.

7.'»

I

d

■

(>K

la-

believe that the sick and afflicted require
the very be.-t assistance that they can obtain through educated Physician* and
Pharmacists, and by the use of the
purest and most reliable remedies, and
it is our object to till those require

«.f

( K«»lHh.

ASSKTs

1 s. 1 ?t• 1 aj
Aggregate nf n1’.
"I’t-of ilit* company at their a<
fl,330,770 13
tua! value,
;
1>K< KM ItKK 31. 1- *4
1,1 A Itll.lTIF
Not amount of unpaid os-os and
I rial ms,
H7,fW).nO
Amount required t.> safely re In
sure all out-t«ndmg ri-k*,
7<**,3I1T4
All other demand- agam-t tlx*
1 '• 7 4 ♦ JI
commissions, etc
company, i/,

can

right.
We DON'T
keep a stock of cheap, miserable ,hot
water bags.
We DO
sell Rubber Hot Water Bags for what
they are worth, and the better one you

-ecretar., Wii.i.iaM II

Capbal paid up in rn-h, #4o",<m>

uO.

AS>KT> l»Kt KM ItKIt 31, 1m»4.
oud- owned by the
Storks and
$1
company, market value.
» a-h in t'ie company'- principal of

Total

Feb.

Managers.
apltal paid up iti ca-ti, $300,00(1

a

M

-x

1

DAY,

Wednesday.

of

Sponges, bought at
sell them to you

(

childhood.

electric rail-

with the tay. The

or

FOR

EXHiRFIION.

We DON'T
own a

HEADY

IIL

WILL

sell Tooth Brushes that will not shed
their brt-tle- the llr-t time th.-y are u-ed
We also st*ll Tooth soaps \\a-hc-, an
Powder-— the latter in Hulk, which l- by
tar the most economical way to buy it.

in the House-

unless
signs fail,
road \vii: he built connecting the Falls
a:

Window Shades

We DO

a

Paper

j

-AMI-

DO

Respectfully yours,

..

j

New Wall

or sell colored perfumed
the name of Handkerchief

.Japanese bride’s playt dings are burned
her wedding day. typifying the end of

iier

OUR STOCK OF

continue iu-t as we have done in the
twentv-nine ;
store for the past
san
Article.-.
ar-, to —c11 Drug-, Toilet
>.>ap-. Perfumery, ami Cigars.

of the
\

(

-ell pood reliable Handkerchief Kxtracts
and the best of Cologne.

The Lewiston Journal says:
“By
the way. Representative (Irindle of
anent the childish prattle
Blue Hill,
tells the grog
about resubmission
shop interest where the trouble lies.
He remarks that there are but three
in Hancock
towns
county where
liquor is sold. What laws on our
statute books, on the whole, can make
so good a record as this from Down
East?”

(Mi

caucuses

DO

water under
Kx tract.

a

vote

after-

noon.

^

We DON'T
keep a Bazaar,

municipal officers, met with a most
j
hearty response. True, there were
men in both parties who questioned
its expediency and its possibility. The
joint request of the city committees of
the two leading political parties that
the recently-organized board of trade
express its opinion as to the propriety
of non-partisan government met with
On page seven of this issue may be
a most emphatic endorsement, and
found a summary of the first annual
prompt action was taken by these two report of our supervisor of schools, E. \
committees. The result of their work W. Lord, together with a report of the 1
may be U.und in our news columns, school committee.
of

least

Hoots and

Hardware

..1-.

Fire

Ilninlmri*' Fuvineii

..

bers of the hoard in the conduct of
The disadtheir own private affairs.
vantage of this state of things. as we
have said belore, is so apparent that it

caucuses

DON'T

that

on

lour '-ii'tcni *r- at
••.«! common sense.

endeavor !■• tr
a- It they had

me

Many of
ground
In the Sullivan division case the
these acts are justifiable on political
grounds, hut unjustifiable on purely legislative committee on towns subbusiness grounds, and would not have mitted a majority report against and
been done, in many cases, by mem- a
minority report for division. A
only

DO

-,•11 l»r\

many of its acts have been done for crnt” are identical, all being nominees
party reasons, and have been justifia- of the citizens' caucus.
ble

|1

We DON'T

be understood that, with the exception of the republican ticket in the
naut*\s

In prices, except
have to be sacri

advertise to sell cheap, things we have
never had in -to.-k, and then tell cu-t.nn
er- that we have something "four own
make, ju't like it and much cheaper.

elsewhere in this issue, nor
will it appear on the offii ial ballots
The
which will be used next Monday
State law prevents its use, but it will

uic

■

<.«•! 1 Pure Cream Tartar. extract \ anilla
and l.emon.nnd one trial will convince
ou that there is none better.

printed

warn,

use

We DON'T
keep a Urocery.
We DO

the attention of
Voters to the fact that ‘•Citizens” does
not
appear in the sample ballots

toiliTM

_

We DO
meet all competition
where >|uality would
Heed to do it.’

York.

_

l*rug Store."

called “Cut Kate

a so

ok nkw

Mercantile;

British

«

DON'T
recommend th- use of any patent modi
cine, f >r by doing no good they may

run

Niagara Firs Insurance Coinpaii

1111

(ll

..

We DON'T

1

li'MI’AMRS:

than rheumatism. There
I nenrporated In ls5o.
physicians
A
North
( ommeneed Bn-lness In
ar-- a great many theories as to its cause,
ls.vi.
be*t
to
the
a*
theories
an 1 a great many
Thomas K. (iooi'Kli ll, President.
I NSl’KA MK l '< >M I‘AN V,
mcansof curing it moat of which areabsurd
K«»ll. «». It.
Secretary, liF.nHOK « Howe.
OK l.iiNlmN am* i i»in i:
One of the greatest sufferers of rheumaC apital paid up In cash, #500,000.
Incorporated !**••
tism known in the annals of medicine is
8.
1866
In
U.
11u**Ine«
ASSKTs
< :onuni need
HK(KMI!KU .11, I894.
John G. Jenks, of Riverside, R. I. He
Ileal estate owned by the company,
H. K. Bowkhs. Manager.
became the victim of rheumatism while
unincumbered,
1
«*4IlKIl
<
KM
31,
I»I
ASSKTS
#883,000.00
seems
to
in the armv. and the disease
I nan- on boml and mortgage (flr-t
Kcfll estate owned bv the company,
have given him a taste of all its various
Hens),
25,250.00
$
500,000.00 St k* and bonds owned
unincumbered.
tortures.
Physiciansand medieinesfailed to Stocks
by the
and builds owned by the
company, market value,
827
give him any relief, until at last he effected
292 00
2,407,2.9.00
company, market value.
loan- -ecurcd by collateral-,
Nil*
his own deliverance from the bonds of pain.
Ca-h In the company’s principal of
( a-h In the company’s principal
20
276.
Rheumatism:' said Mr.Jenks, when the |
;
and
In
flee
bank,
yj
otliee and In bank,
210,329.06
l ",<*36.00
Intere-t due and accrued.
1 nterc-t due and accrued.
subject was broached hv a reporter who
“Well, I should Premium- In due course of c.dleewent to hear his story
Premiums In due course of col
I
343.527.07
tb.ii,
know something about it: all
lection,
I do
sav
319,282.98
4,Mi
bills receivable,
Other admitted a»-ets,
4*6,710.20
learned bv actual experience, too. 1 first
7,434.08
All other admitted assets,
contracted rheumatism in the army, and I
all
the
of
admitted
aAggregate
a-*
of
the
affliction
admitted
all
the
of
have had every variety
Aggregate
set« of the company at their ae
sets of the company at their ar
tual value,
since, and have suffered such agony with it
#2,322,318.63
$3,,587,696.19
tual value,
that at times death was a pleasant thought
l .l A Ml I.1T1 KS !)K( F.MMKII .11, 1 am.
LI A III LITI KS bKCKM ltF.K SI, 1894.
Take medicine? I'nough
to dwell upon.
Net amount <>f unpaid lo-ses and
Net amount .>f unpaid losses and
to stock a drug store, and none of it did me
claims,
175,060.36
f 295,560 33
claims,
Then I began to study the disAmount required to safely reinany good.
Amount required to safely re In
sure all outstanding rl-ks.
I made up my mind to get
ease myself.
1,000,675.98
1, *79,292.4.3
sure all outstanding rl-k-,
All other demand- against the com
acquainted with the enemy and fight it on All other demand- again-t the com
pany, viz. commission*, ete.,
301,390.82
80,222.92
different lines. I had a theory of ray own
pany, viz. commissions, etc.,
and began to look ar >und for a remedy that
Total amount of liabilities, except
amount of liabilities, except
Total
effect.
to
have
the
desired
was calculated
capital «tork ami not «urplu-,
#1,177 1 27.b’
i-a | dal -to. h and n. t surplus,
( apftal actually paid up In ea.-h,
.’**),onn.<«>
One after another was tried until at la-t I
1,332,610.51
S Sul pi ii- beyond capital,
.Surplus beyond eapltal,
345,191.47
hit upon Pain-Killer, which 1 applied freely.
Almost with the fir^t application came re- j Aggregate amount of liabilities in
Aggregate amount of liabilities In
$3,58 V-' 1
lief I kept on using it aid the rheumatism
eluding net surplus,
#2,322,318.63
Neither have I had
was soon knocked out.
any return of the trouble.
I also used Pain-Killer infernnliT for
the ague, another war relic. It did what
INSt'KANCE COMPANY.
<>K NKW
YORK.
pouni«- of quinine couldn’t do.
OK 1IAM1U lit;, (.KUMANV
1 nenrporated In 1-57.
‘Pain-Kill-r keeps guard in my house
(
In
1-34
online
need
Mu.-Iness In 1- 7.
Incorporated
against all ills, and it has uever yet si pt at
ommeneed business in 1 ".V>
1>avii» A I*K y. President.
its post of duty.”
Ml
IIKNHKK'.KK,
K O. All H I*. 11 <
more

shorten life.

a

to

they

loss than

at

mueh better than the Indiscriminate
id unknown nostrums.

and leader of his race, he
achieved a position and wielded an
influence to which few men can
aspire.
wish

goods

We DO
recommend the sick to seek the advice of
Intelligent advice ia good phvsician.

man

We

sell

our customers just as mu-’li for tliclr
money, as the most pretentious adver
User.*
We DON’T
keep all kind* of patent medicine; some
Doing po-itivel> iniurtou-. while many
more are absolutely worthless.
We DO
keep most of those we consider harm
ami

We

for half

negro slave, he won
freedom, distinction and widespread
influence by his own efforts and his
Author, orator, statesown abilities.
Born

to

Flll.I.mVINU

TMK

A N NT AI, STATEM KNT
VNITKII STATU' Bit.' NCH

puzzle

DON'T
pretend

KICK

M.I.MN
Di»
HU
and Cured Himself.
R.
/..
Bulletin.)
the
Providence.
(From
There are but few disease* that

losH.aml -ell them a- low as anyone,
without recommendation.

In character and in career

century.

ELLSWORTH..BAR HARBOR.

Own

iTuu Jrnki Studied fp

We DO
give

Douglass

conspicuous figure

he has been for
remarkable and

strikingly illustrated
in the conduct of municipal afality.
in tills city since the year of its
been more

never

the

Frederick

has been

THE DOCTORS FAILED.

cost US.

conservatively made up, the
through strikes during
the period mentioned have aggreA Non-Partisan Pity r.overnnieiit.
556,859.
The absurdity of partisan politics gated
in affairs purely local, and especially
He
is dead.
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 28, 1895.

GRANT & CUSHMAN,
1XSRRAXCE.

atjocuiscmcnts.

rmr

this bill.
the

are

DO !

Drus Store.

strike, the result of which is embodied in its report to the Senate on I
to

DON'T do!

we

we

AT

twentydisputes
embetween employes and large
an investigamade
of
labor,
ployers
tion covering a period of six years,
ending with the recent Brooklyn
creation of a commission of
one persons to arbitrate all

According

“There

Parelier’s

reported

WORTH. MAINE.

>

pensive

Insurance.

few poor men In the Senate
nowadays.” “Yes, but there are plenty of
mighty poor senators.”

35tjrrtisrmmt0.

have been almost as exdemocratic adminisa

they

States

'Jan .:ir;

I-.

shW A KII,

STATE OF MAINE.
Ha
iry 27, a
nnHIS is to give notice that on the twentyX seventh day of February, a. d. 1895,
a
warrant
in
insolvency was issued out
of the court of insolvency. for said
county
of Hancock, against the
state of Jones S.
Kelley, of Hancock, in the county of
Hancock and State of Mann adjudged to he
an insolvent debtor on petit ion of
aid debtor,
which petition
was
tiled on the twentyseventh day of February, a. d. 1895, to which
date interest on claims is to he
computed;
that the
payment of any debts ami the delivery ana transfer of any property belonging
to said debtor, to him or for fii.s use, and the
delivery and transfer of any property by
him are forbidden hy law, that a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to prove
their debts and < boo-.- one or more a--ignt
of his estate, will be held at a court of insolvency to be holden at the probate court room
in Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, on
Thursday, the fourteenth day of March,
a. d. 1895, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
written.
James T. Cushman,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the court of
insolvency for said county of Hancock.
1

*--

fPHE subscriber hereby gives public notice
X to all concerned, that she has been duly
appointed and has taken upon herself the
trust
of an administratrix of the estate
of Dwight 8.
Rowe, late of
Ellsworth,
in the county of Hancock,
deceased, hv
giving bond us the law directs; she therefore
requests all persons who are indebted to said
deceased's estate to make immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon to exhibit the same for settlement.
Florence A. Rowe. Admrx.
Ellsworth. Feb. 13, 1895.
NOTICE.
OLDERS of Hancock county bonds are
hereby notified to present the same for
payment at the Burrili National Bank, of
Ellsworth, Maine, on the first day of April,
1895, after w hich day, interest on the bonds
will cease.
J f. Davis,
jI
Treasurer of Hancock county.

B,

Heal estate, unincumbered.
* .;j*. *.«.* .7
Loan.- on bond and mortgage tlr.-t
lien*23,2«>1 *4
Mocks and bond-, market
.’J'
1 4
value,
• n-b in office
and in (mi k.
»
1 Merest due and accrued,
-1
Premiums In due course of collection, 302 5 7 ■»
A

gate of alltb-adn Itbd
*•“ 1 ""‘pan. at ariual

r.

I
N-

I \

t amount

P.l
of

I I ll

I
u»

aim.-,
a

s

paid

a

-.

*<

1.4-.7

value.
DK»

I—«*

1-

and
A

...in

ijuiied

—•

.p

7ti

J

felv red

all oui-tan*fing rl-ks,
51
*‘ber deiuaiiil-,
j/
<<>mmlHon-, etc,
mii*

j,,7.j4•

*1

1

4.',i-M 42

Tot. 1 amount of liabilities
except
• apltal -lock ami
t -urplu-.
< apital aeluall\
pal*l up in

MESSENGER'S NOTICE.

1-7

l’n*-.

ItoIlKIlT J. IfII T AB,
iipitii 1 paid up in rash, #2.V»,ou<> oo.
A »l. r> DEt
31, l-:*4.

1

‘I

ca.-ii,

Surplus be\ond capital,

212,11'

Aggregate amount of liabilities in
eluding net surplus,

0. W. TAPLET.
_ll.l.MVuKTU,

Quincy Mntnal Fire

-1

'.'.'-momi1

1

v2

1 ',]>'■ 7oe

Agent.

SIK.

Insurance Co,

OF

QUINCY, MASS.
Incorporated and Commenced Business in l-.'l
< mas. A.
Howland, Pres.
Wm. If. Fav, Sec.

ASSETS

DEC.

31, 18SM.

Heal estate, unincumbered,
Loans on bond and mortgage

liens),

$

(first

Stock ami bonds, market value,
Loans secured by collaterals,
bash In otlire and in bank,
Interest due and accrued,
Premiums In clue course of collec-

lb,800.0c
id.850.00
1.4,14lls.400

‘*'

.7,11247
0,423 5.'*

11,751.46

tion,

Aggregate of assets at actual value,
$612,485.4*;
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1494.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims,
2,5b'.*0»i
Amount required to safely re in
sure all outstanding ri*ks,
2.V1.704 si
All other demands, viz.: commis
slons, etc.,
7,65b.85
Total amount >*f

•Surplus,

liabilities,

Brant & ruslmian.

.t2i4,'.';ih
347.5M

m

S'

Agent-.

ELLSWORTH, ME.

H

NOTH
is
r|AHLS
X sons
more, as

I

to give notice that I forbid all pi-.''
trusting my wife, Carrie D. Buck

1 shall pay

no

debts of her contract

Wm. H. Hi
ing after this date.
Ellsworth, Feb. 18, 1805.

ckmoki:.

STATE

OF

MAINE.

to be voted for, in the several wards in the City of Ellsworth, March 4, 1895.
List of Candidates, nominated,

mark X

Ticket, mark

Straight

To vote a

over

Square

in

Cross X in the Square over the Party name. X To vote
Party name. Erase printed name in list under X and fill in new

Split Ticket,

a

a

name.

_SPECIMEN BALLOTS._
WARD

ONE.

The Creamery Is Coming !
Yea, Hit: creamery is coming. There is
no longer any doubt of it.
Mr. Gordon will be here about March
11, prepared to go on with the work of
fitting up the creamery.
He expects to be ready for business by
the first of May at least.
Farmers, get your cows and your ice,
and be prepared to furnish cream by the
is
This announcement
first of May.
authoritative.
“Are any of the colors discernible to the
touch?” asked the school teacher. “I have
often felt blue,” replied the boy at the
head of the class.

Weeks—Well, how are things over in
Boston. Have they named any new pie
But
No-o.
Wentman
‘Aristotle’ yet?
1 heard a man there ask for a Plato soup.

liliLMJ ItLICAN.

DEMOCRAT,

PEOPLE'S.

For Mayor,

For Mayor,

For Mayor,

GEORGE P.

GKORGK P. DUTTON, Ward Two.

Lawyer (a few years hence)- Make your
mind easy. The jury will disagree. Prisoner-Sure? Lawyer—J know it. Two of
the members are man and wife*.

tlWjrrtiacmmta.

SILAS I. GRANT, Ward One.

DUTTON, Ward Two.

Well Established

For Alderman,

For Alderman,

HENRY WHITING, Ward One.

LEVI C. BECKWITH, Ward One.

For Warden,

For Warden,

For Warden,

JOHN G. JORDAN, Ward One.

JOHN G. JORDAN, Ward One.

ROBERT B. CARTER, Ward One.

For Alderman,

HKNRY WHITING,

Ward One.

ME, by MR. G. G. LONG, J. P,
was

not needed to convince

any reader that her heartfelt words
It will, however, add
true.

were

|

weight
freely given that

C’lIARLKS

A.

RKI.I.ATTY. Ward One.

For

|

For Ward Clerk,

For Ward Clerk,

■CHARLES A. BELLA TTY, Ward One.

WILLIAM KELLEN, Ward One.

For Ward Clerk,

s\MC KI■ I'.

For

For Constable,

Countable,

SAMUEL P. JORDAN,

JORDAN. Ward One.

—

Ward

WARD

SARSAPARILLA

The Kind That Cures
is what

---——————————

—

■

testimony

so

nan a s

wJ

Countable,

RECBEN S. SARGENT, Ward One.

One.

of

the

to

for it.

claim

we

MRS.

CARTER was one of La Grippe's
victims ; and that disease brought
out the latent evils in her system.

TWO.

For months she

unable to be

was

caused
her
head.
from
She
discharges
on

her feet.

Running

says to us : “I
use of DANA'S

HKPI'ltlilCAX.

DEMOCRAT.

PEOPLE’S.

For Mayor,

For Mayor,

For Mayor,
Ward Two.

GEORGE P. DI TTOS,

commenced the
and

before I had finished the third bottle the discharges from my ears
I have used ten bottles,
ceased.
and

GEORGE P. DCTTON, Ward Two.

sores

Sarsaparilla,

SILAS I. GRANT, Ward One.

easily

now

family

of

do the work in

seven.

a

CURE is

My

permanent.
For Alderman,

For Alderman.

DA NIKI. H. KPPE8, Ward Two.

DANIEL H. EPPES, Ward Two.

You

For\*\ Merman,
FRANK

R.

McGOWN,

use

can

Two.

See that you
For Warden,

For Warden,

GEORGE W. HIGGINS, Ward Two.

GEORGE W. HIGGINS, Ward Two.

\

HOPKINS,

JAMES H.

Ward

Two.

JAMES H. HOPKINS,

Ward

—

—

MARRIED.

For Ward Clerk,

|

For Constable,

\

Hood’s
1
parilla restored his
strength and made him

Hood's Phis

tell

a

egg?”

had

—

“No,

advice would be,

important

tell

to

if
a

I

m

are

prompt and efficient.

p.M.
2 45
3 15
Sullivan. 1.i
j 3 45
11
20
12
45,
4 15
Mt. Desert Ferry.
Hancock.+ 11 28' 1 no 4 25
Franklin Road.|tll 3‘» I 15 4:45
11 50 1 401 4 .V)
ELLSWORTH.
KID worth Falla. *11 55 1 50 t< 55
hr.i I.nke. *12 lSlt2 30l 5 17
hake Home. *12 2! 12 4.1*5 27
Kgerv's Mills. 112 2li 12 50|f5 31
llolden. *12 211 » no- 5 35
12 47 3.35+5 55
Penobscot Junction.
Bangor, Lx. St. 1255 350 605
MM) 3 55 6 10
BANGOR, M.C.
a. M. p.M.

HARBOR.

10 30

Sorrento.

....

j

.,
■

BANGOR TO

BAR

HARBOR.

BANGOR.
Bangor, Ex. St.
Penobscot Junction.
llolden.
Egerv’s Mill.
Lake* Hou ..
Green Lake.
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Mt. Desert Ferry.
Sullivan ..’.

it

gently.”

“Hit sut’ny am s'prizin'.” said Uncle
Kben, “ter see how much more some oh
j
my neighbors knows ’bout runnin’ de Sorrento.
BAR II \RBOR.
guv’ment dan dey does ’bout runnin’ dali
farms.”

AM.AM.P.M.
7 00 8 15 6 50

7 05 8 25 6
7 II 8 40 7
7 3« 9 15 7
+7 39 t9 20 +7
+7 4.3 f'J 28 t7
t7 53 9 45 t"
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8 12II2S S
8 50 11 40 8
9 1" 12 05
9.35 12 30
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55
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27
30
34
44
07
12
27
37
45
30

Stop on signal or notice to Conductor.
; Weather permitting ferry passage.

*

ever write any poetry,
write a poem once—an
‘Ode to Oblivion.’”
“Indeed, what beits destinacame of it?”—“It reached
tion.’'

“Why don’t

you
“I did

Scribe?”

These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains «n Main Line to and from Portland, Boaton anti St. John.
Passengers are requested to procure ticket®
before entering the train, and especially Ellaworth to Falls and Falla to Ellsworth.

“Oh, Henry?” exclaimed Mrs. Younghusband breathlessly, “I have something
terrible to tell you. The baby has swallowed your shaving brush.” “Oh, that's
“It was
all right,” responded the brute.
worn out, and I was going to get a new
one

UiCJS

HARBOR TO BANGOR.

BAR
BAR

anything
break

parilla

/*^

Local Time Table- Dec. 30, 1894.

on

you have
bad egg,

Sarsa-

Maine Central Railroad.

how to
haven’t, but my

“Have you read that article

Grip

better than for years. It
also cured my daughter
of Impure blood and large running sores. Maa
Kva i)kwitt, Box 148, East Berlin. Connecticut

Isle, Feb. 22, Beatrice Small,

anyhow.”

Tickets for All Points South and West
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,
Ellsworth, C. F. GREENE, Agent.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.
F E. BOOTH BY, Gen’l l’aas. and Ticket Ag’t.

on

|

Dec. ‘28, 1894.

FOUR.
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After the

HODGKINS—At Marlboro, Feb. 21, William E.
Hodgkins, aged 78 years, 2 months.
HUTCHINGS— At Bueksport, Feb. 1ft, Albert
Hutchings, aged 38 years.
LA M I’ll KR— At
Bueksport Feb. 24, Mrs.
Abigail Lampher, aged 85 years, ft months.
PARR ITT—At Kllsworth, Feb. 20, Curtis S.
Parritt, aged 40 years, 8 months, 18 days.
PETERSON—At Penobscot, Feb. 17, Infant
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Solon Peterson.
RIDEoUT— At Bueksport, Keb. 20, Mrs. Sarah
Rideout, aged 08 years, 11 months, 20 days.
SMALL—At Deer Isle, Feb. 24, Nina Small,
aged 12 ears.
STANLEY'—At Tremont, Feb. 20, Horace K.
Stanley, aged 55 years, 8 months, l day.
STOVER—At Kllsworth, Keb. 22, Clifton S.
Stover, aged 58 years, 2 months, IT days.
SMALL—At Deer
aged 0 years.

Ellas Dewitt

My son was left weak, stomach and lung
affected,could noteat or sleep. Hood's Sarst

BISSKT—At Penobscot, Feb. 19, infant son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Blsset.
FROST—At Mariaville, Feb. 22, Thomas Frost,
aged 71 years, 10 months, 7 days.
HANKY'—At Penobscot, Feb. 21, Rodney F.
Haney, aged 47 years, 4 months.
K FEZ Kit— At Mariaville, Feb. 24, Edgar M
Keezer, aged 7 years, 1 month.

WARD
kin]I

Mr.

1>A VIS—SWKKT5KR— At Bangor, Feb. 20,
Miss Helen A. Davis to Clarence L. Sweetser,
both of Bangor.
GRA Y—GRA Y'—At Kllsworth Falls, Feb. 17,
by Rev. Henry W. Conley, Miss Georgia L.
Gray to David A. Gray, both of Kllsworth.
HANKS—YOUNG—At New Bedford. Jan. 28,
Mrs. Lizzie Hanks of New Bedford to Percy
II. Young of Kllsworth.
WHITE —STKWA RT —At Franklin, Feb. 24, by
Rev. A. H. Hanseoin, Miss Annie L. White to
Charles I. Stewart, both of Hancock.

Two.

For Countable,

For Constable,

JAMES T. CT'SIIMAN, Ward Two.

JAMES T. CCSII MAN, Ward Two.

DKMOCHAT.

KEIMHUCAX.

For .Mayor,

For Mayor,

«.'!'()!'(I!' 1* IH’TTON, Ward Two.

L...__1—-1--—-WARD

DANA’S.

get

For Warden,

For Ward Clerk,

For Ward Clerk,

this unsolicited

statement as you see tit."
Ward

Marle.J
ATWOOD At Bueksport Feb. 21, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Treat Atwood, a daughter.
BABTF.lt —At Deer Isle, Feb. 15, to Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Barter, a son.
BISSET—At Penobscot, Feb. 1ft, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Bisset, a son.
CLEMENTS—At Bueksport, Feb. IS, to Mr.
and Mrs. Albert F. Clements, a daughter.
McKAY At Bueksport, Feb. 23, to Mr. and
Mrs. Nash McKay, a daughter.
PETERSON—At Penobscot, Feb 17, to Mr. and
Mrs. Solon Peterson, twin daughters.
WARDWKLL—At Penobscot, Feb, IS, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles F. Ward well, a son.
WILSON—At Bar Harbor, Feb. 15, to Mr. and
Mrs. A. II. V. Wilson, a son.

DIED.

is the truthfulness of the experience of MRS. LIZZIE G. CARTER, of EAST BLUE HILL,
but it

abbrrttennrntB.

BORN.
AIKEN-At Bueksport, Fob. 14, to Mr. and
Mrs. John 8. Aiken, a daughter.
ALLF.N—At Bar Harbor, Jan. 20, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles F. Allen, a daughter. [Gladys

(IFORCIF

Dl’TTON. Ward Two.

P.

PEOPLE’S.
For Mayor,

]
SILAS

I.

CHANT. Ward On-.

THREE.

For Alderman,

For AMerman,

i

H.

FREMONT MADIKK’KS, Ward Four

MOORE,

For Warden,

!

Ward One.

HERBERT E.

H. CARLISLK, Ward Three.

For

For

RATTEN, Ward Four.

Warden,

ALVIN

STAPLES,

Ward

Ward Clerk,

For Constable,

ALP! I FI'S W. NASON. Ward Four.

13IV 33.

WAILD

j

For Ward Clerk,

HOOPFR, Ward Four.

HOWARD H.

For Constable,
Four.

For Warden,

PATTFN, Ward 1‘mir.

GHOROF W.

For Constable,

For Alderman,
ALBION

Four.

For Ward Clerk,

For Mayor,
SILAS I. GRANT,

Ward

j

HDW A HI) H. RICHARDSON. War ! Four.

For Warden,
JAMES M.

For Alderman,

lUiGil
i

For Ward Clerk,

'a
!A

»

|C*s•'

For Constable,

REPUBLICAN.

DEMOCRAT.
For Mayor,

For Mayor,
GEORGE P.

DUTTON, Ward Two.

CiFORGE P. DUTTON, Ward Two.

■
---

/I

t

urn

IV

CArTAIN

(IITTT FWS

Hail to t'f l'u“h<K’
>"»<-k
in tho morning and
an
a
quarter ofafter
j„ tho
noon" to make It a
“watch seldom ek

»-'.aif-hour 0
5
V

2

BCi I IjIL yj |,ou}.
\\f \ rn 1 II
y\ All II
ailed but never excelled."
...
My stock of watches have the \\ altham
no
movement, and
such operation.

consequtMitly

J
W
4
4

J
ft

need

(I
X

Jewelry and
silverware,

%

too.

E. F. ROBINSON.

J

ELLSWORTH.

I

C%WV%A A %»%*%*V*
FREEDOM NOTICE.
HEREBY give my minor son. Ernest E.
Haunders, his time during the remainder
of ins
°f bis
minority, and shall claim none
earnings nor pay any bills contracted by

I

him after this date.
Pai.mer Saunders.
Ellsworth. Feb. 21, 1895.

Lisping Willie—Mitber Smiff, me papa
sendth you thith live dollath he ow’th
you. Mr. Smith—Ah, Willie, that’s a
good boy. Tell papa he’s a trump. I’apa
tin the gloaming) -Well, Willie, what did
Mr. Smith say? Lisping Willie He collard the “V” and thaid 1 wath a good boy
and you wath a chump.

L.

JJENRY

MOOR,

CONTRACTOR
PLANS

AND

ESTIMATES

KINDS
FRAMIXG

AND

OF

A XD

MADE

OF

ALL

Cry for

Pitcher’s Castoria.

if

#

STAIR-BUILDING

I IVID
H M
(
ft
I 11
la I A |
llr.

J.

For Alderman,

MICHAEL BRADY, Ward Five.

MICHAEL BRADY, Ward Five.

For Warden,

For Warden,

SIDNEY P. STOCKBR1DGE, Ward Five.

SIDNEY P. STOCKBRIDUE, Ward Five.

For Ward Clerk,

For Ward Clerk,

WALTER E. WILLARD, Ward Five.

WALTER E. WILLARD, Ward Five.

BUILDINGS.

I have just received from New York 400 Thu.
He was a pretty little youngster, with
ographlc and l'erspeetlvo Views, with plans «»f
>Hine, of Modern Cottages, costing from ftiOO to
beneath
out
that
stuck
little fat legs
Mi,000. Beautiful styles and convenient designs
clean, stiff-starched clothes. “What are it moderate cost.
I
be
you going to do when you grow up to
The little fela mail?” asked a visitor.
low’s face assumed an expression of earn'I bo ureat home ri &
n 11
I
est gravity as he responded, with a voice
it 3 lc IIS7W ""•|>
a
which was evidently shaken by sad mem11,1 'hihhi'ir.-#
‘1UC
**
liwci>iiipiulm.-.lnvalu-#
ories of the past: "Whip papa."
in all Momurlii
a PIN WORM ablu
\ mm m m ma m mm •roubles. ... ;T

Children

For Alderman,
BUILDER.

(>

ai nil .1
hi

Cioprii

tom.

K. TIMKA <«.. Auburn. Mu.

K
O

For

For Constable,
JOHN H. DONOVAN, Ward Five.

JOHN

H.

Constable,

DONOVAN, Ward Five.

••Mill's Bill," though elected

iTorvcspanfcrncr.

first prize."
something to keep wnnu here.
Hard coal is fib 15 per ton; the best soft

can, “to-

’Word

V

It

West.

the

from

Laknksville, Minn., Feb. 13. lS9f>.

£1.75 per cord, and not
£<>.25:
much like the second grow th maple that
from the high land in
we used to get
Hancock county.

To the Editor of the American:
Your kind reminder to get 4,joh printing” uom-at The American ofiler, came
while the calendar is

and

duly

to baud,
useful, the distance is so great that
order
some ot her office will get t lie next
for job printing.
Kight here I will
say that there is a good chance for a job
very

->.iJ

printer

newspaper

here

right

man

in th.
beg pardon, i>
have-., i with about as great a populaart a
ie tow n oi Surry, t hoti-'h 1;
tion ais very much smaller, not over one-tenth,
The
iber of acres, if that.
in tb
v.

or

paper

a

as

a-

havt

*

.'e,l

vor\

tht

If

good

a

why

a

eiwnei*
mail

g -.ui ;

hail it,

lung

there

might

be

a.

I that time there

and

brightly,

shining

cm

was

Hi

v

but

no

11

n

let there

are

wind.

to

housed in the

machinery are
same place; their cattle
and

do

also
and

chattel mortgage.*,
(and, if they own their farms, there is
probably a mortgage on those, these mort-

twenty years, and many of the

farmers

had

nothing

when

they

than

if

they

had

been

of

Good

l\iWt-r’"

Templars

here very well, and the
star-m to have any effect
But

it

hard times do not
upon them.

is time to stop.

Hon.

From the Mountains.
Pleasant Hill, Term.. Feb. 20, '95.
T^^ the Editor of the American:
A Voire

“Yes, my native land, 1 love thee.”
Her soil

and rocks, her ravines and
brooklets; her trees of pine, spruce, tl
and birch; her hills and mountains; he
lovely coast line with its ten thousani
points, and angles, and coves; her fish and
clams I so often long for; her birds and
animals; her springs and summers, with
genial air and sunshine; her autumnwith waving grain, and even her winter-

came,

and have been working hard since. If
the}- can told on, and get out of del t. they
will be worth more money in forty years,

perhaps,

Hum

good

"as organized here a few months ago, and is doing
good work. Ixidges of all kinds flour sh

drawing
per
of wheat, the only crop that the
of
think
most of them
raising, down to
45 cents a bushel; owing for mowers, for
plows, for reapers ana binders; all of
this is not unfrequent, and when 1 see
this, and then contrast the life of the
average farmer in Maine, 1 say to myself,
‘‘if a man wants comfort, and pleasure,
let him stay on his rocky farm in Maine
rather than come to the boundless, treeless prairies of the great West!”
The country about here is new, settled
less than

lodge

A

interest);

cent,

10

Pn I v-..riv.- t

a

some-

where else.

are

1 am often reminded of a woman who
told my father one time that “somebody
passed their house almost every day: for
here, with the large farms that are the
rule, there are no neighbors, a.-' there are in
Maine; no fences, no road, as you know
roads, no trees, no hills, nothing to brt-ak
the dull monotony of the wide, rolling
prairie, and one gets tired of that in a
short time. There is much railroad land
in this vicinity, that can be bought for
about $5.00 an acre, with live years to pay
for it in, at 7 per cent, interest. If a person had money enough to make the tir-*t

still dear.

But
and

1 love her

enterprise

people,

and

so

full of thrift

honest

industry.

I

schools—the
churches and
district school, Bluehill academy and
dear old Bangor seminary, which did
tmiph in making me what little I am.
For these reasons, witb-others, I love t<>
love

her

work

dear

and

my
report myself
friends in Maine, in the paper "hich,
kind
editors, has been a
through its
valued guest each week for many years.
where mi Nov. 12,
All hail to Maine!
ISIS, I drew my first breath of earthly
life. As I now look hack to first lessons
from a mother of blessed memory, and in
the district school from the old blueback speller, and think <-f my rapid

for

movement at

and

payment on 100 acres, and to buy w hat
implements and machinery he needed,
get the horses, cows, etc., Hiid to pay
his food and help till the tirst crop
which might not be the
was harvested
year that he went to the land i; if he had
all this, and then should work as he never
thought that he could work, he might do
well, for then he could keep out of debt.
The senatorial contest did not end in
this state as many hoped that it would;
for when a Scandinavian comes up for
office, he has

more

than

an

equal

chance

against an American. There was no
good reason why Senator Washburn
should not have been re-elected, and if
some other man must go, the people of
as

this part of the state would have been
had that man in the person of
Hon. S. G. Comstock, a man “from
Maine,” as well as Washburn, but the
Norwegian was too much for the native
born, and the man who voted for the

glad to have

3flOfrtisrmrnt0.

noon

and

night

to

our

down Was-

hill to my home, and the flat rock on
hich I "assure to set my bare foot when
half way down, it i- all fresh in mind today. though it seems Yon years ago.
Others of my age talk of life as short.
Not so at all with me. Measure it as 1
may, it appears long, and youth away off
in the dim mist of past ages; and yet they
tell me that my “youthful vigor has not

son
\\
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Next year Feb. 12, Lincoln's birthday,
The flag that he
will be a legal holiday.
loved so \sell "as hoisted oil the flag -taff
in the school yard here, which staff was
erected by one of tin- school board, who is
a Maine man; but as 1 know that In- takes
The American, I will say no more lest
he find out that people are talking about
him, and I do not wish to offend.

horses covered with

gages all
the price

••

..n.--

greater distance.
that, and some go
Their hay is stacked out ut doors, their
tools

«
w
of
-peeand t m y d not proof them t nan can be

HI tide used to ring all the time, is

even a

farming

more
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him say that the same team row hi haul
jo bushels over the same liehl and with

seemingly greater

ease.

About the time he adopted the “flat
footed wagon” he was appointed pathmaster uf the mad district in which he
lived.
B*ing very enthusiastic ou the subject
himself, he soon convinced other farmafford to go on
ers that they could not
He talked it
using the narrow wheels.
to them until every man in the district
became a convert to the new idea, and
at present no other tires are used around
this neighborhood.
1 recently asked the present paymaster whether he
thought that, with the
entire mad tax reduced one-quarter, as
it would be wlii'ii all the hauling was
done ou wide tires, there would be
enough money raised to keep the roads
m rt pair as compared with the full tax
when nothing hut narrow tiros were in
use, and he replied, “Yes, and more
t oo.'
NARROW TIRES MAKE BAD ROADS.
How

to

Chang** Narrow to Wide Fell leu
Small Fapense.

at

Mr. Thomas B. Parker, in a paper
read befoie the Burlington county ( N
J.) board of agriculture, gives the following views on good roads and their
maintenance:
*'ln lb38 1 was owner of one-half
part of the Salem and Philadelphia Ini"
of the United States Mail stage and
handled the ribbons over good four In>r.-e
seven
teams for
years, traveling 33
miles a day, 10,920 miles a year and
7(5,440 miles, or more than three times
the circumference of the globe, in the
It was in this traveling
seven years.
that 1 studied the cause of bad roads
Narrow tired wagon
and the remedy.
wheels are the real cause of bad roads.
They will sink into the ground and
make deep ruts in wet weather, and in
dry weather the sand ur dust falls 1 ark
into the rut after the wheels pa s and
partly fills up the rut. Therefor* wag* .’iron the level ground are constantly mov-

ing up hill,

of

use

a

tin

seek

lawyers
in

enough

of

that

day

in

team

selves--out

ride

rs

and

h -'f a

patrons

assure our

feel gratified
ance

of the

same

patronage

for the

past

County,

and solicit

a

that

we

continu-

for the future.

our

Business
lothing Market of New York for j .t
quality of the good-, also hi tlie late-t h
~

Ulsters. Overcoats. Reefers. Mackintoshes, Men's,

•»

Boys',

Children's^. Suits,

Youths' and

Our Bents’ Furnishing

Department

-peak- for lt-« If to any person that may rail and (in-i* < t the large assortment that this de
partment roii-l-t-of, whirh equal-any department In the State. You ran find any artleiI- rtaining to the above line at this store

Remember,

than

our

Hat and

reccivc- our careful attention to
of the best quality and the latest

he late John M Hah*.
And
then the debating club: w bat
evenings of hot debate, of ringing, logical
arguments in the affirmative or negative,
what struggles for the mastery between
the opposing sides; yet, w it lml, w hat suThere was no
preme good fellowship!
lack of oratorical talent in the little
worth in those early days.
villageof 1
U r a question which formed
We rei:
f debate:
tiics
"Ought Texas to
i to the L'nion when she is
be ad::.
t

Our Custom

<

ap- for

our

trade,

Department,

Manager, Mk. I I Haim an, I- tlourl-hing beyond our anticipate:
department receive- hi- entire attention, and by the excellent manner In which it 1- con
we are
pleased t<> state that for excellent workmaii-liip, sty le, and quality of go«xlwe equal any ( ustoin Department in the State.
We forward our custom work from Maine
to the Tactile Slope, and would be pleased to show the many letters of recommendation
from our patrons regarding the salt-factory manner in which we deal with all in guarantee
ing a perfect tit, or money refunded. Remember, we arc ever ready to show goods, ami

tills

duct'd

all classes receive the

same eourteou-

attention.

LEWIS FRIEND N CO.,
EI.I.SWORTII, ME.
Block.

I In nn ink

party basis; but Texas got into the
I’nion, just the same, and a war with
Mexico, as the whigs predicted, was the
result.
If we are rightly informed Ellsworth
is fast rceovcring from the "slow growth"
with which it was afflicted several years.
Factories arespringing up, givingemploynn nt
t<
New and industrious
many.
men have taken the place of those old
landmarks w ho have long since jassed
luver
be foraway, hut they should
gotten;
they laid the foundation for
much of the success we now enjoy.
Ellsworth has its representative men in
the State ami nation.
One of these is
now, and has been for a long time, chief
oil a

')

Cor. .Main nnd /'rnnk/in S/s.

Wholesale

and

S

Retail

Dealers

I N

DRY

GOODS, CARPETS,

“Thu remedy is to remove the cause.
justice of tlie supreme judicial court one
Petition the legislature to regulate tin* of the most honored positions in the
The writer knows but little of
width of wagon tires. With five inch State.
11: n
f *r I lit
flirt v
fiftv v*ur*»
v
tires ou the sand a ton can be hauled
««
j»t us informed by the papers, w here h«
with ease where with the narrow tire an
departed.”
My interest in all the work of life empty wagon is a load. Tires should l e. is always highly spoken of. At the Hge
of fourteen years 1 whs employed on his
as
was
never
greater, and I am
wide enough to keep the wheel on top father s farm, one of th-- most productive
as
of
a
mortal
to-day, perhaps,
any
busy
in town of it-> size.
In his younger davs,
of the ground, and without making a
my dear friends in Maine. Glancing back rut will roll the ground hard and smooth John Peters was inclined to be mishut
of
chievous.
the
innocent boyish
ttie
old from side to side.
to the days of flint and steel.and
The regulation tire mischievousness, with no mischievousround tinder box of burned cotton, to the
should be five inches for the one horse ness in it; 1 never knew him to injure
wide fireplace w here all the cooking was
wagon, six inches for two or three any one. In later years he was benevodone, and beneath w hose jamb 1 felt so horses and seven inches for four or lent and kind to those who needed assistance.
proud when, standing under it, my head more.
One horse carts should have six
If ever man had reason to be grateful
would touch; thinking too of the old brick inch tiros, and trucks for
carting marble ; for the infiuenceof a loving, kind-hearted
it is the present chief justice of
each
mother,
whence
mornissued,
oven,
Sunday
or granite should have six inch for one
Maine. That influence is shown in his
ing, the baked beans and brown-bread
horse, seven inch for two or three, as life and success. He had one of the best
their rich aroma, I almost smell it now. all the
of mothers; we speak of her as we knew
pressure is on two wheels.
It takes ages to evaporate from memory
her in those olden times.
L.
"All two horse stagecoaches should
the peculiarly rich aroma of a Sunday not have less than six inch tires.
Light
morning opening of the brick oven to a carriages may have two inches. The
N«wr England boy with a shark-like change of width of fellies coaid be acappetite.
complished without taking the fellies
Many reminiscences of those days crowd off the wheels at small cost. To change
in upon me as I write, and if there is a two inch to a six inch a facing of two
room in your valued paper for these artiInches on each side of the felly can bo
cles, I may spread out some details of securely fastened so that the folly will
this strange life upon the mountains, and he as good if not better than new.
A
our large school, whose pressing duties
bessemer steel tire six inches wide and
It's done by building a protective wall
often crowd hard upon the night.
one-quarter inch thick will cost but lit- around the cavities of the lungs created
tle more than iron, but will outwear
by the Bacilli Tuberculosa which causes
Ben B. Dodge.
the disease.
iorn and be much stronger. With such a
law, grade ail publio roads from one to
Tradition of Fox Islands.
>
three rods wide, according to tho travel,
In the winter of 1812 the Penobscot
when sandy mixing in clay and with
—"
■^lil// yW/y -U\l/.‘ I I / ,\|/
bay was frozen over so completely that
clay adding sand. The center should
people drove down from Castine with bo from four to six Inches
higher than
sleds to Spruce Island, near Islesboro, cut
tho outside.
After grading the road
CAN I OBTAIN A PATENT ?
For*
their winter's wood, and hauled it hark.
answer and an honest opinion, write to
should be rolled with a cast iron roller
11' N N A CO., who have had nearlv fifty years’
Rrompt
Tradition has it that during this 1812
6 feet long, 1 feet in diameter at each
experience in the patent bu^nesa. Communicsfreeze, t lie foxes in w hich the Fox Islands
tlons strictly confidential. A II and hook of Inend and -i fei t 9 inches in tile middle.
formation concerning Patenta and how to obabounded, and from which it obtained its Tho
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechanconcave of roller will suit the radius
ical and scientific hooks sent free.
name, left the Mauds and crossed to the
Patents taken through Mmin & Co. receive
of the road.
The weight of tho roller
noti e in the Scientific A inericnn. and
mainland on the ice, which was probaspecial
be
s-ix
or
seven
tons.
should
thus are
ight widely het<.re the public without cost
the inventor. This splendid
bly the mariner in which they originally
paper,
issued week v, elegantly Illustrated. has I v far the
-\<>t only dt >tn/ys the Bacilli, but. bv
reached the islands.
Mission of Good Itoad-*.
largest nritu»n of any scientific work In the
lncrc.i'-iug the appetite and improving
worhl
Sun pie o
S.'J
year.
,-s pent tree.
Roads arc tho connecting links that
Building I ! non monthly, r. na year. Single
the digestion of the food, it helps the
conies.i ts. Kvery number contains beauThe frenzied mob had seized the mur- bind communities together in bonds of
nutrition of the blood and in this w. y
tiful plates, m colors, and photographs of new
1
houses, with plans, enabling bunders to show the
deress. Another moment, and the fatal love and in unity of spirit.
Roads behelps nature build this protective w.hi.
u,d secure contracts.
Address
noose would be about her neck.
Ml NN 4 <
Nkw Yokk. ,‘ltil Bhoaiiwa*
‘•Stay!” long to all time. They arc tho ways by
I
she cried. The woman was glaring into
\ i
^
which men have advanced and will ever
their faces defiantly. “Look you,” she advance, and we who wish to leave
Married Man Why don't you get marAt all drug st. .res.
j
cried, her voice rising almost to a shriek, some worthy memorial to posterity,
You art1 getting to
; ried. Miss Parkins?
T. A. SLOCUM CO.,
j
“I am a living picture by calling.” A something which shall endure when our
^
look like a
“back number" you will
New York. j
r
shudder ran through the throng, for it
lives are but a memory, can bequeath
soon bean old
maid. Miss Perkins If 1 I
FOR SALE nv
was composed largely of persons w ho had
were as easy to
nothing that will be moro beneficial
please as your wife was,
S. 1>. WICHilN,
to
before.
A.
tried
than good roads.—Colonel A.
hang pictures
Pope.
1 should have been married long
Ellsworth, Me.
!

WALL

PAPERS,
BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS.

>

Fancy Groceries, Canned Goods.

Chase & Sanborn’s Teas and Coffees,

Flour, Corn, Shorts,
AND

MIDDLINGS.

WHITING BROTHERS.

Consumption ?

37 Main Street.

SLOCUM’S

who
7

>

OZONIZED

Lowell,

t:EMUU!S*:

Of COD LIVER OIL with GUAIAGQL

The

comparative value of these two card J
Is known

to most

persons.

They illus. ate that greater quantity is
Not always most to be desired.
These card

express the beneficial
ity of

qual-

Ripans Tahulcs
•

..

he kind Physicians Pres::!:?.

j

1

•>

Cap Department

on-tantly control the leading Hat- and
style, direct from the manufactory.

under tin* well-known

recognized independent by our government." The principals in the debate were
Lawyers Hathaway and Kubinson. Friend
Hopkins can tell you more about the discussion than 1 can. After three evenings*
debate it was settled by the club < as most
all our national questions arc to this day

<

s

pattern-of goods, ado of the late-t style.

in all the late-t

w as proud, too, of her carpenship joiners, foremost among

men

Pr« tu.um C..t

and also of Hancock

City

us to take ad vantage <-f tin* great t
and till each department full to tin- u\ i-rlb.w in
that the
arket of to day afford-, 'ii-lsting of

could

with

our

OTLTIR.

I la.- enabled

as

dealings

of this

for their

The Increase in

suprt inacy among themof Ellsworth they had no

in all bis

V.i'H

century of W

and we have entered upon our Fortieth Year in Business in Ellsworth, we

them being l apt. Woodard and his late
Her merchants, too,
brother Matthew.
among w hich none w as more holiest and

upright

£

FOR THE HOLIDAYS IS OVER,

rivals.
Ellsworth
t*

*4

Kow

showing

Successful Trade

repair.
to

battled for

oxen,

;

Money.”

.A.S

to

1

language quitt

$

of

em-

present a
forcible, though
perhaps not as polished, as those of the
present; the team-ters, with their stout
case

proprietors

for

resident there

clothing

my
t he

hen I

w

Make

S nJ 2c. stamp for

How does
Nature Cure

at

Mass., suffered with falling of the womb.
The best doctors failed to relieve her, and as a last resort
she purchased six bottles of
Lydia Ji. Pink/tam s J 'egetablc Compound. Now she is a
well woman.
The dreadful pain in her
backstopped after taking the
second bottle. She wishes she
had taken it sooner, and saved
both money and years of suffering. This Vegetable Compound is the one unfailing
remedy for female complaints.

and pet their little hook

Makers f

continued in his
chose.
employ for more than twenty-live years.
to many
Our transactions
amounted
thousands, of dollars, but in no way did
he manifest any disposition to wrong
me out of one cent. But this a digression.
At the time 1 took up my abode in Ellsworth, it would have been difficult to
find in any tow n of its size a more enterprising lot of men in the aggregate,
tin- citizens of Ellsworth. Those
than
employed in the lumber trade understood
their business -such men a* t'ol. Black
and his sons, Andrew Peters, Seth Tisdale. and a host of others. The blacksmiths engaged in shipwork understood
tin r business, from keel to truck; the
doctors were probably not so well read in
physics as now, but their fees were light,
and that covered a multitude of faults;
home

have the necessary alterations made for
about $13, it was easy to see that theri
he culd inwas no other place where
ve't $13 and get so large an interest a'
23 per cent. This was enough of an itictntive to make him try theexperiim ut.
Although he had been told that such
wagons would haul more easily, lie was
ii"t prepari d for the surprise which was
in st re f r him.
Un the farm 20 hush'Is of potatoes
had been cunsidi red a good load over
the soft ground, hut after lie had had

me

5

and

The J. B. Williams Co., (ilastonhnry t'

fall in with the late Andrew Peter*. The
lir-t year hi-gave me fl.'yi, my hoard anil
Hurt allowed

address

pWORINE Washing Powder

ago 1 cast my lir*t voUin w hat is now the e:;\

was a

:

Ellswortii

of

I went there to
several years.
ployment, and was fortunate

and
the

to

stamp

intakes.

in

\

in

Money

name

your

a two-cent

JtUhicsL

Perry St.,

in

Send

£

time-.

—

When a Woman
Has Constant Backache
she cannot walk or stand,
her duties are heavy burdens,
and she is utterly miserable.
The cause is some derangement of the uterus or womb.
Backache
is the sure
symptom.
For years
Sarah Hol-

How to Make

now,and what I write i* from memory,
for 1 haw- nothing to refer to, and am

el-eted

order that the saloon-keeper may have
his money.
License is not more of a success than
prohibition, w hether here or elsewhere.
There were about twenty indictments
found by the grand jury at the January
term of our district court t which corresponds with the term of the supreme judicial court, in Maine i. and every one of the
indiements had liquor at the bottom. 1
think that the sentence that the Toledo

hwi

many that have

have

BY

'■

the

-ai>v>:is,
to

the

lii'interi't n I e matter
I issage of what isealled "the Michigan
■.
:
i ire law
11 wa' a practical, eal.ml i• ; man.
1 that lie
aid
■m 1
n as lie !■
-fourth f I -i id tax by using
.;1 d that he could
inidies will
tires 3
was

June.
There are several mem ?) here w ho canfamilies, nor
find food for their
not
clothing for themselves, but who can find
money to buy beer every day, and many
others must go without their pay in

twice that at sunrise, what do you think
of farmers that have to drive twenty-five
miles for their wood, being two days on
the road, and then paying a dollar a load
for it?

on

was

RKMINISEEXCES OF ELLSWORTH
MANY YEARS AGO,

a

next

little

ii'unrcii

illy

f- w years ago
induced to have wide tire' applied in
ne of Ins fin in wag' ns. The first ratio
was

id to be.

government that

IN OLBEN TIMES.

1 II lads.

My late husband

refused t-- two
applicants, and public notice has been
given that no mor-- will be granted until

wind, save oti two
days, and then it was far from comfortable out oi doors, and even indoors the
stove was considered a necessity, and we
did not get far from it for any length of
time without
being cold. Forty-three
degrees itlow was the coldest 1 heard any
respectable thermometer indicate, but
that more than satisfied me, for 1 never
was ambitious to excel in such things!
Now w ith the mercury in t he t her momThere

*

Licenses

minutes that the thermometer stood at, or
above, zero and some day the warim-t we
could get was fourteen below, with the
sun

hire

They Keep tile Itoads 'niootliand Haul
I isilv Over Soft <. I. >11 IK I.
An hough unaccustomed !■> writing
for pui li anon. 1 nuii't r> irain from
H'lli g wtint 1 know a ait tm ] •.; tu .il
benefits to be d rived from broad faced
wli-iis, says Mrs. II. \V. Moore in
(ioo

iltitirrtiarmrnte.

AUDI T \\II>K TIUKS.

helped.

ti ft ceil

was not

money seldom
security to give, and

to

ithout.

w

N\» vein her, is

mi-*

it.
From Jan. 19 to Feb. 11, we were in the
hands el "Jack Frost,” and he lei us know
what h. reuld do when at was in earnest.

During

must go

in
i

of

m.uh

want

required

the

count ry iTin- city

no riasoM

is

not

that

»

w-

published

those

is

There is but little sne-w, !«— than -ox
ne day <-f
inches in all, and if we havt
wind, that will be d;sirilmted in as uiiwealth of tinequal a manner as th

ian.I
••weakly.
t ute for a paper at ! .bat
makes a living out of it.

~.i

but

i-

very scarce, more so than it
has been for years, and not confined to
the
any class, but universal, except in
banks, where there is plenty to loan at
Hi per cent: but it is h*-re. as every where,

<0

v

one

wood

Money

have

.d

i si,

v

co-;-

cor| is

TUI I'll'

republi-

as a

ago.

As

compared

with any

previously known

DYSPEPSIA CERE.
Ripans Tabules : Price, 50 cents
Of druggists, or by mail.

a

boa

N Y.
BIPANS CHEMICAL CO.. 10 Spruce St..

MACK’S CONVERSION. !
wlio went
an
On morning
found on tho
t pegging professionally
f i|,e tenement in wlilelt she lived n
ti ,w
Imskei. with n dirty hit of Ironing
under this cover
blanket In it. l’eeping
„nw a huby'a face.
Ii’s on ill wind that blows nobody any
g,||(i the old woman to herself,
to borrow a hahy, and
"lierc I was going
to pny back
Wl„.n you borrow you've got
Is only a baby, and If I
somehow, if it
I con jest chuck
don't, make by this, why,
earners.”
It nwny agin
The sympathizing puhlln soon saw this
seated at her regular
respectable female of a
public building,
post on tho steps
arms.
Two cents’
In
her
the baby
for
its dinnor; 10
served
milk
worth of
worth of laudanum kept It (pilot for
old

woman

m'r’v
>

5,1th

cents'

!

Ol li SCHOOLS.

Report

Annual

School < 'oimnlttcc

of

|

ii

Supervisor.

ami

1

The school committee of t he city of Ellsworth has issued its annual report for the
year ending Keh. 28,1895, embodying the;
report of the supervisor of schools.
oU.Ml I

SCHOOL

LL

least, ns the .school has not hooks cnouicli of
ny kind to furnish tills class.
Many of the hooks in the other schools must
c replaced next year, and some of those in use
hould he changed, as they have proved very

j

KKI'Oitl.

To hit Honor the Mayor and Gentlemen of the
Itor. rd of .-t Idermen:
The school committee of the city of Ellsworth
beg leave to submit their annual report, included In which Is the report of the supervisor of

j

|

<

insulin factory.
API’ltOl'ltlA TlONS.

While* Increased appropriations would result
^ 11 bettci work, 1 realize that our city govern. |
lent is doing much for the schools, and I re- I
ommend the same appropriations w hich were
oidc last vear except for t«*xf-honk«*, which
hould be incrcascii. Under our State law we
lust provide every pupil with a!! necessary
ooks, and it Is doubtful if this could he done
rith the amount given last year. The following

schools.
Under the direction of our new supervisor,
Mr. E. W. Lord, the schools are progressing as
rapidly and as creditably as at any time In their
history. Ills untiring zeal for the best Interests
our

re the amounts asked for
lomnion schools.
ligh school.

of the

schools, amt the harmony existing between the pupils and teachers and the supervisor, certainly speak well for his attention to the

$4,200
2,000

'ext books.

000

School-house repairs.
Commercial school

1,000
400

Total. $8,200
schools under his care.
a long while.
We do not need to enter Into details regardAnd tho unfortunate little waif was
old woman, and In time
There are too many people who are will
ing the work of our schools, as the report of the
jj0pt by tho
learned to walk, learned to tight, learned \ supervisor will give you an excellent Idea of ng to do all the shouting and let someto
out
Itself
sent
beg by
what we are endeavoring to accomplish.
to swear, wns
)ody else do all the work.
It Is a source of gratification to the committee
and became a street boy.
at
and
there
died
last,
woman
old
The
to feel that, In the corps of teachers now in the
a&UcrUsnncntB.
Ho earned
to cuff him.
was no one even
employ of the city, a high order of talent is reHo
now and then.
odd
nil
job
money by
presented, ami a most excellent spirit Is manHo wns coaxed
stole anything he could.
ifested by them.
now and then
Into reformatory schools
We desire especially to call your attention to
ami played repentant and had some soup
the recommendation of the supervisor regardto
Somenot
death.
He starved, but
ing the appropriations for the ensuing year,
times tie went to the gallery of some cheap
and urge you to bear In mind that what we do
saw a play and wished he was
nml
theater
for our schools to day we are doing for the
j
noble highwayman.”
9
best Interest of our city In the future.
So lie grew up to manhood—attained
We also recommend that you authorize us to
those years when, In oilier classes of soci
elect. Instead of a supervisor of schools, a super
new careers are
By those who offer subcty, fresh hopes awaken,
intendent, who may or may not be a member of
entered upon. Kven to this muddy street the committee, as It may be necessary to employ
stitutes for Cottolene.
came.
creature a little alteration
some one for that position outside of our num i
Its success has been so
llo always had known how to smoke;
lur.
thatnumerends
from
Phenomenal
cigar
John F. Knowlto.v,
ho learned by picking up
(IIAKI.F.S I i (t UI N I >A I.,
\ School
ous imitations are
Hut when lie could get It ho
the gutters.
Committee.
El»WAlU> 1*. L(iKl),
f
could drink now also, and he had begun
being offered which
EnWAKI* E. ItICHAUnSoN,
to understand thnt a woman was BomeEllsworth, Me., Feb. 20, 1
to be, “just
claimed
yliing to bo Insulted on all occasions.
SUPERVISOR OF SCHOOLS.
All these
K, r awhile one or two excellent misThe HUpervisor of schools, E. W. Lord,
sionaries felt sure that Mark was going to
in his report, says in part:
him into church
got •‘religion." They gut
He had not the
This year having been the first In which the
and prayed with him
lack the intrinsic merit of
have been in
new school laws of the Suite
slightest idea what It was all about.
Cottolene and will prove
He went to their big room once or operation, many and radical changes in methods
twice, n rixiin In the worst part of tho
uf school management have been rendered
disappointing and disacltv. hired for the purpose of attracting
necessary.
feX greeable to those who use
the most degraded to the meetings
It Is needless to recapitulate these changes, as
them. These counterfeits
contrimmon
tne
He ended by stealing
It V
IIIC
10(111,
oil'll!;
differwidely from Cottobox from under the very nose of its near
seen that the rare devolving upon the superlene and are mere
flighted guardian and decamped with it to visor 1ms been greatly Increased by these new
g.,1210 unknown region, leaving on the seat
conditions. The work of keeping the several
ho had occupied when most moved a pack
-choolhouses in repair, formerly done by
i
of dirty cards arranged in the order of a
district agents, has proved to be a task which,
d
compared to the
finished game *>f solitaire
In my opinion, cannot be satisfactorily per
As for Mack, having escaped to Jersey
reliable shortening—Cot- M
So great an extent of
formed by one man.
shores, he spent his ill gotten gains in riot
tolene. Save money, an
territory has to he covered, often under conas l.-iig as they lasted. Finally ho gambled
ditions of road and of weather so to unfavorable
noyance and your health \ .cl
awav the remnant at a low tavern far out
for traveling, that It is almost impossible for
bvrcfusingall substitnt es Jfips
being disco vert'd
on a e mntry road, and
every detail to be attended to promptly.
offered to take the place
dr nl drunk and penniless at the hour of
I have, however, made every effort to fteeom
closing was dumped out into the mud by
Cottolene.
this work, and I have to thunk many j
plish
the proprietor of the place and his assist
citizens, and especially the members of this
Sl,ld
lD thre* BnJ M P 15000,1 ra']8‘
ant.
I
board, for the assistance which has fre<|Uentl>
About daylight became to his senses,
been rendered me.
had
anand
he
and
away,
staggered lip
ATTKN 1»AN* K.
othi r sleep by the roadside and awoke
N.K.Fairhank
The total enrollment in the fall term, when the
again to the consciousness that ho never
Company,
largest number of sehulurs was registered, was
was in a worse plight.
•’
The total number of persons of school age
( hlrngo,
jr-b'JV '.if* V.-»f 7
The ways '.1*7.
11»* was in a country place.
In the city in April last was 1,«40; this includes
st‘ n°°tonto him In the city
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possible
impossible here. He bad no money
f..r fares, though he heard the shriek of a
He was hungry and
steam car hard by
and

means

Were

miserable.

Lying nil night in Jersey mud had given
him chills and fever, though he did not
know it.
So, when the sun began to glow with
noontide heat, he staggered past a white
cottage with a paling fence before it and
against those palings a dark green foliage
of a row of currant bushes, with the red
fruit glistening in pendent bunches, like
so many jewels.
Fevered and parched, this fruit was a
wonderful joy to him. He stopped and put
out his hand and clutched a do/* n of the
Hi*
He put them to ids lip*.
berries.
huml went nut for more, when a voice in
toms not angry, hut decisive, called to
him:
Young man, let those berries alone, or
Ul s* t the dog on you.
Mack look'd up. There was the gentle
man whom he denominated Far-on Walk

\

er

looking
lie

the fence, lie knew of the
t)f
that contribution box

ov» r

dealing of

enemy.
Dr. Walker w- nt back to his seat
a
came to him
there
porch, and
sweet- old woman's voice from the

course*

wa* an

on

the

shrill,
dining

room

uli, Thotna-. how could you:
“What. Het-. y:
“Why, Tie mas, I saw him as he pa.—ed
—a p ior, starving soul, if ever I *aw one!
» kll"W
1 \e h. « o aaeo.g the j- .-r e!.- Ugh
hunger and si--km >s when I see 'em lie's
1.h. and you vvouldn t let him eat a few
currants"
‘It hoimlif- it was just tho sort of a trick
said the old
IhiVs are always playing,
ill try to catch up with
gentleman.

I
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i.nn. ami

11

ms
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uungiv

»*
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tr.

|
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tin* wombs. And
wan

among the

milling shadows of the green branches,
he found Mack.
His head was on his arm, and ho was

crying
My hoy," said tho old

man,

bending

him, and softened ns tho old lady had
1 •'!! by the nn mury of a lad who had died
years in fun-, the only one who had ever
called him father, “my buy, I’m afraid
you are not well—why, it's Mack!” And
with tho discovery camo a feeling of re

over

i
i

pulsion.

|

|

H
a

“IIow did I
1 was dry,” said Mack.
know they was your’n?”
“My boy,” said Parson Walker, “if you
wore hungry or thirsty, you were welcome; if you aro cither now—and I think
you aro—come homo with mo and have
6oino supper.
I camo after you fur that.
I thought it was a mere thieving trick
taking the currants, and Pm »little fond
of my garden.”
Mack sat at a table with a white cloth
Ho ate
Upon it and had all ho wanted.
in silence.
Then ho lifted up his head.
Parson Walker,” ho said as respectfully as knew how, “is this any part of it?”
“Of what, my boy?” asked tho old man.
“Of Christians,” said Mack.
What did you think Christianity was?”
as»ked Dr Walker curiously.
Prayin and believin a lot of tilings
and goin to church,” said Mack.
I’m not sure that sudden reformations
are
very common, and I am not sure that
this one was, hut Mack, being very ill for
6omo time, was nursed in tho pretty parsonage for many weeks, and sumo power
was at hand to soften him, and though he
never will bo an elegant gentleman ho
certainly leads today an honest life and is
grateful to those w!
have helped him to
do so.
i
New York News.
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Necessary

Practice.

Brown—Is young Flyingwcilge praetieBig law?
Jones—I think not. He was admitted
to

the

bar,

hut I

economy.—Vogue.

think ho’s

practicing

”^1

consider that the school age was last year raised
from four to live years, thus admitting no new
pupil4 tills year, it would seem that the attendance is considerably greater than it was a year
the

At

ago.

satisfactory,
..f

ages

time, these figures are hardly
least 150 children between the
and
sixteen have not been

same

as at

Hve

registered sonic of these are no doubt attending
private schools, hut the majority of them do not,
and should be in ore carefully looked after.

Supervisor Lord gives

n

hensive report of the work being accomplished in the different schools, repairs
made to school houses, and need of repairs
Of
and changes f<>r the ensuing year.
t lie

high

To the Hon. Judge of Probate within and for
STATE OT MAINE.
hereby gives public notice
r|MIE
the countv of Hancock and State of Maine.
1 t-> all concerned, that she has been duly •
coun» To the Sheriff's of our
riiHK r N DKKSIGNKD, George A.
the
herself
and
lias
taken
i
upon
j ! I,. S.
appointed
ties, or either f their deputies,
1
administrator of tue estate of John
trust of executrix ot the last will and ti^t.i- ; I-)
Greeting:
Kelley, late or Hancock, in said county, demi nt of Anibrn.
Thurston, late of Deer Isle,
Ham'oi k, ms.:
no
bond
ceased,
respectfully represents that the goods
in the county of Hancock, deeeaseil,
We command you to attach the goods or
debeing required by the terms of said will; she | estate of Elijah IE Crockett, of Ellsworth, in and chattels, rights and credits of said
are not sufficient to pay his just debts
ceased
therefore requests all persons who are insaid county of Hancock, now ex rea publicae,
of
sum
the
and
of
administration,
by
charges
debted to said deceased’s estate, to make ini- ; to the value of one thousand dollars; and
tinee bundled uolittis, wiieiefore ymu pesummon the said defendant (if lie may he
a
lihim
honor
to
titioner
grant
setdemands thereon to exhibit the same for
prays your
| found in your precinct), to appear before our
or private sale and concense to sell* at
tlement.
Hester A. Thtuston.
justices of the supreme judicial court, next vey the whole ofpublic
the following described parJanuary 9, a. d. 189*.
to be liolden in Ellsworth, within and for our
of
viz.:
land,
of Hancock, on the third Tuesday of cels
subscriber hereby gives public notice county
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
rpiIE
next, then and there in our said
1 to all concerned, that she has been January
Hancock, Hancock county, Maine, in that
to answer unto Lottie M. C rockett, of
court
rself
duly appointed and has taken upon ln
part thereof known as Marlboro, and desaid Ellsworth; in a plea of libel for divorce
the trust of executrix of the last will and tesscribed as follows: Bounded on the west by
and hereupon exhibits this libel.
tament of Rachel M. belaud, late of Ellsworth,
land of Alfred Hodgkins; on the north by
STATE OF MAINE.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bond
land of W. E. Kelley, land of Hansom Hodgkins and land of Frank Closson; bounded on
being required by the terms of said will; she
Hancock, ss.:—Supreme judicial court.
therefore requests all persons who are in- To the Hon. Justices of the supreme judicial
the east in part by land of said Hansom
debted to said deceased's estate, to make
court within and for the county of Hancock.
Hodgkins, land of K. Martin and land of W.
immediate payment, and those who have any
1 > ESPECTFULLY
represents Lottie M. H. Bunker; and on the south by land of Cardemands thereon to exhibit the same for setCrockett, wife of Elijah H. Crockett, of oline Grover; with the buildings thereon. It
Mai d b. Atherton.
tlement.
being the homestead of John Kelley, late of
Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, that
said Hancock, and the same that was conFebruary 13, a. d. 1895.
married to the said Elijah H.
she was
name
of
under
her
maiden
Dodge, veyed to the said John Kelley by William E.
subscriber hereby gives public notice Crockett,
rpHE
on the 16th day of February, a. d. 1878, at DedHodgkins by deed dated March 12, 1857, and
1
to all concerned that he lias been duly
Lazarus
recorded in vol. 109, page 270, Hancock Registhe
Rev.
said
in
ham,
county,
by
appointed, and has taken upon himself the Gott; that ever since her said marriage she try of Deeds, excepting two parcels which
trust of an administrator of the estate of Ossaid hussaid John Kelley sold and conveyed therewith
her
and
resided
has
cohabited
born Farnham. late of Penobscot, in the county
band, in said county of Hancock, at said Ded- from, one to W. E. Kelley and one toW.H.
of Hancock, deceased, by giving bond as the
Bunker.
at Orland, and at North Ellsworth:
law directs; he therefore requests all persons ; ham, and
Also another lot or parcel of land situated
that
by her said husband she is the mother of
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate, to
in Lamoine, Hancock county, Maine, (formFlora B., aged
now living, viz.:
make immediate payment, and those who four children
a part of Trenton) in that part thereof
Marcia
12
Lester
I*.,
P.,
16
erly
aged
years,
years,
have any demands thereon to exhibit the
aged 5 years, and Dana C. Crockett, aged six known as Partridge Cove, and bounded as
same for settlement.
J. Wesley Bowden.
has always been true to her follows: Bounded on the north by land formthat
she
months;
1895.
February 13, a. d
marriage vows and obligations, but that her erly owned by John J. Carr, now owned
Mrs. M C. Austin; on the east by land of K
said husband unmindful of the same:
SHERIFFS SALE.
E. Kelley; on the south in part by land of
1.
Has committed the crime of adultery
State op Maine, Hancock, as.:
Wm.
E. Hodgkins, and on the west by the
Ellsworth,
at
with one Nina B. Gray, of said
waters of Partridge Cove, so-called, containrnAKEN ON EXECUTION wherein O. M. various times and places, to your libellant una.
d.
of
first
acres, more or less; of the real
between
the
of
Hancock
ing
thirty
January,
known,
day
Trennmt,
county,
1
Kittredge,
Maine, is creditor and Richard B. Dodge, of 1893, and particularly between the first day of estate of said deceased, to satisfy said debts
and charges of administration.
Mt. Desert, in said county, is debtor, which January, a. d. 1894, and the date of this libel.
Dated this 11th day of February, a. d. 1895.
2.
That he. her said husband, has been
execution was issued on a judgment recovGeo. A. Phillips.
ered at the January term of the supreme juguilty of extreme cruelty, and of cruel and
STATE OF MAINE.
said
libellant
<1
a.
towards
for
Hancock
abusive
treatment
dicial court
your
county, Maine,
so that her health has suffered.
Hancock, ms:—Court of Probate, February
1895, for the sum of three hundred and eight
3.
That being of sufficient ability he has term, a. d. 1895.
dollars and thirty-six cents debt or damage,
Upon the foregoing petition, ordered. That
and seventeen dollars and twenty-one cents grossly, wantonly and cruelly refused and
neglected to provide suitable maintsnance said petitioner give public notice to all percosts of said suit, with fifteen cents more for
sons
interested by causing a copy of the petihears
for her.
said writ of execution, which execution
4. That on the first day of April, a. d. 1894.
tion, and this order thereon, to be published
date of January 26, a. d. 1895, the following
Nina
B.
three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth
with
the
said
of
real
estate
he
left
the
State
or
Gray,
lots
(the
described
parcels
American, a newspaper printed or published
and deserted your said libellant.
been attached on the original
same having
in Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
5. Wherefore your libellant prays that a
writ in the action in which the judgment
be
appear at a court of probate for said county, to
upon which said execution was issued, was divorce from the bonds of matrimony may
be held at Ellsworth, on the second Wednesrendered on September 22, a. d. 1891, at three decreed her between her and her said husband.
day of March next, at ten o’clock in the
of
children
6.
That
the
said
to
wit:
in
may
the afternoon),
o'clock
custody
forenoon, to show cause, if any they have,
be decreed to her.
A certain lot or parcel of land situated at a
7. And she further informs the court that
why the prayer of said petitioner should not
place called Pretty Marsh, in said Mount
be granted.
her said husband holds in fee simple certain
Desert, and hounded as follows: CommencO. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge.
ing on the town road leading from “Pretty real estate in said county, of the value of one
Attest:—Chas. P. Dorii, Register.
thousand dollars, and other certain personal
Marsh bridge" to “Pretty Marsh wharf" at
the southwest corner of land owned by Wm.
property of the value of one thousand dollars; A true copy, Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.
H. Freeman, and following said Freeman’s wherefore she prays that her dower may be
To the Honorable Judge of probate for the
land in a northerly direction to land of heirs assigned to her out of said estate and that
countv of Hancock.
of Mark dray; thence following said heirs’ suitable alimony may be decreed to her out
Mehitable H. Pickthat
and
said
husband,
rpHK UNDERSIGNED.
of
her
of the estate
1
ering, administratrix of the estate of
erly course across the Marsh until it strikes such other orders and decrees may be made : Fannie N. Grindle, late of Orland, in said
reas
a
court
in
honorable
the
brook
bv
this
thence
may
justice
the' brook;
following
respectfully
represents
! rmintv. deceased,
Mils. LOTTIE M. CROCKETT.
southerly direction to the Ballou lot; thence nni ri»
that the goods and chattels, rights and credits
Ellsworth, Nov. 1, 1894.
westerly'and southerly by the Ballou lottoa
of said deceased are not sufficient to pay the
in
the town road; thence by the town road
STATE OF MAINE.
just debts and charges of administration,
westerly direction to point of beginning, conss.:
by the sum of two hundred dollars; wheretaining eighteen acres, more or less, with the Hancock,
fore vour petitioner prays your honor to
And I, the said Lottie M. Crockett, hereby
buildings thereon.
a license to sell, at public or priAlso one-half of an undivided lot at the
certify and make oath that my said husband granther
vate sale, and convey all of the following dehead of "Great Pond,” in said Mount Desert,
is, and has been since the first day of April, | scribed
real
estate of said deceased, situated
Coma. d. 1891. outside this State, and his residence
bounded and described as follows:
in the town of Orland, bounded and described
mencing at Lewis Freeman's southeast corner is not known to me. and that I have been unwit: Beginning by the corner
to
as
follows,
able to ascertain the satm by the exercise of
and running westerly bv land of Timothy
of Luke Saunders* pasture and county road;
reasonable diligence.
Mason to land of Wm. H. Freeman: thence by
thence
by said road three and onesoutherly
M.
Crockett.
Mrs. Lottik
said Freeman’s land in a northerly direction
half rods to the town road leading to the
to land of Wm. M. Freeman and following
STATE OF MAINE.
Back Ridge, so-called; thence easterly by
Great
the
land
to
said Wm. M. Freeman's
said town road twenty-two and one-half rods
Hancock, ss.: -November 1, 1894.
pond; thence by the shore of said Great pond
to the west side of a stone; thence northerly
Then personally appeared the within-named
to land of Lewis Freeman; thence by said
eighteen rods to Luke Saunders’ wall and a
oath
to
the
made
Lottie M. Crockett, and
Freeman’s land to point of beginning; said
thence westerly by said wall twentytruth of the within allegations by her signed. stake;
lot contains fifty acres, more or less. The
five and one-half rods to the place of beginI*.
Di
ttos.
(i.
the
said
to
above premises were conveyed
one acre and five-eighths,
containing
ning,
Notarv Public.
L. S.
Richard B. Dodge by Stephen D. Smith by his
more or less, with all the buildings thereon,
I_\
deed dated March 2. a. d. 189*2, and recorded
hook
in
recorded
142,
page 534, of the real esSTATE OF MAINE.
in Hancock Registry of Deeds, book 259. page
tate of the deceased, to satisfy said debts and
•148, excepting from the above a certain lot of
H ancock, ss: -Clerk’s office. Supreme .Judi- charges of administration.
land
of
land, containing thirty square rods
cial court, in vacation. Ellsworth, February
Mehitablk H. Pickering.
deeded by said Richard B. Dodge to Pretty 9, a. d. 1895.
February 13, 1895.
Marsh village fora cemetery lot, as will apthe foregoing libel, ordered, That the
OF MAINE.
f’pon
STATE
and reto the said
libelant give notice
Elijah H.
pear by his deed dated Oct. '2. 1893,
Hancock, ss:—Court of Probate, February
corded in said Registry, book 273, page 30S.
Crockett to appear before the justice of our term, A. IX 1895.
Also another piece of land in said Mount
supreme judicial court, to he hidden at Ells1’ pon t he foregoing pet it ion, orderi d: -That
BeDesert, butted ami bounded as follows:
worth. within and for the county of Hancock, said Petitioner give public notice to all perginning at the "Great pond” so-called, at a on the second Tuesday of April, a. d. 1895, sons interested, by causing a copy of the pecedar tree; thence running west twelve or
by publishing an attested copy of said libel, tition and this order thereon, to be published
fourteen rods to a dry stick; thence running
anil this order thereon, three weeks succesthree weeks successively in the Ellsworth
northwest thirty-five rods; thence east to the
sively in the Ellsworth American, a news- American, a news pa tier printed or published
pond; thence following said pond to the first- paper printed in Ellsworth, in our coun- in Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
acres,
thirteen
mentioned bound, containing
ty of Hancock.the last publication to be thirat a court of probate for said county,
more or less, ami
being a lot described in a t v days at least prior to said second Tues- appear
to l»e held at Ellsworth, on the second Weddeed from David ('lark to Richard B. Dodge, day <>f April next, that he may there and
of March next, at ten of the clock
nesday
d ited Sept. 27. 1865, and recorded in said Regthen in our said court appear and show cause,
in the forenoon, to show cause, if any they
if any he have, why the nrayer ot said libelistry. book 25*2, page 465.
the prayer of said petitioner should
have,
why
ot
in
the
town
Also a certain piece of land
ant should not be granted.
not be granted.
Mt. Desert, aforesaid, situated between the
A. I*. W IS WELL,
(). P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge.
it
beMarsh
and
harbor,
Did.
Court.
"Great pond”
Pretty
Justice of the Sup.
Attest:—Uhas. P. Dorr, Register.
ing one-half of the eastern and southern half
A true copy of the libel and order of court
A true copy, Attest:—( has. P. Dorr, Register.
,,f lot No. 129, on the plan made by Salem
thereon.
Town, jr.. in 1808. and deeded to the said
To the Honorable Judge of Probate for the
Att< st: JOHN F. KNOWLTON, Clerk.
Richard B. Dodge by Daniel Freeman, by his
countv of Hancock.
in
Hanand
recorded
Charles A. (linn,
deed dated Nov. 1, 1850,
STATE OF MAINE.
rpub ‘UNDERSIGNED,
cock Registry of Deeds, hook 93, page '217.
administrator of the estate of Carrie N.
I
at
hidden
\t a court of probate
Hancock, ss:
Mount
in
said
of
land
lot
in
said
another
of
Also
(linn, late
county, deceased,
Orland,
Bucksport within and for said county, on
Desert, bordering on "Round pond,” sorespectfully represents that the goods and
t he second Wednesday of February a. d. 1895.
of said deceased
and
credits
called, and being a lot of laud described in a
rights
chattels,
Ilf H E KE AS, a petition has been duly filed.
Bowden to Richard B.
deed from .James
sufficient to pay her just debts and
are not
>>
pricing that the balance remaining in charges of administration
the sum of two
by
Dodge, dated March 15. a. d. 1*61. and rethe hands'of Charles H. Rice, administrator
wherefore your
corded in said R< :i~try. book 1pa-c »
hundred dollars estimated
Stubbs, late of
of the estate of Samuel E.
honor to grant him aliAnd 1 shall, to >a!i-f> -an! » Mention and the
it
inner
your
prays
P»
on
setdeceased,
Bucksport. in said county,
or
at
n-,to
incidental charges, sell all the right, title and
sell,
private sale, and
public
tlement of bis linal aeeount. made at a pi
lot of land situated in said
aiUvt• v a certain
interest and equity of the said Rhh.ud B.
bate eou-t held at Buekspirt, w i! bi n a ml f-•
the
lot numbered
it
of
nrland.
town
being
Dodge, in and to the above described
t
<>t
Imi;.
-iid count;., on the second M
parcels of 1 md or real e-tate at public nrupon the plan of said town, and as per field
!■'\bruary a. d. 1895, may be ordered to !>.• disne
si* rvr\
Jacob Sheri on rue
k
t ion, at t he olfice of (i eo. R. Fuller in southby
ileeeased.
of
i.d
tributed among tiic heirs
containing It") acres,
west Harbor, in -aid county, on \\ dt.c-dav.
hundred -< v, in,-, i', 117
.eh det« rm i m d.
and t lie sh ire of
real estate of the detin- third day of April, a. d. !*.'•. at eic.cii
mop or less, of th*
’I’ltat notiee thereof he g:\*u to
Orden
d.
11:• rgesJof
o'clock ill the forenoon.
a-c.l. to sat i f y said debts ami
interested therein, by publishing
ill p.
Charles A. (Jinn.
Dated this eighteenth day of February,
administration.
hree neek> 'iio e-m 1'.
,i
..|.\ of tm- order
Feb.
13. 1 s'.i.'i.
a. d. 189.3.
Buck-port.
a
ill the Ellswoj-th A met iea n.
newspapii
M 'OK*
Wtl.l.I \M t
sTATK Ol MAINE..
printed at Ellsworth, in said ..it' prior
s:
Court of Probate,
H > "<■ k
I'ci.iuary
of
March,
M-coml
tlu
to
Wednesday
a.
d.
1895.
11
rm,
at
that
1895.
a.
d.
appear
they may
\ I I
That
sll I It! 1 I s
I' poti In- t regoing pet it ion, ordered
at
E!Dheld
he
to
court
then
probate
said petit loin
give piildic not ice to all per*F A N
K \ Id 1 ID'S i--m d
at ten
V \ 1 RTF K
worth, s\ itbin and for said eount
:
he
a
d
soninterested,
pecopy
by causing
> oil a judgment recovered ill the -tipr. ii;- o’eloek in the forenoon, and show eau-e. if
tit ion and 1 his order thiTeon, t*» be published
judicial court for Hancock coilmy. M nine, at a anv thev have, against the same.
tbit* wicks siicccssivel\ in the Ellsworth
on
the third Tinsda} ot
bat.
term thereof held
>.
B. * r N \ I \t ill AM. -J ud g e of
,.'
U'MTK.111,,1 mn'|M|iri
(>11111111
• Has. p, D«»rr. ID
i-t< r.
.1 annarv. a. d., Is.'.**, in favor ot the inhabitantA true eopv, \ttes:
in
K1 sworth, in said county. thatthe> may
i>l
he io\\ n ot 1
niotit, a duly incorporated
at a omrt of probate for said county,
iii.tii ar
11 w i. in the count} ot Hancock, V line, and
To the Honorable Judge of Probat* within
b. ’.! ;i•
••*, I
W-JKHcvortli, «>:.
to
-ek.
I'Ru-S "t -aid Tretm-nt. w hich
it
I !! u
„gaih»t | .nr\ \
md for the <
March n»-xt, at ten of llu clock
iu• s11;tof
ot
\
bear- mite the lourteenSh day
execution
'Jin K ( N I >KKSI<. N El), Mrs. Joanna
if any they
in the forenoon, to show enu
I
|(.
;.-n
ol
i.t
diun
of
Hum
,rr.
ock.
g
1
should
h.i. c, \vh> the pra\ er of said p« it i":a
and forty eg!’
’hat
it red anil I lurt > two dollarHnt le r, minor. respectfully repr*-«-nt
not be granted.
of one-third
rents damage, and twelve do'l.tr- and -evenly
said ward i- seized and possess
(). p. < 1' \ N I N* .11 \ M
Judge.
real
described
live rent- co-i-ot -uit with litteen rents mole
<*f
tin- following
ii ml i v idcd
Has, IV |)>o;l:, Hegister.
Attest:
tor-aid writ ot execution. I nave -.i/.-d at.a
Beginning -‘1 rods troiil the A t rue
estate, viz..:
Has. IV l)OHK, Hegister.
eopv. At test
taken the hereinafter described r«al e-tate ot
southwest corner of Mrs. M. « Austin's homenorth "5° west 70 roils to :i birch T:
tile said iudgllieilt debtor, Lljev A. Mill-. an
stead: them
>t I'ndiat e Imldcn at If u«• ksport,
hi
t
south 5° cast Sh» rods to
all the right, tit I** and intrrr-t which the ,-ud
tree spotted; them
within and for the county “f Hancock, on
1
x
\ oik to staki and
I
\ Pitus had in and to tl
la ml t op ue 1 v ow in I
!., 1895.
ond Wi dnesdai, of Feb., a
t h«
theme south •'«" West W roils to
stones;
twenty sixth day ot June, I' d. at two oYh.rk
(ifSTl'A o. (iHOSS, mu .>f flu execuon
p. in the time vv hen the -am.- wa- nllaeh-d
Eaitghliu’s corner; tlnno noi lit hi west 12U
tors named in a certain instrument purthe writ in the action in which -aid judgment
rods to Mrs. M E. Austin's land; theme north
porting to be the last will and testament of
r>9 west 115 rods on said Austin's line to stake
was recovered, v i/
Svlvanus (. Haskell, late of Doer Isle, in said
*5
HO9 east
north
theme
\ certain l-t <*r parcel of land, together with
and stones;
deceased, having presented the same
county,
ali the building- thereon, situated in Trem.mt. rods on said Austin line to stake and for probate:
thence north 5° east 20 rods on
in the county of Hancock, and Mate o| Maine,
stones;
That the said Augustus O. Cross
Ordered,
and hounded and described as lollovv-, vi/
lid Austin's land to staki and stones; them e
give notice to all persons interested, bv caus( ommemdng at the south corner of land now
north 5° west 100 rods on Mrs. Austin’s land I ing a eopv of this order to he published three
125
follow
82°
east
1 weeks succc-siv. lv in the Kllsworth Ameristones; thence south
or tormerly ot Andrew Lopau'. thence
to stake and
said Austin's land to staki and 'toms can, printed at Kllsworth, that they may ap|ng the line of the said I.opaus' land northca-t
on
road; thence south H
; erlv thlrtv two rod- more or less, to a -take and
at the old Meadow
held at KID w ortn,
pear at a probate court to be
-tom-. thence southeasterly forty seven rod-,
west 10 roils to stake and stones; them e scut h
said countv, on the second Wednesday
in
e
or former
them
now
and
stones;
of
land
to
stake
line
rods
or
to
the
west
10
more
le--.
71°
!
of March next, at ten of the dock in the
south 20w east 160 rods to place of beginning forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
; !\ ot t hri-topher It. Dix thence following the
lineot the-aid l>i\ -land -outhwe-terly to the and containing two hundred fifty 250 acres, whv the said instrument should not he proved,
\ndrevv
ea-t line of land now or formerly ot
more or less; that said estate is unproductive
appro\id and allowed as the last will ami
thence following -aid Wall-’ line ,,f anv benefit to said minor, and that it wiii
Walls, ir
testament of said deceased.
and
to
iir.-t
mentioned
hound,
the
he for the interest of said minor that the
iiorthvve-terlv
<>
IV (T'NMNCHAM. Judge.
Attest:— (’has. IV Douu, Hegister.
containing thirteen and one third acres, more same should be sold and the proceeds secured
I or le--; being the -aim* tract of land described on interest: said guardian therefore prays
A true copy, Attest: -Chas. IV Dorr, Hegister,
and
W
be
authorized
to
the
alls
vi.ur honor that she may
as conveyed m a deed from Sarah
and re
Bueksport,
said Lucy A. Titus, dated Hoc. 29,
empowered agreeably to law to sell said At a court of probate hidden ofat Hancock,
ou
for the county
w ithin and
of the Keg l-try of
ward's interest aforesaid, in the above-decorded iii hook Pin, page
\nd on
the second Wednesday of Feb., a. d. 1895.
scribed real estate, or such part of it as in
Heeds for Hancock county, Maine
instrument purporting to be
vour opinion may be expedient.
the r.th day of March, a. d. 1895, at two o’clock
J. V. Butler.
the last will and testament of Jacob S.
In Kllsworth,
p. m., at the otlice of \ .W. King,
McFarland, late of Lamoiue, in said county,
Hancock county, Maine, I -hall sell at public
Hancock, Feb. 6,1895.
above-de
the
deceased,
having been presented for probate:
auction to the highest bidder,
STATE OF MAINE.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given to
I
-cribed real estate, together with the buildings
Hancock ss.—At a court of probate held at
and
interest
all
title
all
tin*
right,
and
persons interested, by causing a copy of
thereon,
Bucksport, on the second Wednesday of Feb- this order to be published three weeks sucwhich the said judgment debtor, Lucy \. 'Pitus,
in the Kllsworth American, printed
ruary, a. d. 1895.
cessively
had In aud to the same on the twenty-sixth day
On the Petition aforesaid. Ordered, That
at Kllsworth. that they may appear at a prooi June, a. d. lsid, al two o’clock p. m., the
notice he given hv publishing a copy of said
bate court to be held at Kllsworth, in said
time when the same was attached on the origipetition, w ith this order thereon, three weeks
I county, on the second Wednesday of March
nal writ, as aforesaid, to satisfy said execution,
in the Ellsworth American, a j next, at ten of the clock in tin forenoon,
together vv itli the costs and expenses of said successively
in Ellsworth, that all perprinted
newspaper
he
otherwise
and show cause, if an> the.v ha.m w h> the
said
execution
unless
may
-ale,
s,.ns
interested nmv attend on the second | saiil instrument should not hi piowd, apsatisfied before that time.
Wednesday of March next, at a court of
and allowed as the last w ill and testaDated this 19th day of February, a- d. 1895.
probate to be holden in Ellsworth, and shmv ment of said deceased.
William C. Moouk,
cause, if anv, whv the prayer of said petition
(). IV lINNI VillAM. Judge.
Deputy Sheriff.
Such notice to be
should not he granted.
t’H .- IV 1 h>iiK, Hegister.
Atti st:
given before said court.
A true copy. Attest: ( has. IV I>■ ut:. Hegister.
NUTICKOF FOUKCLO.SU UK.
O. p. tT'NNINUIIAM. Judge.
subscnhcr
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respective

—
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Phillips,

by

j

--,

—

very compre-

■

school he says

>

iin.11

school.

«

The work of the school i- greatly Impeded by
of room, and the need of another and a
large) building l- becoming every year more
urgent- A1 present every available foot of
floor apace ha- been utili/ed nim tv nine dc-kare in the main room, 1*>7 scholar- have been en
lack

W

Farmers,
Laborers,
Teamsters,
better shoe than the
Can find

rolled this year, and the cla.-.- to enter the nun
lug fall will number at least lift v, while the out
going senior class is only fourteen. It is plain!
that the problem reijuires immediate attention
1 l\ 1

1

no

HOOK-.

api ropriatioii of -don was c\
Thi-was mainly
reeded the pa t year by
die-10 tic Pnv number of biioks rc'pbred f'-r
the high school to supply the unusually large
Ia
which entered that school in tin- tall. This
expen-e nui-t continue for tin* next four years
Our

Bread Winner.

text book

■

'lfil

h> :i f, ar.! man'it-. tm. !
AM. <H I Mini; WOKK;!, Least Mom v.
I5e*t S«*r\ iff 1
1
I:.
11
:r. 1
M
.it!iit-Jiuimcral and C« egret
tvh-s.
with and without tap sole.
It i-i

rv-

-Tong.

V

i;t;s
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1
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AMOS P.

TAPLEY & C0-,

BOSTON, MASS.
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Widespread

Vi-tal-ized Nerve
Tonic.

2

Vital-ized Nervo Tonic is the

2
2

anil women in this
which
It supplies the
climate suffer.
nerves wit h food, makes new hh>< >d
and removes the cause of disease
v and makes
you well.
Dr. Swan will answer all inP quiries regarding your ease free of
men

J
2
2
2
f

With

9 rlit rk,
4 ;,-Mcily

J

is a bank
that this
ill <to all \vc flaim for it.

every
imr
w

bottle

niiaraiitro

F ill 1’int, *1.
scales ‘lcJicat

Co.,

Sold Kviiywhciv.
Westbrook,

He

^
J

J
n

2

2
J
J9
9

9
4

and Northwestern Line.

Pauper Xotice.

rrilK undersigned hereby gives notice tiiat he
has contracted with the ( ity «►! Ellsworth,for
the support of the poor, during the ensuing war.
and has made ample provision for their support.
He therefore forbids all persona from furnishing
supplies to any pauper on his account, a* without
his written order, he will pay for no goods so
Hakkv s. Joner.
furnished.

Ercjal Notices.

2

J

Union Pacific,
Chicago,
SHORTEST ROUTE.

Day,

LOWEST RATES
hat ■!•«•• me illn-trAte.l MMer a:. ! detailed infurmnrmn
J. ». ft.Mllll,
MA"I.V, N I.. !■:. -.
a.' lre-T \S
fi.i-.n Pm i' ■ e H.
Tra». I’aiMi. Airt
'J,<0 WahlUMgti'II St., UuntiiQ, V»M,

2

a

9

Via

9

The unequalled demand for Vi- p
tal-ized Nervo Tonic among the A
people of this State is hut nil index ^
of the great good it is doing. Not \
only in this vicinity hat in every
New England state, Vi-tal-ized
Nervo Tonic, the wonderful rent- P
edy that makes people well is P
beyond question the most reliable P
production of modern medical p
science.
p
From the
No one disputes it.
p
A
that
was
it
first
by
prescribed
day
most eminent physician, Dr. John
Swan, it has been recommended, \
prescribed and its merits extolled
by the ablest of physicians.

ORECON,
WASHINGTON,
IDAHO,

AND ALL WESTERN POINTS.
c»irn l-ory
Select Fx'-urwiun* fr>>m

£
£

Demand for

one
specific for those Nervous 2
P Disorders, Indigestion, Neuralgia, P
P Khcumatism, Heart Troubles, P
p Lassitude and Sleeplessness from P

9

*

9
9
9
9

Cause for

'I he

s

■

1>

■

■

♦

e

******

back.
So away 1..* trotted into
tin re, looking white and

K4**jfat#

all from four to twenty-one years of age.
This shows about til per cent, of the total
number of scholars to have been enrolled. Last
year the proportion was 57 per cent. When we

Lc3.1l Notices.

SLcgnl Xotircs.

ILrgal Xoticcs.

II t

■

;

1

MKSSKNCi UK'S NOTICK.
STATE OF MAINE.
H ancik’k, ss:—February 15, a. d. 1895.
P'l'MlIS is to give notice that on the eleventh
1 day of February a. d. 1895, a warrant
in insolvency was issued out of the court
of insolvency, for said county of Hancock,
against the estate of Lewis J. Files, of Ellsworth, in the county, of Hancock and State of
Maine, adjudged to be an insolvent debtor,
debtor, which petition
on petition of said
Febeleventh day of
on
the
was filed
ruary, a. d. 1895, to which date interest on
claims is to he computed; that the payment
of any debts, and the delivery and transfer of
any property belonging to said debtor, to
him or for his use, and the delivery and
transfer of any property by him are forbidden bv law: that a meeting of tin- creditors of said debtor, to prove their debts and
choose one or more assignees of his estate,
will be held at a court of insolvency to be
holdeu at the probate court room in Ellsworth, in said countv of Hancock, on Thursday, the fourteenth ilay of March, a. d. ls’J -,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my band the date first-above
James T. Cushman,
written.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the court of
insolvency for said county of Hancock.

.•

>

e

■

VI

s

1

VCKHTAIN

proved,

late of
\I Mil- K V A •s, Wil'iam Huckniln-ter,
of

Hancock, and
Deer Isle, In the county
Maine, now deceased, in hi-* lifetime, by
hi- mortgage deed dated the fourteenth day of
March, a d DTI, ami recorded in the Hancock
countv Ucgi-try <d Deeds, hook 147, page In;,
min eved to me. th
ut.dcrsigm d, a certain par
ctd of real estate situate in said Deer Isle, and
A certain
a- follows:
and
described
! bounded
piece of land ot lot- John Huekmiiister, late
Deer l-lai d, in -aid county of Hancock, and
state ,.t Maim*, containing one hundred and
! elghtv acre-, more or le--, together with sheep
Mainland >t Helena I-land, so-called meiingives public notice
rpiIK subscriber hereby
I ing ami intendlngMo convey three fourth-part
to all concerned, that she has been duly
I
ot
-aid one hundred and eighty acres of the
taken
herself
the
upon
appointed, and has
liomc-tcad of the late John Huekmiiister, totrust of an administratrix of tin- estate of
with three fourth'ot -aid i-land-; being
la?.of
in
\
Grindh.
Orland.
g-etiicr
Fannie
the county of Han-.m k, deceased, by giving ; the -aim* property dc.-crlhcd in tin* mortgage
nho\. lcferred to, and whereas, the cotnlitloii
bond as tin- law directs; she therefore reof -aid aorta gage ha- been broken, now tin re
quests all persons who are indebted to tinof the breach ot condition
tore, by rca-on
said deceased's estate, to make immediate
tln*-iwho
haw
demands
tl .. of,’ claim a foreclosure of 'aid mortgage.
and
any
payment,
JUKKMIAII 11. l’,l < IvMISSTLK.
thereon to exhibit the same fur settlement.
1
M l-.HlTAHI.K H. I’MKKKINo.
Witness. Henry S. Alvord.
a. d. 1894.
December
January 9, a. d. 1895.
S ate ot

■

1

1

A true

copy.

Attest: -('has. P. DoRR,
('has. P. Dork,
Attest

Register.
Register.

court "f probate holden at Bucksport,
within and f<>r the county <>f Hancock, on
the second Wednesday of Feb., a. 1 1895.
SPRATT named executor in a certain instrument purporting to be the
last will and testament of William Spratt,
late of Eden, in said county, deceased, having
presented the same for probate:Frank
the said
That
Spratt
Ordered,
give notice t" all persons interested, by causthree
t<*
be
order
of
t
his
a
ing copy
in the Ellsworth Anarw
k s Mien --i
iean, printed at Ellsworth, that tin y may apto be belli at Ellsyvorth
pear at a probate court
in
<aid .ouutv. *«n tin* second Wednesten of tin
clock in
at
..f
March
next,
day
th. forenoon, and show cause, if any they
have, yvhy the said instrument should md In
proyed, approved and allmved as the last w il
and testament of said deceased.
< >. P.
CENN I N(iH AM, Judge
Attest: -Eli as. P. Dorr, Register
A true copy, Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr. Register

public norpHi: suhseriber hen b> g: es
ticeto all concerned.th.it she has been
1,
herduly appointed, and has taken upon
will and
self the

At a

t rust

of

xeeutrix of the last

of Abdon K t'oolidge, late "l I.amoinc, in the county "f Hancock, deceased,
no bond
being required by the terms "f said

testament

INRANK

will: she therefore requests all persons who
indebted*!o the said deceased's estate, to
make immediate payment, and those who
have any demands thereon to exhibit the same
Mary H. Coolidol.
for settlement.
January 9, a. il. 1895.
are

_____

published

notice
rpiiF subscriber licrehv gives public
1 to all concerned, that he has been duly
the
appointed and has taken upon liimsilf
estate of

> rust
administrator of the
of
an
A! den S. Berrv, late of l.amoinc, in the county
of Hancock, deceased, by giving bonds as the
law directs; he therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those
demands thereon to exhibit the
who have

same

|

any
for settlement. Newell B. C’oolidoe.
a. d. 1895.

January 9,

ELECTRll1 ROAR.
COMMITTEE APPOINTED TO SO-

n.N-.
ti:a;
Tilt

OTHER resin

1

] v.-cil

rt

]

the ie>ari> ''E

*i'

<

st’Kl'IAI

AT

Disc. t'SSKD

MATTr.K

b

SI HSCRI1 Til >NS.

LICIT

;><.

otric r<ad from

«

!'!U-

tv> h
Fa
bay re ived new im
Mi ml iy. 1 y the Hr. ;va! I:<
pet:.Georgt !!. Stover esq. of New A s k
submitted in pen-on
Blueh:!. wh
'■

won

~

of tin
propositi* n to furnish two-t birds
capital necessary to build the road.
A meeting of the executive commit tet
of the board of trade was held in the law
Stover and
office of A. W
King. M
Capt. O. A. Crockett were present. The
The
matter was discussed at length.
advisability of immediate act ion, in order
to take advantage of the low prices on
material for building and equipment of
the road now prevailing, was set forth.
Mr. Si over advised organizing and constructing the road, rather than giving
the building of it to outside contractors,
lie said be w ould send a surveyor here
next week to make a preliminary survey.
The proposed route is a particularly good

being

there

one,

no

to

heavy grades

overcome.

Capt. Crockett spoke in regard to the
handling of freight on the steamboat

line. The matter of power was considered. It was thought if power could be
obtained from the electric light company
at advantageous rates, it would be better

going to the expense of constructing
equipping a pow er house. The electric light company is now preparing an
than
and

estimate

on w

hat

it could furnish power

for.

It

was

decided to submit the matter at

special meeting of the board of trade
be held in the evening.

a

BOARD

capital, and

to

'>i

1 id- pi '*p'.-i!i
l-.iiswonli an

r> .< -.

-1 the

lo

\\

tlie

aim

<d

-aid

road

and

Town meeting

unt

ot

money

U

M

he

t->

There will be

That a committee of three he
from this hoard to forthwith solicit
amount
-u -ciiptioti- for -aid enterpri-e to the
>
Ellm ee--ary to lie rai-ed l»y tlu* citizen-

Rrstrived.

com-

great

real estate

he

owner

and

property,
thought it would

£500

to

patroize

be

f

A Final Closing of the Few Winter (ioods we have in Stock, with
-Sprinkling of a Few Spring (ioods.-

j

Cloak

the

>r

The

out.

ensuing

Best Percales

generous offer as that of Mr. Stover
wculd preseir. itself. He submitted the
follow lug resolution which was unania

mously adopted:
ir/u rnn, In the opinion of the nu ndiers of
this board of tra.ie, the construction aid imitan electric railway tor pa-.-n.ai.d
ation
frti-h: tram:-• tat ion »•;«•«•» n l ’. w rtl. Fa
and tide w .uer-<•' the a-O rn i-ln-re <>t 1 nan,
river bay. would be of great benefit to the 1-u-i
1

interests of the city of Ellsworth, and,
RTier#os, II has been brought to the attention
of this board that Mr. George H. Stover, ot New
York city, and his a-soeiates, offer to furnish
ness

meet

w as

l ht

n

presented

and

H.

s<mt 1m

Bang

!•»

>r

alls.-

hi-sentem-.

n
I thci
connected with Hancock county jail.

a
or 11• *t;«■*• i.‘i tlu annual
•!. 2
MiSvi
meeting ut tlie a-soeiatioti shall he -igia-i By
the -ecivtary ami -hull he p u I •!; Si*** at l»n-t
me
•He day- 1 leltMv tile day of meeting, in
1

p* •'pie are sti ui:*>. Iti-h t hat
ay t«» t he selfislim -s of «>; her.-.

Smiie

—
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Theenteiiug wedge of a fatal complaint
often a -light cold, w hie b a dose or t w o
of Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
might have
cured at the commencement, t herefore,
it is advisable to have this prompt and

Wlien

i-

sure

remedy always

at

hand

meet

to

Baby

When she

v.us

m .is

a

w*'

pave ).

Chili, she

«:v

l

Miss, she clung

Wlien she
When she had

:.

to

i.

Castoria.

r:;:.';

Children, she gave them Castoria.
\

<

emergency.

In

tin*

\\

.t^hington

County

Itallroad

Coughs, Cold, Hoarseness

diseases

and

satisfactory

of

We

were

views in Aroostook county.
The design on the cover is a work of
art, and depicts the principal industries
of Aroostook. At the top of the page are
glimpses of the fishing and hunting; in
the centre is a view of Caribou’s magnificent water power, and at the bottom of
the page are illustrations of a lumber
camp, one of Aroostook’s fertile potato
fields, and last, but not least, a Bangor
and Aroostook train speeding northward
into Aroostook.
The issue contains bright,
breezy
sketches of the busy towns and progressive men of prosperous Aroostook, and a
history of the building of the Bangor and
Aroostook railroad.
No one but a printer, and one who has
been there,” can appreciate the amount
of extra labor and expense involved in

in the

Speak

Highest

Terms

on

in

a

singl

Lubec, writes:

selling your .Sure Cure Tonic, also you
Cough Cure and Headache Pills, and I can safe
Jy 6*1 v they are the best medicines I ever -old
and cheerfully recommend them to anyone wh |
needs a medicine. They sell readily, and al
I

am

who

u~e

them

COL.

speak
E.

very

C

highly

1
regular periods, I have been a sufferer from regard your remedy as the safest and most rellable extant. Everybody who suffers from sick
sick headaches. Physicians’ prescriptions and
all patent medicines known to the trade have or nervous headache ought to have them. I
failed to give permanent, or even temporary, re- take great pleasure in commending them.
Yours respectfully,
lief. About a year ago I first tried Morrison’s

|

BANGS.

H

R
North

not called

of them.

STEVLNS,

Secretary to Gov. Cleaves, writes
Aiui'STA, Me., March 1,
Morrison Medical Co.,
Private

I have been asked to tell what 1 know abou

Morrison's Headache Pills and It gives m<
pleasure, from personal experience, to certify
to their Inestimable worth. From boyhood, a

Headache Pills and have never been without
them since. 1 have no hesitancy in saying that I
believe they will cure all cases of sick Jor ncrvous headache if taken in season and according to
the directions. Within the past year I have
purchased more than fifty boxes of these pills,
many of which 1 have given to friends and
neighbors for trial, and I have yet to learn of a

single

case

where

have
relief. 1

they

yet

experienced

use.

failed

to

give

certain that
and have
any ill effect from their
K. C. Stevens.

prompt and instant
no cathartics

they contain
never

or

am

opium,

S. J. CiLADBOIRNE.

A

j

of
I

[
1

H.

CRABTREE,

|
I

the production of a special edition, and
t hen, too often, the result falls far short of
the editor’s expectations or ideal. But
Editor Hall has spared neither expense
nor labor, and the result is a “special”
that leaves nothing to be wished for, and
he can accept the compliments of press
and public without blush or apology.

Blaine, Me., writes:
am having excellent

success in handling
your medicines and have found them to give
perfect satisfaction in every case. The remedies have not been advertised here. I have
worked up my trade on the merits of the goods

! entirely.
ABEL

D.

Clerk In the

Delays

RUSSELL.

art

dangerous.

A

dollar

spent for

Hood's Sarsaparilla now may prevent illness
which will he expensive and hard to bear- Now
D the time to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla-

of State’- of

Engrossing
Secretary
S. J. CHADBOURNE,
lice, writes
writes
of
State,
Secretary
Deputy
Augusta, Feb. 2 s, ltf'3.
Morrison Medical Co.,
Augusta, Feb. 21,1893.
Having used Dr. Morrison’s Headache ami
Morrison Medical Co.,
(
I have tried a great many remedies for sick
Neuralgia Cure repeatedly for nervous head1
headache, but your pills are ahead of anything ache, I am glad to say that It has never failed to
Their effect is almost magical. give immediate relief. A trial of it will con1 ever tried.
A I). Russell.
They have never failed to afford me relief. I vince anyone.
HON

Just Received.

Y. M. <

I. AT1.ST

T111N«i

H\N(.(»i:

1(1 II.MMi,

Thel.eadlnj; r.u»im-MM College In tin*

«»«Devilein Whistle,

Ml

state,

ho-d ea-t of Boston that tear hr -1’;*'1
The only
/'.7/m Sb'trtn «*f Actual Hutint** /‘ractirr
«■.
( .>ur~e of -tu*l\
the Start
\ ra>
Book keeping. Hu-r
Branches
taught
Arlthtnrtle, lVninanjddn, Corref-pondener.
in,Trial law, Sprilln^'. A-dual Hu ■due*- Ida.
Banking, shorthand and Typewriting.
Send for < atalo^ue giving full deacrlptl1 I
Kli.Ih MSThM. together with te.-tlmonlals !rthe leading educator*.
K. I». CHKLI.I*. Serrrtan/,
Addrens
Bangor. Mai
-<

thoroughly

n!T

1

I'im* A>sortmnit of
JUST

iirfains.

(

IISJ.

FAMUKS.

FRKSII

FOR

Uo TO

Holt

r|\.
A .IL<

Store.

Variety

s

artistically displayed “ads.,” the excellent printing of difficult half-tones and
the letter-press, are a joy to the eye of a
printer. But it is not to the trade alone
that the beauty of the issue is apparent.
The issue is profusely illustrated with

of these Medicines.

refund the money.

-AND-

SCHOOL OF SnORTH\ND AND TYPEWRITING,.

I
*-••»» vein
11 paid (n advaie

\ N,
viL'i'U'a v
i\
KliK AA

surpasses anything of the* kind ever
issued in the State. Its make-up, its

no

Recommended by all Druggists.

Well-Known Public Men and Merchants

every case.
instance to

Rubber Blarters.

The Aroostook Republican, of Caribou,
this week issues an illustrated souvenir
edition in honor of the completion of the
Bangor ami Aroostook railroad.
Asa sample of the art preservative, it

anticathartics, and has no

in any part of system, contains

200 boxes of Morrison’

en-

z

will appear in the charter.

pyrine, morphine, opium
unpleasant or injurious action upon the system.

over

been

the building of the line.
An agreement covering these conditions will be signed by the president and
directors of the Washington county railIn case Col. Greene does not sucroad.
ceed in finding funds, he shall be paid
$25,000 fur his rights, which provision

Neuralgia Cure

and

or

We have sold

parties having

(f'/f,

SyzzJ'/

Enterprising Aroostook .lournallMn.

/Morrison's Headache

Headache Pills and a numl>er of dozens Morri
son’s Tonic. They gave entire satisfaction it

to all

tered into.
Col. Greene's charter will not he renewed. The Washington county railroad
charter will he granted, ami Col. Greene
under
will have the exclusive right
it for three months to raise the money;
if he does this, he can build the road.
After this any party i. Col. Greene included w ho raises the money tir*t, shall have

Throat and Lungs.

Portland, Me., write:

Marbles.

Washington county railroad pe«.pie ar<
all happy; and Col. < ireem* is one <>f them.
now, and hs good as the best. an agreement

Compound

Morrison’s Wild Cherry

BROTHERS,

Marked-Down Prices.

Bird Kites,

OMI’KOMN

ati

Tonic and Health Restorer now in roach of suffering
It cures all diseases of tin* Rlood, Liver,
humanity.
Kulnevs, Stomach, Heart and Nerves.

MURPHY

The same bargains we offered in them last month w ill continue t his moath.
( OTI ON
l NDLIiW I.AIL Consisting of
Indies' N.ghll-b d.o*. Chenb*c, Cor*ct < ov* r-. Skirt at reduced prk t■*.

_— M. GALLERT.

mria.
;

preparation of Iron, Wine, Sarsaparilla, and five
other blood purifying remedies, is the best Spring

are

Underwear.

0 ets.
7 ets.
s ets.
10 ets.
20 ets.
12 ets.

pnMi.-he.t in Eli-worth.
The meet ing then adjourned.

a

They

at less

new-paper

Morrison’s Sure Cure Tonic,

stops pain

pairs of Kid (Hove* consisting of 5 and 7 h- k-,
wr
Biaritz and undr»-s*ed, slightly damaged, taken fron
regular stock, at Wets, per pair. These will not last longer
than 10 day.*, and we advise everyone to hurry and get the
first pick.
About 100

BARGAINS

:\

so now

Kid Gloves.

piece

a

pieces Bird’s’Kyes

Matter**.

cures

£1.00 for

per pair.
100 Bedspreads, regular S5 ents go..d-, at 50 et-.
10.000 yards Sheeting at price- ro ver heard of, or
than t he manufacturer'- prices to-day.
Bleached i i Ames bury at
5 { Ch \ bind at
t 1 Fruit at
liOiisdaie Cam brie at
■■’*. Is ami
Bit ached > 2 ami 10 J, t -1 good-, at
>. 10 and
U) an i i inch at

Gough of this place has been committed to Bangor jail under sentences of
thirty days and £10 and costs for ass
bond
1I» is also under
ami battery.
t
k*ep tlie peace fur one year. !!• was

adoplid:

per yard.

at 40 cents per piece.
Tow els from 5 to 27> cents, or about one-t bird t heir value.
200 pairs Blanket-, white and colon d, from 12 ct-. to £0.00
100

Arno

by-

fallowing ainemiment t" tl.<

Tin
law-

1 ets.

100 pieces of Crashes at
containing 25 yards.

Fremont.

:ngs.

to do

ets.
ets.: worth in
ct-.; worth 12 jet-.
ets.
ct-.; worth 25
ets.
et-.; worth 25
ets.; wort h 121 ets.
ets.; worth 12 C ets.

Goods.

Housekeepers'

Green.

month. The motion was put to a
Vote and lost.
was
incommittee
executive
The
n
for
-tructed t- procure a -uitubh r-

a carpet t his spring’w ill do well
A Bargain Sale m Carpetings is hardly ever
advertised, and does not very often occur. In order to
stimulate business during the dullest month in the year
We will sell all of our
we reluctantly decided to do so.
Wool Carpet ings. Tapestries and Brussels, also OilCh'ths.
•*.
Straw Matting* and Art Squares, at greatly reduced j
In connection with our Carpetings, we also offer all of our
Draperies and Iju-e Curtains at reduced prices.

Those who inte nd to buy
at »■
at s
at 12'
at 1>
at 2
**t 0

One case of Bates (Jinghams
One ease Toile de Nort ii.
25 pc-. Scotch Ginghams
French Sateens
American Sateens

1

keeper, W. L. Grindle; pomoiia. 1.
Nellie Grindle; ceres.
Cain: flora.
Nora A. Perkins; lady assistant.
May
Feb. 25.

Department.

Wash Dress Goods.

officers

Master, N.

are:

year
overseer. A.

5 and bet*.
In bleached Stanley 4 land 40-inch at
hand 7 rts.
Lockwood 4 1 and 40-inch at
Other makes equally a* cheap. Lockwood Sheeting at b
ts. per yard is the best trade offered.

About 20 Winter Coat- from £2.00 tn *7.50; the cheapest
among them are worth £>.00 up to $20.00.

pleasing

and most

-

......

j

■

city. Hp thought the present opportunity should not beli'.-t. rile time Would
probably never come again win n the road
could be built so cheaply, and that such

a

EXTRA liA lvHlAIXS
with New Attraction-.
we offered during' >1 unitary will continue during' February
<
Sale
and
our
continue
to
'learinir
decided
We have
durinjf’the month of
Bargain
earlv Spring (ioods,
a
lew
other
February. and have added to our main
bargain.-ueh a- (iinoham-. Sateens. Percale- and other Printed 1 )rc-- (mods in Spring
This will be the last chance to
colors, which will go at phciioininalh low prices.
get good- under the regular prices.

TII i;

1.

>

great

Sunday School concert
Mar. in.
"i al cliurch.

gate

each

short
WFwell made a
in w hich he si t forth the
bentr\t the road would 1 *e fcd the

FEBRUARY.

..„.,

A. Grindle: lectNorton:
l,HurA H. Jones; steward. William
urer.
Cam; assistant steward, G. O. Grindle:
chaplain, R. G. Steele: treasurer. Jere
Mrs Sylvia Grindle;
Jones; secretary,

were

special meeting of the board of trade jr., B. T. Sow le,
held Monday evening. In the ab- (irant.
A M K N D EI >.
B V LA W S
sence of President King, Vice-President
the night of
of
matter
The
changing
C. H. Drummey presided.
1 he propoThe meeting was called primarily to meeting was then taken up.
in order
consider the advisability of changing the sition was to change the night
not to conflict with the meeting night of
as there
but
of
meetings,
regular
night
the Royal Arcanum, in the same hall.
were many present who were called away
M r. Sow le moved to change the night
on motion, set
that
business
was,
early,
f
aside and the electric road matter was from the second to the first Monday
Judge A. P.
stirring speech

.* :m.

in H‘'gt'n.

carried

are

programs

was

taken up.

1

Lizzie H-iwt-

and

is

especially, participate,

John A. Peters,
F. W. Hollins and A. J.

A

f

>

\.

Contrary to many prognostications.
Rainbow grange lias much vitality yet.
The meetings are well attended and much
interest manifested. A new feature recently introduced, is to have occasionally
a children's t veiling in w Inch the children,

it.

spoke

liari.

many friends of James II. and Fred
Jones, of this place, will be glad to
hear of their prosperity, both having become eo-parttiers in business during the
past month. Janies, with (.’apt. J.
Jones, of Belfast, has bought the hardware business and stock of the late bred
The new firm w ill be
A. Carle, Belfast.
Fred is
know n as J. H. and J. W. Jones.
successon the same street, partner in a
ful crockery business of Carle A Jones.

to

Other- who

a

Cmigregat

smi

M

The

make no promise as to tin transportation
of freignt, he believed the road would be
of great benefit, and he would be glad to
lend his aid to an enterprise that would
bring a dollar into Fllsworth. If tlie
road could carry freight cheaper than he
he would be pleased
was now getting it

OF TRADE MEETING.

d

a.
.««•

I).

him, and he would be
pleased to contribute that amount.
J. F. Whitcomb said that w hile he could
worth

■

years ago.

a

as

ir*»i■

days.

he meeting proved to be the one hunami first birthday of Dea. David
Wasson, t lie man by w hose indefatigable
exertions, the church was built, forty

mittee A. H. Norris, O. W Tapley and B.
T. Sow le.
Several spoke briefly but enthusiastih.
cally in relation to the road. Hr. J.
Manning said that while he had no
freights, and the road might not benefit
hint as much as it would the merchants
and others, he did believe the road would
to

h**im-

\•

____

t

>

value

1

dred

wort li

be of

B!uehill.

'I'lie roll call nutting at the C< ngregathmal church. Feb. It*, was a most interesting ami profitable occasion. A peculiar
incident was that thi evening selected for

-elected

such

>

a

;\<-d In

at tin

fore, hr it

as

U

Monday,

trum

slowly but stcadfiy

are \

>

president appointed

a

Misses Kate too:
is-;ing r> ‘at iv«

ol

U

The

.1.

i,mura

Mass.,

SMo.oihi. and
ot
t- w
It a!-o seem-ad\i-alde in
tin* present low market price ot man liai- me»
-aid
ot
-ary for the eon-truet‘.on and equipment
road, and in order that-aid ro: d may he complrted in -ea-on for operation iluring the e.-ming
d com
summer, that work ot eon-truction -lion
meiico at the earlie-t possilde time, now, there
third

chapel

-s

*..m»»■

**

OKK*

•'

t

O; from

>

fund is

Mrs. 1’rarl Gott

luri.i-hed oil tile aiore-aid a-i•Ul**nr
i,i/en- oj El.-w ith will he a

.(Hin d
the

w

a

baric-* Farnham

Bt Bust for

page*.

OK
b

of B

The

hrr

•'

lilt

\\

give

'■

<

lirooks%

st

-ecurc

tola

that

eijuipmei.ls

in

-ci

•,«

r„r

\»
| 11• 11.•!'y favor
tlie co.i-tnictioii of
ot which. in the judgment
a\ ait tin in
-lx uxl at on.

the peoph -d
aide opportunity to
-ni l road, ai d om
ot til>ard. tin y
and
sclv.
e-timate

-n

.iMurtisscmcnts.

cor NT Y NFWS.

t\v<* thirds of tlu* capital nee.ssary for tlie coil,
rovl-ud
-truelion ami equipment of such road,
oi pi
t lie citizen of l*. 11-worth will turn 1-h
«'l
such
om
thiril
tin- otlur
t> he lurni-he»l

Hood PUD

cure

all liver

ills,

relieve

const!

for

Infants

|U|OTHERS,
Hate man

s

Do You Know

that Paregoric.
Drupe, Godfrey's Cordial, many so-called Soothing Syrups, and

moet remedies for children

composed of opium

are

Po You Kaow that opium and morphine
Po You Know that in
without

most

countries

are

or

morphine t

stupefying narcotic poisons f

druggists

are not

permitted

to

sell narcotic-

labeling them poisons f

Po You Know that you should
unless you

or

your

physician

permit any medicine

not

know of what it is

Po You Know that Castoria is
its

Children.

and

a

composed

be

to

given your child

f

purely vegetable preparation, and that

ingredients is published with every bottle

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castoria.

list of

Po You Know that Castoria is the prescription of the famous Dr. Samuel Pitcher.
use for nearly thirty years, and that more Castoria is now sold than

That it has been in
of all

oraedies for children combined f

c

Know that the Patent Office Department of the United States, and of
countries, have issued exclusive right to Dr. Pitcher and his assigns to use the word

Po 1
other

o

Castoria” and its formula, and that to imitate them is
Po Yon Know that

one

of the

reasons

because Castoria had l#een proven to be

for

a

state

be

or one cent a

offense ?

absolutely harmless?

Po Yon Know that 35 average doses of Castoria
cents,

prison

was
granting this government protection

am

furnished for 35

dose ?

Yon Know that when jiosscssed of this perfect preparation, your children may
k<‘i t well, and that you may have unbroken rest f

Woily these

are

The fur-simile
signature of

worth

knowing.

They

an*

facts.

1*

op

ever?

wrapper.

nation and as-ist digestion. 25c.—Advt.

I

a

f

Children

Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

